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1   Introduction  
 
 
In   this   research   paper   we   will   analyze   different   solutions   to   try   to   find   the   best   one   for   our   application.   One  
of   the   requirements   we   got   from   our   Product   Owner   at   K3,   was   that   the   application   should   be   able   to  
automatically   tag   images   of   used   clothing   taken   by   the   users   of   our   application.  
 
The   given   requirements   were   that   as   an   A   requirement,   the   application   should   be   able   to   automatically   tag  
both   the   clothing   type   and   the   colour   of   the   clothing.   The   B   requirements   were   that   the   application   should  
be   able   to   automatically   tag   the   brand   of   the   clothing   and   the   condition   of   the   clothing.   The   C   requirements  
were   that   the   application   should   be   able   to   automatically   tag   the   style   of   the   clothing   and   the   size   of   the  
clothing.  
 
The   main   challenges   that   we   face   when   we   are   looking   at   solutions   to   automatically   tag   the   images   is   that  
most   of   the   clothing   has   no   visible   logo   of   the   brand   and   the   condition   of   the   clothing   would   be   extremely  
difficult   to   determine   due   to   that   some   clothing   styles   have   distressed   clothing   as   a   style.  
 
The   Product   Owner   gave   us   a   list   of   three   general   solutions   that   we   could   test   and   check   if   they   give   an  
acceptable   rate   of   correct   predictions.   These   were   Google   Vision   AI,   Microsoft   Azure   Computer   Vision,  
Amazon   Rekognition.   We   will   test   these   providers   to   determine   the   correct   prediction   rate   and   if   the   rate   is  
not   acceptable,   we   will   look   at   other   solutions,   such   as   automated   machine   learning   models.  
 
Automated   machine   learning   models   (AutoML)   was   chosen   as   a   backup   instead   of   making   a   machine  
learning   model   from   the   ground   up   as   we   didn’t   have   the   necessary   knowledge   building   our   own   model.   The  
AutoML   works   by   feeding   the   model   a   predefined   dataset   with   tagged   images   which   the   model   can   use   to  
learn   and   make   a   prediction   on   similar   images   based   on   the   images   in   the   dataset.  
 
Due   to   the   AutoML   needing   a   dataset,   we   talked   to   our   Product   Owner   early   in   the   process   if   he   had   a  
dataset   available   that   we   could   use   in   case   the   general   solutions   didn’t   work.   The   reasoning   for   this   is   that   it  
would   take   a   fair   amount   to   tag   the   images   manually   and   it   would   be   better   served   to   spend   our   valuable  
hours   working   on   other   tasks.  
 
When   it   became   clear   that   there   were   no   datasets   available   that   fitted   our   needs,   we   decided   that   instead   of  
manually   tagging   the   images   we   would   rather   try   to   find   websites   that   offered   used   clothing   for   sale   and  
had   images   that   fitted   our   needs   and   then   build   a   small   script   in   Python   to   scrape   the   images   along   with   the  
tags   that   were   input   for   those   images.   This   would   save   us   time   to   build   our   dataset   in   case   the   general  
solutions   didn’t   work   for   our   needs.  
 
With   all   of   this   in   mind,   we   had   a   plan   for   the   automated   tagging   requirements.   We   would   first   test   the  
general   solutions   to   check   if   they   actually   worked   for   our   application,   if   so,   we   would   use   the   general  
solution.   In   case   the   general   solutions   didn’t   work,   we   would   look   at   AutoML   solutions   and   build   our   own  
dataset   by   scraping   websites   that   offered   used   clothing   with   similar   images   that   our   users   would   use   to   get  
an   automated   tagging.  
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2   Analyzing   the   requirements  
 
 
Once   we   had   made   a   Product   Backlog   together   with   our   Product   Owner,   we   noted   that   there   were   four   user  
stories   in   our   Product   Backlog   that   were   related   to   the   outcome   of   this   research.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   2.1,   there   is   one   A   requirement,   a   requirement   that   we   must   implement,   that   had   an  
estimated   55   hours   to   complete.   Then   we   had   two   B   requirements   and   one   C   requirement,   requirements  
that   we   would   only   implement   if   we   had   enough   time,   that   had   an   estimated   209   hours   to   complete.  
 

Number   User   Story   Priority   Estimated  
hours  

5a   As   a   user   I   want   the   system   to   recognize   the   type   and   colour   of   the   product   A   55  

5b   As   a   user   I   want   the   system   to   attempt   to   recognize   the   brand   of   the  
product   B   5  

5c   As   a   user   I   want   the   system   to   attempt   to   recognize   the   condition   of   the  
product   B   128  

5d   As   a   user   I   want   the   system   to   attempt   to   recognize   the   style   and   size   of  
the   product   C   21  

Table   2.1:   Subset   of   our   Product   Backlog   listing   the   requirements   for   the   automated   tagging   of   images  

 
User   story   5a   is   a   must   implement   requirement.   We   will   need   our   solution   to   successfully   recognize   both  
the   type   and   the   colour   of   the   clothing   item   to   be   able   to   use   the   solution.  
 
Since   user   story   5b   is   only   estimated   to   take   5   hours   to   complete,   we   will   combine   it   with   the   user   story   5a  
in   this   research   and   try   to   find   a   solution   that   will   correctly   predict   on   the   type,   colour   and   brand.   However  
the   brand   might   be   a   problem   since   most   of   the   clothing   does   not   have   a   logo   on   the   clothing,   e.g.   H&M,  
Next,   etc.,   so   if   the   brand   gives   us   skewed   results,   we   will   drop   it   and   focus   on   the   type   and   colour.  
 
User   story   5c   is   estimated   to   take   128   hours   to   complete.   The   significant   time   estimated   for   the  
requirement   is   given   because   we   thought   that   implementing   this   requirement   would   be   almost   impossible,  
given   the   different   styles   of   clothing   that   are   new   but   have   a   distressed   style   along   with   giving   us   a   lot   of  
false   positives   for   clothing   that   has   a   bad   condition   but   it   is   not   shown   on   the   image   we   would   use   to  
predict   the   condition   of   the   clothing.  
 
User   story   5d   is   a   C   requirement,   so   we   will   only   look   at   it   if   we   have   significant   time   left   before   the   project  
deadline.    
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3   Vision   AI   Providers  
 
 
In   the   beginning   of   the   project,   we   were   given   a   list   of   three   potential   providers   that   could   provide   a   solution  
for   our   problem.   These   were   Google   Cloud   Vision   AI,   Microsoft   Azure   Computer   Vision,   Amazon  
Rekognition.  

3.1   Google   Cloud   Vision   AI  
 
Google   Cloud’s   Vision   AI   offers   powerful   pre-trained   machine   learning   models   through   REST   and   RPC   APIs.  
A   user   can   assign   labels   to   images   and   quickly   classify   them   into   millions   of   predefined   categories.  1

 
The   benefits   of   the   Vision   API   is   that   a   user   can   classify   images   using   pre-trained   models   and   predefined  
labels.   A   user   can   also   compare   photos   to   images   in   his   product   catalog,   and   return   a   ranked   list   of   similar  
items.   The   API   can   also   identify   well-known   product   logos.  
 
Google   Cloud   Vision   AI   offers   an   API   online   which   can   be   used   to   test   images   to   check   the   prediction   it  
makes   on   the   images.  
 
Pricing   is   based   on   which   features   we   would   most   likely   need,   in   our   case   we   would   need   label   detection,  
logo   detection   and   image   properties,   but   also   on   the   volume   of   predictions.   The   first   1000   units/month   are  
free,   but   it   will   be   charged   from   the   1001th   image   and   onwards,   as   we   can   see   in   Table   3.1.   Web   detection  
might   also   be   useful,   and   we   will   look   into   if   it   will   be   useful   in   our   case.  
 

 
Feature  

Price   per   1000   units  

First   1000   units/month   Units   1001   -   5,000,000   /  
month  

Units   5,000,001   -  
20,000,000   /   month  

Label   Detection   Free   $1.50   $1.00  

Text   Detection   Free   $1.50   $0.60  

Logo   Detection   Free   $1.50   $0.60  

Image   Properties   Free   $1.50   $0.60  

Web   Detection   Free   $3.50   Contact   Google  

Table   3.1:   Google   Vision   AI   pricing   tiers  2

   

1   "Vision   AI   |   Derive   Image   Insights   via   ML   ...."   https://cloud.google.com/vision.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
2   "Pricing   |   Cloud   Vision   API   |   Google   Cloud."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/pricing.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
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3.2   Microsoft   Azure   Computer   Vision  
 
Microsoft   Azure   Computer   Vision   API   is   a   service   that   enables   developers   to   analyze   and   retrieve  
information   from   images   in   a   very   simple   way.  3

 
Azure   has   a   “detect   brands”   option   which   can   be   used   to   detect   brands.   This   option   could   be   beneficial   with  
recognizing   clothing   logos.  
 
Azure   offers   an   API   online,   which   can   be   used   for   testing   and   we   will   utilize   this   test   API   to   check   what  
predictions   the   API   gives   us   for   various   images.  
 
Pricing   is   based   both   on   the   features   and   the   volume,   as   we   can   see   in   Table   3.2.   Although   it   doesn’t   offer  
us   a   free   tier   like   Google   Cloud   Vision   AI,   the   pricing   is   cheaper.  
 

Product   Features   Price  

Computer   Vision   S1   up   to   10   requests   per   second  

Tag  
Color  

0-1M   transactions   -   $1   per   1,000   transactions  
1M-5M   transactions   -   $0.80   per   1,000   transactions  
5M+   transactions   -   $0.65   per   1,000   transactions  

Brand  
0-1M   transactions   -   $1.50   per   1,000   transactions  
1M-5M   transactions   -   $1   per   1,000   transactions  
5M+   transactions   -   $0.65   per   1,000   transactions  

Table   3.2:   Microsoft   Azure   Cognitive   Services   pricing   tiers  4

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

3   "Computer   Vision   |   Microsoft   Azure."   https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/computer-vision/.   Accessed   25  
Feb.   2020.  
4   "Cognitive   Services   Pricing—Computer   Vision   API   -   Microsoft   ...."  
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/cognitive-services/computer-vision/.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
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3.3   Amazon   Rekognition  
 
Amazon   Rekognition,   an   industry   leader   when   it   comes   to   providing   highly   accurate   facial   analysis,   uses  
deep   learning   technology   to   analyze   both   images   and   videos.   This   technology   can   be   utilized   with   little   to  
no   machine   learning   experience.   With   Amazon   Rekognition,   you   can   identify   objects,   people,   text,   scenes,  
and   activities.  5

 
Rekognition   does   not   offer   an   API   online   which   can   be   used   for   testing,   so   we   will   not   be   able   to   test   the  
service   against   other   providers   unless   we   sign   up   to   the   service.  
 
Pricing   is   based   on   volume,   with   steep   discounts   for   each   tier,   as   we   can   see   in   Table   3.3.  
 

Cost   type   Pricing   Price   per   1,000   images  

First   1M   images   processed*   per   month   $0.00116   per   image   $1.16  

Next   9   million   images   processed*   per   month   $0.000928   per   image   $0.928  

Next   90   million   images   processed*   per   month   $0.000696   per   image   $0.696  

Over   100   million   images   processed*   per   month   $0.000464   per   image   $0.464  

*Each   API   that   accepts   1   or   more   input   images,   counts   as   1   image   processed.  

Table   3.3:   Amazon   Rekognition   pricing   tiers  6

   

5   "Amazon   Rekognition   -   Wikipedia."   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_Rekognition.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
6  "Amazon   Rekognition   –   Pricing   -   AWS."   https://aws.amazon.com/rekognition/pricing/.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
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4   Testing   Vision   AI   Providers  
 
 
Out   of   the   three   vision   providers,   two   offered   an   online   API   test   to   check   how   their   general   service   stacks   up  
against   the   competition.   Amazon   Rekognition   did   not   offer   an   API   test   unless   signing   up   to   their   service,  
and   since   they   are   more   geared   towards   facial   recognition ,   we   decided   against   looking   at   their   service   and  7

will   only   be   comparing   the   two   other   providers,   Google   Vision   AI   and   Microsoft   Azure   Computer   Vision.  
 
When   we   were   looking   for   potential   images   to   use   as   a   test,   our   Product   Owner   told   us   that   ASOS   had   quite  
a   large   selection   of   images   and   we   decided   to   take   a   closer   look   at   the   site.   We   decided   to   download   five  
images   from   their   site   and   sent   each   image   to   the   API   on   the   providers   we   were   testing   to   check   how   well  
they   fared   in   predicting   each   image.  
 
The   results   from   Google   Cloud   Vision   AI   were   really   good   but   when   we   were   going   through   the   process   that  
the   user   would   go   through,   we   noticed   that   the   images   that   the   user   would   take   did   not   match   the   images  
we   downloaded   from   ASOS.   Before   choosing   Google   Cloud   Vision   AI   as   our   solution,   we   wanted   to   check  
how   the   providers   predicted   on   images   that   closely   resembled   the   images   our   users   of   the   application  
would   use   to   get   a   prediction.  
 
We   found   five   such   images   while   browsing   Craigslist.org,   which   contains   images   of   used   clothing   that   a  
regular   person   is   trying   to   sell.   These   images   will   closely   resemble   the   images   taken   by   our   users   and  
testing   these   images   on   the   providers   will   give   us   a   more   accurate   results   on   the   predictions   and   therefore  
we   can   be   more   confident   that   the   solution   that   we   choose   will   work   when   we   start   the   coding   phase.   
 
The   test   results   from   the   ten   images,   five   from   ASOS   and   five   from   Craigslist,   can   be   found   in   Tables   4.1   to  
4.10   in   Chapter   4.1.    

7   "We   Built   A   Powerful   Amazon   Facial   Recognition   Tool   ...   -   Forbes."   6   Jun.   2018,  
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2018/06/06/amazon-facial-recognition-cost-just-10-and-was-worryingly-good/.  
Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
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4.1   Vision   AI   Providers   Test   Reports  
ASOS-1   Test   Report  

Name:    ASOS-1  
 
Type:    Hoodie  
Colour:    Black  
Brand:    Adidas  
 
Description:    A   male   model   wearing   a   black   Adidas   hoodie.   The   Adidas   logo   is   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Person,   cap,   jeans,   background  
 
Tags   from   source:    Adidas   Training   Mountain   Logo   Hoodie   Black  

 

Figure    4.1:   ASOS-1   Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

 
 

 

The   model   accurately  
labeled   the   picture   as   a  
hoodie   with   a   98%  
confidence   and   the   color  
black   with   97%.   The   model  
accurately   gave   the   type   as  
a   hoodie   with   a   ~0.72   score  
and   the   brand   as   Adidas  
with   a   ~0.73   score   in   Web  
results.   The   color   prediction  
was   wrong.  Figure   4.2:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.3:   Google   Web   Figure   4.4:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

   

The   model   accurately   gave  
the   type   as   hoodie   with  
~74%   confidence,   although  
it   gave   inaccurately   the   type  
as   “sleeve”,   “active   shirt”,  
“outerwear”,   “shirt”,   “top”,  
“jacket”,   “sweatshirt”   and  
“t-shirt”   before   giving   the  
type   as   a   hoodie.   The   model  
didn’t   give   the   brand   as  
Adidas.   The   color   was  
correct   as   “Black”  

Figure   4.5:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.6:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.1:   ASOS-1   Test   Summary  
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ASOS-2   Test   Report  

Name :   ASOS-2  
 
Type :   Dress  
Colour :   Pink  
Brand :   PrettyLittleThing  
 
Description :   A   female   model   wearing   a   pink   PrettyLittleThing   dress,   with   black   laces.  
The   logo   is   not   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore :   Person,   background,   heels  
 
Tags   from   source :   prettylittlething   lace   midi   dress   with   tie   detail   in   pink  

 
Figure    4.7:   ASOS-2   Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

   

 

The   model   accurately  
labeled   the   picture   as   a  
dress   with   a   98%  
confidence   and   the   color  
pink   with   95%.   The   model  
also   accurately   gave   the  
type   as   a   dress   with   a   ~0.73  
score   and   the   brand   as  
PrettyLittleThing   with   a  
~0.72   score   in   Web   results.  
The   color   was   correct.  Figure   4.8:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.9:   Google   Web   Figure   4.10:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

   

The   model   accurately   gave  
the   type   as   a   day   dress   with  
~83%   confidence   and   as   a  
cocktail   dress   with   ~76%  
confidence.   The   model  
didn’t   predict   the   brand   and  
the   color   was   incorrectly  
predicted   as   “White”.  

Figure   4.11:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.12:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.2:   ASOS-2   Test   Summary  
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ASOS-3   Test   Report  

Name:    ASOS-3  
 
Type:    Hoodie  
Colour:    White/Black  
Brand:    Puma  
 
Description:    A   male   model   wearing   a   white/black   Puma   hoodie.   The   logo   is   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Person,   background,   pants  
 
Tags   from   source:    Puma   XTG   Colour   Block   Hoody   White  

 
Figure    4.13:   ASOS-3   Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

   

 

The   model   made   a  
prediction   that   the   image  
contained   a   Hoodie   with   a  
79%   confidence,   however,   it  
made   several   inaccurate  
predictions   about   the   type  
that   had   a   higher  
confidence.   The   web  
entities   made   a   correct  
prediction   about   the   type  
with   a   ~1.32   score,   the  
brand   with   a   ~0.46   score  
and   the   colour   with   a   ~0.44  
score.   It   gave   the   wrong  
prediction   for   the   colour.   Figure   4.14:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.15:   Google   Web   Figure   4.16:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

 
 

The   model   predicted   the  
type   as   a   hoodie   with   a  
~77%   confidence,   but   it   had  
already   made   several   other  
predictions   for   the   type   with  
a   higher   confidence.   It   didn’t  
make   a   prediction   on   the  
brand   but   made   a   correct  
prediction   on   the   colour   as  
white.  

Figure   4.17:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.18:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.3:   ASOS-3   Test   Summary  
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ASOS-4   Test   Report  

Name:    ASOS-4  
 
Type:    Top  
Colour:    Black/Light   Blue  
Brand:    Vero   Moda  
 
Description:    A   female   model   wearing   a   light   blue/black   top   from   Vero   Moda.   The   logo   is  
not   visible   in   the   photo.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Person,   pants,   woman   background  
 
Tags   from   source:    Vero   Moda   Floral   Square   Neck   Top   LightBlue&Black  

 
Figure    4.19:   ASOS-4   Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

   

 

The   model   made   a  
prediction   that   the   image  
contained   a   top   with   85%  
confidence,   however,   it   also  
made   a   prediction   that   it  
was   a   blouse   with   85%  
confidence.   The   web  
entities   made   a   correct  
prediction   about   the   type  
with   a   ~0.71   score,   the  
brand   with   a   ~0.63   score.   It  
gave   the   wrong   prediction  
for   the   colour.   Figure   4.20:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.21:   Google   Web   Figure   4.22:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

 
 

The   model   didn’t   predict   the  
type   as   a   top,   however   it  
made   several   other  
incorrect   predictions   about  
the   type.   It   didn’t   make   a  
prediction   on   the   brand   and  
made   an   incorrect  
prediction   about   the   colour.  

Figure   4.23:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.24:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.4:   ASOS-4   Test   Summary  
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ASOS-5   Test   Report  

Name:    ASOS-5  
 
Type:    Jeans  
Colour:    Blue  
Brand:    Vero   Moda  
 
Description:    A   female   model   wearing   blue   jeans   from   Vero   Moda.   The   logo   is   not   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Person,   heels,   blouse,   background  
 
Tags   from   source:    Vero   Moda   Skinny   Jeans   Blue    

Figure    4.25:   ASOS-5   Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

   

 

The   model   made   a   correct  
prediction   that   the   type   was  
jeans   with   a   99%  
confidence,   and   a   correct  
prediction   that   the   colour  
was   blue.   In   web   entities,  
the   model   made   a   correct  
prediction   that   the   type   was  
jeans   with   a   ~0.73   score  
and   the   brand   as   Vero   Moda  
with   a   ~0.44   score.   It  
predicted   the   colour  
correctly   as   blue.  

Figure   4.26:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.27:   Google   Web   Figure   4.28:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

   

The   model   made   a   correct  
prediction   of   the   type   as  
jeans   with   ~100%  
confidence,   however   it   also  
made   the   prediction   that   the  
type   was   trousers   with  
~99%   confidence.   It   didn’t  
make   a   prediction   on   the  
brand   and   made   an  
incorrect   prediction   about  
the   colour.  

Figure   4.29:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.30:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.5:   ASOS-5   Test   Summary  
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CRAIGSLIST-1   Test   Report  

Name:    CRAIGSLIST-1  
 
Type:    Shirt   Long   Sleeve  
Colour:    Tan  
Brand:    Knightsbridge  
 
Description:    A   Knightsbridge   dress   shirt   hung   on   a   hanger.   The   logo   is   not   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Hanger,   background  
 
Tags   from   source:    Knightsbridge   Dress   Shirt   NEW   100perc   cotton   Tan   with   black  
vertical   and   horizontal   stripes  

 
Figure    4.31:   CRAIGSLIST-1  

Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

 

 

 

The   model   didn’t   make   an  
accurate   prediction   as   a  
shirt,   the   web   entities   only  
made   two   predictions,   one  
was   a   blouse   and   the   other  
was   plaid,   both   incorrect.  
The   model   didn’t   make   a  
prediction   on   the   brand   but  
it   made   the   correct  
prediction   on   the   colour.  

Figure   4.32:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.33:   Google   Web   Figure   4.34:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

 

 

The   model   made   a   correct  
prediction   of   the   type   as   a  
shirt   with   ~88%   confidence.  
It   didn’t   make   a   prediction  
on   the   brand   and   made   an  
incorrect   prediction   about  
the   colour.  

Figure   4.35:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.36:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.6:   CRAIGSLIST-1   Test   Summary  
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CRAIGSLIST-2   Test   Report  

Name:    CRAIGSLIST-2  
 
Type:    Long   sleeve   top  
Colour:    Gray  
Brand:    Nike  
 
Description:    A   gray   Nike   long   sleeved   top.   The   logo   is   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Background  
 
Tags   from   source:    New   Mens   Nike   DriFit   top   long-sleeve   gray  

 
Figure    4.37:   CRAIGSLIST-2  

Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

 

 

 

The   model   didn’t   make   an  
accurate   prediction   as   a   top,  
the   web   entities   made   a  
correct   prediction   about   the  
colour   as   grey,   although  
only   with   a   ~0.21   score.   The  
model   didn’t   make   a  
prediction   on   the   brand   but  
it   made   the   correct  
prediction   on   the   colour.  

Figure   4.38:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.39:   Google   Web   Figure   4.40:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

 
 

The   model   didn’t   make   a  
correct   prediction   on   the  
type,   and   it   didn’t   make   a  
prediction   about   the   brand.  
However,   it   made   a   correct  
prediction   about   the   colour  
being   grey.  

Figure   4.41:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.42:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.7:   CRAIGSLIST-2   Test   Summary  
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CRAIGSLIST-3   Test   Report  

Name:    CRAIGSLIST-3  
 
Type:    T-Shirt  
Colour:    Blue  
Brand:    Nike  
 
Description:    A   blue   Nike   T-shirt   with   Nike   logo   on   front.   The   logo   is   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Background,   sale   tags  
 
Tags   from   source:    Nike   T-Shirt   new   blue   with   tags  

 
Figure    4.43:   CRAIGSLIST-3  

Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

 

 

 

The   model   made   an  
accurate   prediction   about  
the   type   as   a   T-shirt   with  
98%   confidence   and   the  
colour   as   Blue   with   98%  
confidence.   In   web   entities,  
it   made   a   correct   prediction  
about   the   type   as   a   T-shirt  
with   a   ~1.29   score.   It   didn’t  
make   a   prediction   about   the  
brand   but   it   made   a   correct  
prediction   about   the   colour  
being   blue.  

Figure   4.44:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.45:   Google   Web   Figure   4.46:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

 

 

The   model   made   a  
prediction   about   the   type   as  
a   t-shirt   with   a   ~69%  
confidence,   although   it  
predicted   the   type   being  
several   other   types   with  
higher   prediction,   and   it  
made   a   prediction   about   the  
colour   being   blue   with  
~72%   prediction.   It   didn’t  
make   a   prediction   about   the  
brand,   and   it   predicted   the  
colour   correctly.  Figure   4.47:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.48:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.8:   CRAIGSLIST-3   Test   Summary  
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CRAIGSLIST-4   Test   Report  

Name:    CRAIGSLIST-4  
 
Type:    Jacket  
Colour:    Black  
Brand:    North   Face  
 
Description:    A   black   Denali   jacket   from   North   Face.   The   logo   is   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Background  

 

Figure    4.49:   CRAIGSLIST-4  
Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

 

 

 

The   model   made   an  
accurate   prediction   about  
the   type   as   a   jacket   with  
97%   confidence.   In   web  
entities,   it   made   an  
incorrect   prediction   about  
the   type   being   a   leather  
jacket   with   a   score   of   ~0.68  
and   the   brand   being  
Superdry   with   a   score   of  
~0.37.   It   predicted   the  
colour   right   as   black.  

Figure   4.50:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.51:   Google   Web   Figure   4.52:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

 
 

The   model   made   a  
prediction   about   the   type   as  
a   jacket   with   ~100%  
confidence.   It   didn’t   make   a  
prediction   about   the   brand,  
and   it   predicted   correctly  
about   the   colour   being  
black.  

Figure   4.53:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.54:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.9:   CRAIGSLIST-4   Test   Summary  
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CRAIGSLIST-5   Test   Report  

Name:    CRAIGSLIST-5  
 
Type:    Long   sleeve   shirt  
Colour:    White/Black  
Brand:    Under   Armour  
 
Description:    A   white/black   Under   Armour   plaid   shirt.   The   logo   is   not   visible.  
 
Elements   to   ignore:    Background  
 
Tags   from   source:    Under   Armor   Shirt   Long   Sleeve   plaid  

 

Figure    4.55:   CRAIGSLIST-5  
Image  

Google   Labels   Google   Web   Google   Colour   Google   Conclusion  

   

 

The   model   made   an  
accurate   prediction   about  
the   type   as   a   shirt   with   94%  
confidence.   The   model  
didn’t   make   a   prediction  
about   the   brand   but   it  
predicted   the   colour   right.  

Figure   4.56:   Google   Labels   Figure   4.57:   Google   Web   Figure   4.58:   Google   Colour  

Microsoft   Labels   Microsoft   Colours   Microsoft   Conclusion  

   

The   model   made   a  
prediction   about   the   type   as  
a   shirt   with   ~100%  
confidence.   It   didn’t   make   a  
prediction   about   the   brand,  
and   it   didn’t   predict   the  
colour   correctly.  

Figure   4.59:   Microsoft   Labels   Figure   4.60:   Microsoft   Colour  

Prediction   Summary  

Provider   Type   Brand   Colour  

Google        

Microsoft        

Table   4.10:   CRAIGSLIST-5   Test   Summary  
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4.2   Vision   AI   Providers   Test   Conclusion  
 
Using   a   pre-trained   model   at   these   two   providers   yielded   different   results   as   we   can   see   in   Table   4.11.  
 

Dataset   #   Types  
Google  

#   Brands  
Google  

#   Colours  
Google  

#   Types  
Microsoft  

#   Brands  
Microsoft  

#   Colours  
Microsoft  

ASOS   Dataset   (5)   5   5   4   3   0   1  

CRAIGSLIST   Dataset   (5)   3   0   5   3   0   3  

Table   4.11:   Number   of   correct   predictions   for   each   dataset  

 
Microsoft   didn’t   recognize   the   brand   on   any   of   the   images,   which   probably   needs   to   be   tested   with   an  
account   from   Microsoft,   however   it   recognized   the   colour   on   fourimages,   three   of   them   from   Craigslist,   and  
one   from   ASOS.   It   fared   a   little   better   on   recognizing   the   type   and   successfully   recognized   the   type   on   six  
images,   three   of   them   from   Craigslist   and   three   of   them   from   ASOS.   According   to   this   small   test,   Microsoft  
predicts   the   colour   correctly   more   often   on   images   from   Craigslist   and   predicts   the   same   amount   of   types  
on   both   of   the   datasets.  
 
Google   however,   fared   much   better   than   Microsoft.   It   recognized   the   brand   on   five   images,   all   of   them   from  
ASOS.   It   also   recognized   the   colour   on   nine   images,   five   of   them   from   Craigslist   and   four   of   them   from  
ASOS.   It   recognized   the   type   accurately   on   eight   images,   five   of   them   from   ASOS   and   three   from   Craigslist.  
 
Google   was   much   better   at   recognizing   the   colour   than   Microsoft   and   was   the   only   provider   to   recognize  
any   brand.   However,   it   only   recognized   the   brand   through   the   ASOS   images,   which   leads   to   the   conclusion  
that   the   image   must   be   on   the   internet   for   Google   to   capture   any   text   around   the   image.   Most   likely,   Google  
performs   extremely   well   combined   with   a   product   catalog   with   images   and   features,   according   to   the   tests.  
 
Since   none   of   the   providers   actually   offered   good   enough   results   on   the   images   from   Craigslist,   we   decided  
to   start   looking   at   other   solutions   that   could   potentially   offer   better   results,   but   our   backup   approach   if   the  
providers   did   not   give   good   enough   results   was   to   look   at   automated   machine   learning   solutions.    
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5   Other   Solutions  
 
 
Since   the   vision   models,   that   were   pre-built   by   the   providers,   performed   poorly   on   the   Craigslist   dataset,   we  
decided   that   we   needed   to   build   our   own   model   to   make   better   predictions.   
 
Our   contingency   plan   for   this   was   to   look   at   automated   machine   learning   solutions   (AutoML),   but   auto  
machine   learning   has   a   high   degree   of   automation   which   allows   non-experts   in   the   field   of   machine  
learning   to   make   use   of   machine   learning   models   and   techniques.  8

 
After   looking   at   various   AutoML   providers,   we   decided   to   focus   on   two   of   them,   Google   AutoML   and  
Microsoft   Azure   AutoML.   There   were   many   other   providers   in   the   field   of   AutoML,   but   since   the   nature   of  
how   AutoML   works,   that   meant   that   we   needed   to   sign   up   and   provide   a   dataset   for   each   provider   to   test  
them   and   compare   the   providers   which   would   be   too   time   consuming   and   possibly   too   pricey.  
 
After   consultation   with   our   Product   Owner   and   a   quick   chat   with   a   machine   learning   engineer,   we   decided  
to   choose   Google   AutoML   and   build   a   dataset   to   ultimately   use   a   model   there.  
   

8   "Automated   machine   learning   -   Wikipedia."   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automated_machine_learning.   Accessed   11   Mar.   2020.  
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5.1   Google   AutoML  
 
Google   offers   a   service   called   AutoML   to   cater   to   developers   that   need   a   custom   machine   learning   model  
with   minimal   effort   and   machine   learning   expertise.   It   relies   on   Google’s   transfer   learning   and   neural  
architecture   search   technology.  9

 
AutoML   offers   four   options   to   integrate   machine   learning   vision   models,   as   we   can   see   in   Table   5.1.   We  
decided   that   we   would   use   AutoML   Vision   Classification   as   it   enables   us   to   train   our   own,   custom   model   to  
classify   our   images   according   to   the   labels   we   define,   such   as   “T-Shirt”,   “Blue”   and   “Adidas”   for   a   blue   Adidas  
t-shirt.  
 

AutoML   Vision   Services  

AutoML   Vision  
Classification  

AutoML   Vision   Classification   enables   you   to   train   your   own   custom   machine   learning  
models   to   classify   your   images   according   to   labels   that   you   define.  

AutoML   Vision   Edge   -  
Image   Classification  

AutoML   Vision   Edge   enables   you   to   build   fast,   high-accuracy   custom   models   to   classify  
images   at   the   edge,   and   trigger   real-time   actions   based   on   local   data.   Deploy   these   models  
to   a   variety   of   edge   devices.  

AutoML   Vision   Object  
Detection  

AutoML   Vision   Object   Detection   enables   you   to   train   your   own   custom   machine   level  
models   to   detect   and   extract   multiple   objects,   and   provide   information   about   each   object  
including   its   position   within   the   image.  

AutoML   Vision   Edge   -  
Object   Detection  

AutoML   Vision   Edge   enables   you   to   build   fast,   high-accuracy   custom   models   to   detect  
multiple   objects   in   images   at   the   edge,   and   trigger   real-time   actions   based   on   local   data.  
Deploy   these   models   to   a   variety   of   edge   devices.  

Table   5.1:   Google   AutoML   vision   services  10

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   5.2,   the   pricing   is   $3.15   for   each   node   hour   to   train   a   dataset.   The   timeframe   for  
each   training   varies   from   1   node   hour   to   500   node   hours.   The   significant   spread   is   due   to   the   varied   amount  
of   rows   in   the   dataset   along   with   the   amount   of   columns.   The   first   40   node   hours   are   free   for   training   and  
the   same   for   deploying   the   model   to   get   a   prediction.  
 

Image   Classification   Free   Paid  

Training   First   40   node   hours   are   free   (one   time)   $3.15   per   node   hour  

Deployment   and   Online   (Individual)   Prediction   First   40   node   hours   are   free   (one   time)   $1.25   per   node   hour  

Batch   Prediction   First   node   hour   is   free   (one   time)   $2.02   per   node   hour  

Table   5.2:   Google   AutoML   pricing   tiers  11

 
   

9   "Cloud   AutoML   -   Google   Cloud."   https://cloud.google.com/automl.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
10  "AutoML   Vision   documentation   |   Cloud   AutoML   Vision   ...."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
11   "Pricing   |   Cloud   AutoML   Vision   |   Google   Cloud."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/pricing.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
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The   process   for   deploying   a   model   on   Google   AutoML   and   being   able   to   make   a   prediction   is   a   few   steps.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   5.1,   Google   AutoML   needs   a   dataset   to   be   able   to   work.   Once   the   dataset   is   provided,  
we   can   train   the   dataset,   and   deploy   a   model   based   on   the   dataset   and   finally   serve   predictions   we   send   the  
deployed   model.   We   can   see   the   steps   broken   further   down   in   Table   5.3.  
 

 

Figure   5.1:   How   Google   AutoML   works  

 

Google   AutoML   Process  

Compiling   a   list   of  
images  

We   need   to   compile   a   list   of   images   that   we   will   use   to   train   a   dataset.We   will   need   to   find  
either   a   source   that   has   tagged   images   in   a   dataset   or   build   our   own   by   scraping   a   site.  

Copying   the   images  
to   Google   Cloud  

We   will   need   to   copy   the   images   to   a   storage   bucket   in   Google   Cloud.  

Creating   a   .csv  
document  

We   will   need   to   create   a   .csv   image   that   contains   the   link   to   the   image   location   on   our  
storage   bucket,   along   with   the   type,   colour   and   brand.  

Create   a   dataset   We   will   need   to   create   a   dataset   on   Google   Cloud   that   uses   the   .csv   document   we   created   in  
the   previous   step.  

Train   the   dataset  
Once   we   create   a   dataset   that   contains   the   image   location   and   the   tags   associated   with  
each   of   the   images,   we   will   need   to   train   the   dataset.   We   will   need   to   find   the   most   optimal  
node   hour   to   train   the   dataset   to   keep   the   cost   down.  

Validate   the   model  
Once   the   data   training   is   done,   we   will   need   to   check   the   score   of   the   model   and   determine   if  
the   model   is   good   enough.   If   not,   we   will   need   to   either   clean   our   dataset   better   or   find  
another   source   of   data.  

Deploy   the   model  
If   the   score   on   the   model   is   good   enough,   we   will   need   to   deploy   the   model   and   test   the  
model   before   we   decide   to   use   the   model.   The   tests   will   be   similar   to   the   tests   we   did   in  
Chapter   4.  

Use   the   model   Once   we   deployed   the   model   and   tested   the   model,   we   will   use   the   model   to   generate  
predictions   through   our   application.  

Table   5.3:   Google   AutoML   process  12

12   "AutoML   Vision   Beginner's   guide   -   Google   Cloud."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/beginners-guide.   Accessed   25   Feb.  
2020.  
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5.2   Steps   we   need   to   take   to   deploy   a   successful   model  
 
We   then   further   broke   down   the   process   into   steps   that   we   needed   to   take   to   be   able   to   successfully   deploy  
a   model   that   met   our   needs,   these   steps   can   be   viewed   in   Table   5.4   and   we   will   follow   this   process   in   the  
next   chapters.  
 

Our   process  

Step   1  

We   need   to   either   find   a   dataset   with   tagged   images   or   we   need   to   find   websites   that   we   can   scrape   that  
have   images   of   used   clothing   along   with   the   tags   that   we   require.   The   images   need   to   closely   resemble  
the   images   that   we   tested   in   Tables   4.6   to   4.10,   or   images   that   do   not   have   a   model   wearing   clothes.   If   we  
find   a   dataset   with   tagged   images,   we   can   go   to   step   5,   otherwise   we   will   need   to   go   to   step   2.  

Step   2   We   need   to   analyze   the   websites   we   found   in   step   1   and   build   a   strategy   on   how   we   can   successfully  
scrape   the   images   and   tags   associated   with   the   images   on   these   websites.  

Step   3  

Once   we   have   a   strategy,   we   can   start   building   the   scraper   code.   We   have   experience   with   building   a  
scraper   using   Python   and   Python   modules   “requests”   and   “BeautifulSoup”   and   we   will   use   this   experience  
to   build   the   scraper   code.   We   can   then   reuse   parts   of   the   code   for   the   first   website   to   build   code   for   the  
other   websites.  

Step   4  

When   step   3   is   completed,   we   will   need   a   server   to   run   our   code   and   scrape   the   data.   Scraping   the   data  
can   take   several   days   so   it   will   not   be   possible   for   us   to   scrape   the   data   through   our   personal   laptops.   The  
server   will   scrape   the   tags   into   a   .csv   file   along   with   the   image   url   and   then   download   the   images   based   on  
a   list   of   the   image   urls.  

Step   5   We   will   then   use   Jupyter   Notebooks   to   view   our   dataset   and   clean   the   dataset   if   needed.   This   is   done   so  
that   we   will   get   low   amounts   of   false   positives   due   to   a   “dirty”   dataset.  

Step   6  
We   will   need   to   talk   to   our   Product   Owner   about   getting   an   account   at   Google   Cloud   to   proceed   with   the  
next   steps.   An   account   at   Google   Cloud   is   essential   to   start   the   next   steps,   so   we   will   need   to   get   an  
account   as   soon   as   possible.  

Step   7   Once   we   have   an   account   at   Google   Cloud,   we   will   need   to   copy   the   images   to   a   Google   Cloud   bucket  
according   to   step   2   in   Table   5.3.  

Step   8   We   will   then   need   to   get   the   image   locations   in   our   bucket   to   create   a   .csv   file   containing   the   image  
locations   along   with   the   labels   we   want   to   use   to   train   the   dataset.  

Step   9   Once   we   created   the   .csv   file   in   step   8,   we   will   use   it   to   start   training   a   new   model.  

Step   10  
Once   the   model   is   trained,   we   will   need   to   validate   the   results.   If   the   results   don’t   deliver   a   good   enough  
score,   we   will   need   to   either   go   back   to   step   5   and   clean   the   dataset   better   or   back   to   step   1   and   find   new  
sources   to   build   a   new   dataset.  

Step   11  

If   the   model   shows   good   enough   results,   we   can   start   deploying   the   model.   Before   we   start   using   the  
model   for   our   application,   we   will   need   to   test   it   using   images   that   closely   resemble   the   images   in   Chapter  
4.   If   the   tests   are   successful,   we   will   move   on   to   step   12,   else   we   need   to   go   back   to   step   5   and   if   that   fails,  
back   to   step   1.  

Step   12  
The   final   step   is   to   use   the   deployed   model   to   predict   the   images   we   send   it.   This   will   be   the   final   model  
we   will   use   and   no   further   testing   for   other   models   will   be   done   unless   we   have   a   significant   time   before  
the   deadline   on   the   project   to   tune   the   model   to   make   better   predictions.  

Table   5.4:   Our   process   to   successfully   build   a   deployable   model   on   Google   AutoML  
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6   Finding   websites   to   scrape  
 
According   to   step   1   in   Table   5.4,   we   either   needed   to   find   a   dataset   that   contained   tagged   images   or   we  
needed   to   build   our   own   dataset.   We   consulted   with   our   Product   Owner   to   check   if   he   had   any   tagged  
images   in   a   dataset   that   could   be   useful   for   us   since   we   would   save   a   significant   amount   of   time   using   a  
known   dataset   instead   of   building   our   own.   After   consultation   with   his   colleagues,   he   came   to   the  
conclusion   that   there   was   no   dataset   that   would   be   useful   for   us.   We   therefore   decided   to   start   looking   at  
potential   websites   to   start   scraping   images   and   tags.  
 
A   quick   search   on   Google   yielded   two   potential   websites   that   we   could   potentially   scrape.   These   websites  
were   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Craigslist.org.   Both   of   these   websites   offered   the   potential   to   build   a   dataset  
containing   tagged   images   that   do   not   contain   a   model   wearing   the   clothing,   which   resembled   the   images  
that   our   users   would   use.  
 
When   we   were   looking   at   a   strategy   to   scrape   Craigslist.org,   we   noticed   that   only   a   small   percentage   had  
filled   in   tags.   Building   a   dataset   would   therefore   take   a   tremendous   amount   of   time   due   to   the   need   of  
cleaning   and   filling   in   the   missing   values.   We   therefore   ultimately   decided   against   scraping   Craigslist.org.   
 
This   reason   along   with   the   fact   that   the   images   we   scraped   from   Oxfam   were   extremely   low   quality   led   us  
to   look   at   other   potential   sources.   This   search   led   us   to   two   more   sites,   Netflea.com   and   Swap.com.   Both   of  
these   sites   fit   the   profile   of   the   websites   we   were   looking   at   and   both   offer   a   significant   amount   of   products  
that   can   be   scraped.  
 
However   Swap.com   was   built   using   React   and   our   scraping   tool,   that   we   built,   only   worked   on   websites  
where   pagination   was   in   the   url.   We   could   have   used   an   automated   browser   tool   such   as   Selenium,   but  
since   we   were   using   an   headless   server   to   run   our   scraping   scripts,   this   was   not   possible.   This   resulted   in  
us   scrapping   the   idea   of   scraping   Swap.com.  
 
We   therefore   had   two   websites   that   we   successfully   built   datasets   with   images   and   tags   associated   with  
the   images,   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com.  
 
When   training   models   based   on   the   Oxfam.org.uk   dataset   and   the   Netflea.com   dataset   it   became   clear   that  
the   datasets   were   not   good   enough.   Both   of   them   yielded   subpar   precision   scores   and   upon   further  
inspection,   we   noticed   that   a   lot   of   the   images   were   incorrectly   labeled   from   the   source.  
 
After   consultation   with   our   instructor,   who   told   us   that   we   could   make   the   solution   work   at   a   subset   of  
clothing   items,   we   decided   to   manually   build   a   dataset   containing   two   brands,   “Adidas”   and   “Nike”,   three  
types,   “Hoodie”,   “Sweatshirt”   and   “T-Shirt”,   and   five   colours,   “Black”,   “Blue”,   “Gray”,   “Red”   and   “White”.   The  
reasoning   for   this   was   that   if   we   would   have   a   small   subset,   it   would   mean   that   we   could   get   more   images  
for   each   label   which   would   result   in   higher   precision   scores.  
 
With   this   in   mind,   we   decided   to   look   at   websites   that   offered   a   significant   amount   of   images   that   fitted   our  
dataset.   This   search   led   us   to   further   four   websites,   Grailed.com,   Shpock.com,   Picclick.com   and  
Poshmark.com   so   in   total   we   looked   at   eight   websites.    
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6.1   Oxfam.org.uk  
 
Oxfam.org.uk   is   a   confederation   of   19   independent   charitable   organizations   focusing   on   the   alleviation   of  
global   poverty,   founded   in   1942.   Oxfam.org.uk   has   shops   all   over   the   world,   which   sell   many   fairtrade   and  
donated   items,   one   of   these   items   is   used   clothing   and   the   items   can   be   viewed   at   their   online   shop.   13

 
The   clothing   items   are   categorized   in   three   subcategories,   women’s   clothing,   men’s   clothing   and   kids  
clothing   (which   is   further   subcategorized   into   girls   clothing   and   boys   clothing).   The   site   for   each   product   is  
well   documented   with   information   related   to   the   item   and   we   will   use   this   to   build   our   dataset.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   6.1,   each   product   listing   has   several   tags   associated   with   each   item   along   with   a  
picture   of   the   item,   “Size”,   “Colour”,   “Brand”,   “Brand   type”,   “Condition”,   “Exact   fabric”,   “Garment   care”   and  
“Type”.   Out   of   these   we   are   most   interested   in   the   “Colour”,   “Brand”   and   “Type”   tags.  
 

 

Figure   6.1:   Oxfam.org.uk   product   listing   example  

 
The   image   is   hosted   on   the   website,   so   we   can   save   the   image   location   and   download   the   image   at   a   later  
date.  
 
Upon   further   inspection   of   other   product   pages,   we   found   two   more   tags   that   could   potentially   benefit   us  
when   we   are   cleaning   the   data.   These   are   “Exact   Colour”   and   “Title”.   We   plan   on   using   the   “Exact   Colour”   tag  
to   fill   in   missing   values   in   the   “Colour”   column   and   “Title”   column   to   fill   in   any   of   the   three   columns   if   they  
have   a   missing   value.   This   could   potentially   be   of   great   value   as   we   won’t   be   needing   to   drop   rows   that  
contain   a   missing   value,   since   we   can   try   to   fill   in   the   missing   value   and   therefore   keep   the   row.  
 
   

13  "Oxfam's   Online   Shop   -   Oxfam   GB."   https://www.oxfam.org.uk/shop.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
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6.2   Craigslist.org  
 
Craigslist.org   is   an   American   classified   advertisements   website   which   was   founded   in   1995.   It   offers  14

various   sections   devoted   to   miscellaneous   items,   but   we   will   concentrate   on   the   “clothes+acc”   section.  
 
Each   listing   offers   the   option   to   add   an   image,   tags   and   a   text   associated   with   the   listing.   
 
Our   main   objective   is   to   scrape   the   image   url   so   that   we   can   download   the   image,   and   scrape   the   tags  
which   can   be   seen   on   the   bottom   right   in   Fig.   6.2.   Since   there   aren’t   many   tags,   we   will   also   be   looking   at  
scraping   both   the   title   and   the   description   and   try   to   use   them   to   fill   in   missing   values.  
 

 

Figure   6.2:   Craigslist.org.uk   product   listing   example  

 
Since   there   are   many   locations   within   the   United   States,   we   will   focus   on   scraping   the   cities   with   the   most  
population,   such   as   San   Francisco,   Los   Angeles,   Dallas,   Miami,   etc,   in   order   to   minimize   the   amount   of  
different   cities   to   scrape.  
 
 

14  "Craigslist   -   Wikipedia."   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craigslist.   Accessed   25   Feb.   2020.  
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6.3   Netflea.com  
 
Netflea   is   an   online   fleamarket   where   items   are   sold   by   consumers   to   consumers,   where   Netflea   acts   as   a  
trusted   third   party   between   the   consumers.   Founded   in   2013,   Netflea   has   been   a   leader   in   online   flea  
markets   in   Europe.  15

 
As   we   can   see   in   Figs.   6.3   to   6.6,   the   product   listings   all   have   the   information   we   are   looking   for,   that   is  
“Type”,   “Brand”   and   “Colour”.   The   other   tags   don’t   offer   any   valuable   information   that   we   could   potentially  
use   if   we   needed   to   fill   in   missing   values   so   we   will   be   focusing   on   the   three   tags   mentioned.  
 

 
 

 

Figure   6.3:   Sample   #1   from   Netflea  
 

Figure   6.4:   Sample   #2   from   Netflea  

   

Figure   6.5:   Sample   #3   from   Netflea   Figure   6.6:   Sample   #4   from   Netflea  

 
   

15   "About   Us   -Netflea.com."   https://www.netflea.com/about-us.   Accessed   2   Mar.   2020.  
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6.4   Swap.com  
 
Swap.com   was   founded   in   2012   and   is   an   online   consignment   store   offering   used   clothing.   Sellers   price  
their   own   items   and   Swap.com   handles   the   fulfillment   and   returns   process   for   items   sold.  16

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   6.4,   the   product   listings   all   have   tags   that   we   are   interested   in   scraping.   These   are  
“Type”,   “Brand”   and   “Colour”.   The   other   tags   don’t   offer   any   valuable   information   that   we   could   potentially  
use   if   we   needed   to   fill   in   missing   values   so   we   will   be   focusing   on   the   three   tags   mentioned.   
 

 
 

Figure   6.7:   Sample   #1   from   Swap.com  
 

Figure   6.8:   Sample   #2   from   Swap.com  

   

Figure   6.9:   Sample   #3   from   Swap.com   Figure   6.10:   Sample   #4   from   Swap.com  

 
   

16  "Swap.com   -   Wikipedia."   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swap.com.   Accessed   2   Mar.   2020.  
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6.5   Grailed.com  
 
Grailed.com   is   a   community   driven   marketplace   for   men’s   fashion   and   streetwear   where   users   can   flip   their  
wardrobe   on   the   site.  17

 
Founded   in   2013,   Grailed.com   also   offers   a   sister   site   for   women’s   clothing   called   Heroine.com ,   although  18

the   brands   Adidas   and   Nike   do   not   have   as   high   a   volume   on   the   site   as   Grailed.com.  
 
Since   we   will   be   manually   extracting   the   information   and   manually   entering   the   tags   based   on   the   image,  
we   will   be   focusing   on   the   category   page   as   opposed   to   the   product   page   as   we   did   with   the   previous   four  
sites.   
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   6.11,   the   category   page   for   Nike   sweatshirts   and   hoodies   contain   an   image   along   with  
a   title,   description,   size   and   the   price.   We   will   be   focusing   on   getting   images   that   closely   resembles   the  
images   that   the   user   of   our   application   will   take   and   we   can   see   that   two   images   from   the   category   page  
matches   our   wishes,   that   is   the   first   image   which   is   a   grey   Nike   hoodie   and   the   third   one   which   is   a   blue  
Nike   sweatshirt.  
 

 

Figure   6.11:   Nike   sweatshirts   &   hoodies   at   Grailed.com  

17  "About   Us   |   Grailed."   https://www.grailed.com/about.   Accessed   3   Apr.   2020.  
18  "Curated   Fashion   Marketplace   Grailed   Raises   $15   Million   in   ...."   21   Jun.   2018,  
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180621005084/en/Curated-Fashion-Marketplace-Grailed-Raises-15-Million.   Accessed  
3   Apr.   2020.  
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6.6   Shpock.com  
 
Shpock.com   is   an   online   marketplace   platform   that   uses   a   mobile   app   or   a   browser   for   private   buying   and  
selling   in   an   area.  19

 
Launched   in   2012,   Shpock   is   short   for   “ Sh op   in   your    pock et”   and   is   consistently   ranked   as   one   of   Europe's  
most   popular   shopping   apps.  20

 
Since   we   will   be   using   this   site   to   build   our   backup   manual   dataset,   we   will   only   be   looking   at   how   the  
categories   list   their   products   on   the   site.   Although   Scpock.com   doesn’t   have   category   pages,   you   can  
search   the   site   for   the   desired   products,   e.g.   “Adidas   T-Shirt”.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   6.12,   the   image   we   would   be   interested   in   getting   is   image   #4,   or   a   white   Adidas  
t-shirt.   Image   #1   would   usually   be   included   but   it   is   multi-coloured   and   since   we   can’t   be   sure   if   the   t-shirt   is  
blue   or   black,   we   will   exclude   it.  
 

 

Figure   6.12:   Adidas   T   shirts   at   Shpock.com  

 

19  "Shpock   -   Wikipedia."   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shpock.   Accessed   6   Apr.   2020.  
20  "Our   Values   -   Jobs   -   Shpock."   https://jobs.shpock.com/shpock/.   Accessed   6   Apr.   2020.  
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6.7   Picclick.com  
 
Picclick.com   is   a   website   that   allows   a   user   to   search   eBay.com   faster   by   optimizing   the   website   for   visual  
browsing.   The   result   is   that   it   makes   it   much   easier   to   see   thousands   of   products   by   showing   all   the  
products   in   a   thumbnail   gallery.  21

 
Founded   in   2008,   Picclick.com   is   primarily   used   by   eBay   power   buyers,   but   we   can   use   the   site   for   our  
purpose   of   gathering   the   correct   images   for   our   dataset.  22

 
Since   we   are   only   interested   in   getting   the   image,   not   the   tags,   we   will   manually   get   the   image   url   by   looking  
at   the   images   and   determine   if   the   image   closely   resembles   the   images   our   users   will   use   to   make   a  
prediction.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   6.13,   the   category   page   for   Adidas   T-shirts   offers   a   lot   of   images   that   we   can   quickly  
scroll   through   to   find   the   images   we   want.   We   can   see   that   of   the   16   first   images   in   the   category,   we   would  
be   interested   in   getting   image   #1,   image   #9   and   image   #11.  
 

 

Figure   6.13:   Adidas   T   shirts   at   Picclick.com  

   

21  "Meet   the   company:   PicClick   -   Tamebay."   26   Feb.   2018,   https://tamebay.com/2018/02/meet-the-company-picclick.html.   Accessed   7  
Apr.   2020.  
22  "PicClick   About   Us."   https://picclick.com/pages/about.html.   Accessed   7   Apr.   2020.  
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6.8   Poshmark.com  
 
Poshmark.com   is   a   social   commerce   marketplace   where   people   in   the   United   States   can   buy   and   sell   new  
or   used   clothing,   shoes   and   accessories.   The   company   was   launched   in   2011.  23

 
Poshmark.com   enables   people   to   buy   and   sell   items   to   each   other.   The   site   has   over   25   million   items   and  
5.000   brands.  24

 
Since   we   are   only   interested   in   getting   the   image   and   not   the   tags,   we   will   only   be   looking   at   the   category  
pages   as   opposed   to   looking   at   the   product   pages.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   6.14,   the   women   category   for   Adidas   T-shirts   contains   one   image   that   we   might   be  
interested   in   adding   to   our   dataset.   Image   #6,   a   white   t-shirt,   might   be   included   since   we   can   instantly  
recognize   the   brand   as   Adidas   and   the   colour   as   white.   Image   #1   would   be   included   if   the   image   only  
contained   the   t-shirt   and   image   #3   would   be   included   if   we   could   quickly   determine   that   the   brand   is   Adidas,  
which   we   can’t   in   this   case.  
 

 

Figure   6.14:   Adidas   T   shirts   in   women’s   category   at   Poshmark.com  

   

23  "Poshmark   -   Wikipedia."   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poshmark.   Accessed   7   Apr.   2020.  
24  "About   Poshmark."   https://poshmark.com/about.   Accessed   7   Apr.   2020.  
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7   Analyzing   the   websites  
 
 
We   had   two   sites   we   were   planning   on   scraping   in   the   beginning,   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Craigslist.org.   When   we  
were   thinking   about   a   strategy   to   scrape   the   sites,   we   decided   to   first   go   through   Oxfam.org.uk   and   build   a  
skeleton   code   which   could   be   reused   to   scrape   Craigslist.org.  
 
When   we   had   built   the   skeleton   code   based   on   the   analysis   of   the   Oxfam.org.uk,   we   started   to   analyze   the  
Craigslist.org   website.   This   analysis   showed   that   the   product   pages   on   Craigslist.org   differed   a   lot   in   terms  
of   if   the   seller   of   the   product   had   filled   in   the   tags.   Most   of   the   information   related   to   the   product   was  
contained   either   within   the   title   or   within   the   description   field.   This   led   us   to   two   options.   We   could   either  
not   scrape   the   Craigslist.org   site   or   we   could   scrape   the   site   and   later   try   to   fill   the   missing   values   with  
information   contained   in   the   title   or   description,   but   ultimately   decided   against   it,   as   it   would   be   too   time  
consuming.  
 
Since   we   decided   to   not   scrape   Craigslist.org   and   the   low   quality   images   from   Oxfam.org.uk,   we   decided   to  
expand   our   search   for   other   sites.   This   search   led   us   to   Netflea.com   and   Swap.com.  
 
When   we   were   analyzing   the   second   set   of   websites,   we   decided   that   we   would   expand   our   due   diligence   of  
the   sites   to   include   looking   at   several   product   pages   to   make   sure   that   we   wouldn’t   get   the   same   problem  
as   with   Craigslist.org,   that   is,   too   much   difference   in   how   tags   are   presented   on   the   site.   We   also   decided   to  
check   random   images   to   check   the   image   size   to   make   sure   that   the   image   quality   would   be   good,   which  
was   not   the   case   with   Oxfam.org.uk.  
 
Both   sites   in   our   second   set   passed   these   tests,   although   later   analysis   of   the   Swap.com   revealed   that   the  
site   was   coded   in   React   and   therefore   the   complexity   of   building   a   code   would   be   significantly   higher   as   we  
could   not   reuse   the   skeleton   code   we   had,   and   the   fact   that   our   server   that   we   used   to   scrape   the   sites   was  
headless,   and   scraping   React   websites   would   require   an   automated   browser.  
 
Ultimately,   from   these   four   sites,   we   decided   to   build   a   scraping   tool   for   two   of   them,   Oxfam.org.uk   and  
Netflea.com.  
 
As   we   explained   in   the   beginning   of   chapter   6,   the   two   datasets   that   we   had   from   Oxfam.org.uk   and  
Netflea.com   produced   subpar   precision   scores   when   training   models   based   on   them,   which   lead   us   to  
building   a   manual   dataset   containing   images   from   four   websites,   Grailed.com,   Shpock.com,   Picclick.com  
and   Poshmark.com.   Although   we   didn’t   need   to   build   a   scraper   for   these   sites,   as   we   were   going   to  
manually   go   through   them,   we   still   needed   to   analyze   them   in   order   to   get   the   most   optimal   pictures   from  
the   sites.    
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7.1   Finding   a   strategy   to   scrape   Oxfam.org.uk  
 
Before   writing   the   code   for   scraping   the   Oxfam.org.uk   website,   we   looked   at   the   site   to   get   a   better   overview  
on   what   we   needed   to   code   and   how   we   would   extract   the   information   from   the   website.   This   information  
was   used   to   build   a   skeleton   code   that   would   be   reused   for   scraping   Netflea.com  
 
First,   we   noted   that   there   were   3   categories   we   wanted   to   scrape,   women’s   clothing,   men’s   clothing   and   kids  
clothing.  
 
In   women’s   clothing   there   is   a   subcategory   where   we   can   view   all   the   items   currently   listed   for   sale,   as   we  
can   see   in   Fig.   7.1.  
 

 

Figure   7.1:   Oxfam.org.uk   subcategories   for   women’s   clothing  25

 
We   therefore   decided   to   scrape   all   the   product   listings   contained   within   the   “View   all”   subcategory   instead  
of   looping   through   each   individual   subcategory.  
 
The   same   thing   was   applicable   within   the   men’s   category   and   we   decided   to   scrape   the   product   listings  
contained   within   the   “View   all”   subcategory   in   that   category   as   well.    

25   "Buy   Women's   Second-Hand   Clothing   &   Accessories   -   Oxfam   GB."   https://www.oxfam.org.uk/shop/womens-clothing.   Accessed   12  
Mar.   2020.  
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However,   within   the   kids   category,   the   subcategories   are   split   into   a   boys   section   and   a   girls   section,   as   we  
can   see   in   Fig.   7.2.   We   decided   to   further   split   it   into   two   categories,   girls   and   boys   and   use   the   same  
strategy   for   both   of   them   as   we   used   for   the   women’s   section   and   the   men’s   section,   that   is   concentrate   on  
the   “View   all”   subcategory   instead   of   scraping   every   subcategory   individually.  
 

 

Figure   7.2:   Oxfam.org.uk   subcategories   for   kid’s   clothing  26

 
Within   the   View   all   subcategory   within   the   women’s   category,   there   are   currently   31.986   items   listed   in   a  
total   of   267   pages   as   noted   in   Fig.   7.3.  
 

 

Figure   7.3:   Oxfam.org.uk   page   navigation   for   all   products   in   women’s   clothing  

 
Instead   of   manually   going   through   every   page   and   listing   it’s   url,   we   figured   it   was   better   to   check   the   url   on  
two   different   pages   and   check   if   we   could   utilize   the   urls   to   loop   through   every   page   to   get   the   product   urls.  
 
   

26   "Great   Value   &   Second-Hand   Kids'   Clothes   -   Oxfam   GB."   https://www.oxfam.org.uk/shop/kids-clothing.   Accessed   12   Mar.   2020.  
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Comparing   Fig.   7.4   and   Fig.   7.5,   we   can   see   that   the   only   difference   is   that   on   page   2,   the   url   has  
“...page=2..”   in   the   url,   while   page   3,   the   url   has   “...page=3…”   in   the   url.  
 

 

Figure   7.4:   Oxfam.org.uk   url   for   page   2   for   all   products   in   women’s   clothing  

 

Figure   7.5:   Oxfam.org.uk   url   for   page   3   for   all   products   in   women’s   clothing  

 
With   this   information   in   mind,   we   decided   to   split   the   url   in   two   parts,   one   part   contains   the   url   up   to   the  
page   number,   “oxfam.org.uk/shop/womens-clothing/all?i=1;m_sort_shops=FirstMadeLive:page=”,   and   the  
other   part,   the   url   from   the   page   number,   “;q=*;q1=Women%27s;show_all=products;x1=secondary_cat_1”.  
We   can   then   loop   from   1   to   267   to   build   our   own   list   of   urls,   which   saved   us   a   significant   time   instead   of  
doing   this   manually.   The   following   strategy   could   also   be   used   for   the   other   categories   we   wanted   to  
scrape.  
 
When   we   have   all   the   urls   we   needed   to   scrape   all   the   product   items,   we   need   to   find   a   solution   to   only  
scrape   the   urls   that   were   actually   a   url   to   a   product   item.   To   do   so,   we   used   the   inspect   tool   in   Google  
Chrome.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.6,   all   the   urls   for   a   product   listing   were   within   a   list   with   the   class  
“product-result-item”   assigned   to   them.   This   enabled   us   to   only   look   at   html   code   where   a   “li”   item   that  
contained   the   class   that   we   wanted   to   extract   the   url   from   to   exclude   any   url   that   isn’t   a   product   listing.  
 

 

Figure   7.6:   Subset   of   Oxfam.org.uk    html   code   for   all   product   listings   within   a   page  

 
By   only   finding   urls   that   contain   a   product   listing   enables   us   to   loop   through   all   the   pages   of   a   category   and  
extract   all   product   listings   within   that   category   into   a   list.    
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The   next   step   was   about   how   we   could   extract   only   the   information   we   wanted   from   the   product   page.   As  
we   can   see   in   the   Fig.   7.7,   the   product   listing   contains   some   information   we   are   not   interested   in   scraping.  
 

 

Figure   7.7:   Oxfam.org.uk   product   listing  

 
On   this   page   we   were   only   interested   in   getting   a   couple   of   the   tags   along   with   the   product   image   url.   We  
decided   to   use   the   inspect   tool   again   to   get   a   better   understanding   of   the   html   of   the   page   and   check   if   we  
could   pinpoint   the   class   of   each   of   the   tags   and   pinpoint   where   the   image   url   is   located   within   the   html.  
 
Fig.   7.8   shows   that   all   tags   are   stored   within   a   description   list   in   html   with   the   class   “product-attributes”.   We  
will   only   be   looking   to   extract   information   from   this   class.  
 
Fig.   7.9   shows   that   the   image   url   is   contained   within   the   class   “sm-product-details-gallery-v2”,   and   we   will  
be   extracting   the   href   from   that   class.   We   will   also   extract   the   image   name,   in   this   case   HD_101888708.  
 

 

 

Figure   7.8:   Oxfam.org.uk   code   for   tags   Figure   7.9:   Oxfam.org.uk   code   for   image   url   location  
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7.2   Finding   a   strategy   to   scrape   Craigslist.org  
 
Before   writing   the   code   for   scraping   the   Craigslist.org   website,   we   needed   to   do   the   same   due   diligence   as  
we   did   before   scraping   Oxfam.org.uk.   Since   Craigslist.org   is   divided   into   cities,   we   decided   to   look   at   listings  
in   the   San   Francisco   Bay   Area   to   see   how   we   could   scrape   the   information   we   wanted.  
 
Craigslist.org   offers   a   lot   of   categories   for   each   city,   “community”,   “housing”,   “jobs”,   “services”,   “for   sale”   and  
“discussion   forums”.   We   will   look   into   a   subcategory   within   the   “for   sale”   category   called   “clothes+acc”,  
which   lists   clothing   items   and   accessories   currently   for   sale   by   sellers   located   in   the   area.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.10,   Craigslist.org   offers   a   few   filters   that   we   can   use   to   filter   out   listings.   We   will   use  
the   filter   “has   image”,   as   we   are   only   interested   in   listings   that   offer   images.   Other   filters   are   of   no   use   to   us.  
 

 

Figure   7.10:   Craigslist.org   Clothing   &   Accessories   category  

 
Next,   we   needed   some   type   of   a   strategy   to   get   all   the   product   listings.   Our   strategy   was   the   same   as   we  
used   for   scraping   Oxfam.org.uk.   Here   we   will   look   at   the   paging   system   to   see   if   we   can   find   a   strategy   to  
scrape   product   listings   by   looping   through   the   pages.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.11,   the   paging   system   differs   a   bit   from   Oxfam.org.uk.   Here,   Craigslist.org   shows  
120   items   on   each   page,   and   up   to   3.000   items,   which   means   that   either   we   must   find   a   way   to   go   beyond  
3.000   items   or   look   at   other   cities   within   Craigslist.org   to   build   a   sizable   dataset.  
 

 

Figure   7.11:   Craigslist.org   pagination  
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Next,   we   needed   a   way   to   automatically   go   from   products   1-120   to   the   next   120   products.   We   looked   at   the  
url   to   see   if   we   could   manipulate   the   url   to   loop   through   each   iteration   of   120   products.  
 

 

Figure   7.12:   First   120   listings   on   Craigslist.org  

 

Figure   7.13:   Next   120   listings   on   Craigslist.org,   starting   from   listing   120  

 

Figure   7.14:   Next   120   listings   on   Craigslist.org,   starting   from   listing   240  

 
Looking   at   Fig.   7.12,   7.13   and   7.14,   we   can   see   how   the   urls   change   when   looking   at   different   sets   of  
listings.   The   only   thing   that   seems   to   change   is   the   s=X,   where   X   is   the   starting   number   of   listings   and  
shows   the   119   listings   after   the   starting   number   along   with   that   listing.   We   can   iterate   through   all   the   pages  
by   increasing   the   s=X,   by   120   for   each   iteration.  
 
Once   we   have   all   the   listings,   we   will   need   a   way   to   scrape   all   the   product   urls   from   each   page.   Here   we   will  
use   the   same   trick   as   we   used   in   scraping   the   product   urls   for   each   page   for   Oxfam.org.uk,   that   is,   we   will  
look   at   the   html   and   check   if   we   can   pinpoint   where   the   url   can   be   scraped.  
 
In   Fig.   7.15,   we   can   see   that   all   listings   on   a   page   are   contained   within   a   list,   where   each   list   item   has   the  
class   name   “result-row”.   In   Fig.   7.16,   we   can   see   that   each   item   within   the   list   has   a   href   that   lists   the   url  
where   a   specific   listing   can   be   found.   We   will   use   this   to   scrape   only   the   product   urls   from   each   page.  
 

 

 
 

Figure   7.15:   Html   for   all   listings   on   Craigslist.org   Figure   7.16:   Html   for   each   listing   on   Craigslist.org  
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Once,   we   have   all   the   urls   for   all   the   products   we   want   to   scrape,   we   need   to   find   a   strategy   to   only   extract  
the   information   we   want.   We   will   take   four   sample   product   listings   and   check   how   the   website   lists   the   tags  
and   how   we   can   extract   the   information   we   want   to   extract.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Figs.   7.17   to   7.20,   the   listings   differ   a   lot.   The   only   thing   that   is   consistent   through   all  
listings   is   the   image.   Some   listings   have   all   the   information   in   either   the   Title   or   the   Description   field.  
 

 

 

Figure   7.17:   Craigslist.org   product   listing   #1  
 

Figure   7.18:   Craigslist.org   product   listing   #2  

 

 

Figure   7.19:   Craigslist.org   product   listing   #3   Figure   7.20:   Craigslist.org   product   listing   #4  

 
Since   this   data   will   be   extremely   difficult   to   clean   and   get   consistency   for   all   the   listings,   we   decided   against  
scraping   Craigslist.org.   However,   if   needed,   Craigslist.org   can   be   scraped   with   human   tagging,   that   is,   pay  
someone   to   manually   tag   images   according   to   title   and/or   description.   This   can   be   done   using   a   cheap  
workforce   from   e.g.   Freelancer.com.  
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7.3   Finding   a   strategy   to   scrape   Netflea.com  
 
Our   strategy   for   scraping   Netflea.com   is   using   the   same   strategy   as   we   used   for   scraping   Oxfam.org.uk.  
The   sites   are   very   much   alike,   except   for   minor   differences   in   how   each   product   listing   is   listed.  
 
Netflea.com   offers   a   lot   of   categories,   and   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.21,   there   are   a   lot   of   categories   that   we  
want   to   ignore.   We   are   only   interested   in   “Children’s   clothing”,   “Women’s   clothing”   and   “Men’s   clothing”.  
 

 

Figure   7.21:   Product   categories   within   Netflea.com  

 
Next   we   want   to   find   a   way   to   loop   through   all   pages   of   the   product   listings   within   each   of   the   three  
categories.   We   will   use   the   same   strategy   used   when   looping   through   Oxfam.org.uk,   that   is,   look   at   the  
pagination   at   the   website   and   find   a   way   to   manipulate   the   url   to   loop   through   all   the   pages.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.22,   the   pagination   of   the   Children’s   clothing   category   contains   38.405   total   listings.  
In   total   there   should   be   385   pages   (38.405/100)   with   100   product   listings   for   each   page   except   for   the   last  
one,   which   should   contain   5   product   listings..  
 

 

Figure   7.22:   Netflea.com   pagination  
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.23   and   Fig.   7.24,   the   url   lists   the   number   of   the   page   at   the   end.   In   this   case   we  
would   only   change   the   number   after   &p=   to   reflect   on   the   current   iteration   through   all   the   pages.   The  
“limit=100”   is   done   so   that   we   will   get   maximum   listings,   in   this   case   100,   for   each   page.  
 

 

Figure   7.23:Url   for   page   1   at   Netflea.com  

 

Figure   7.24:   Url   for   page   2   at   Netflea.com  

 
The   next   step   in   the   process   would   be   to   extract   the   product   listing   url.   The   html   for   each   page   of   product  
listings   contain   a   lot   of   hrefs,   so   we   will   need   to   find   a   way   to   pinpoint   which   urls   we   will   extract   from   each  
html   page.   To   do   this   we   will   find   the   hrefs   in   the   html   and   find   out   the   class   for   the   listings.  
 
We   can   see   the   html   for   a   particular   product   listing   within   the   html   in   Fig.   7.25.   We   can   see   that   the   product  
listings   are   within   a   list   with   the   class   names   “products-grid”,   “first”,   “last”   and   “odd”.  
We   can   also   see   that   each   listing   is   a   list   item   within   the   list,   having   the   class   names   “item”,   “last”,  
“col-xs-12”   and    “col-sm-3”   and   within   each   list   item   there   is   a   href   that   we   will   be   extracting.  
 

 

Figure   7.25:   Using   inspect   tool   in   Chrome   to   view   html   for   product   listings   within   each   page  
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We   can   see   how   the   product   listing   is   shown   in   Fig.   7.26.   Here,   we   will   need   to   pinpoint   the   information   that  
is   located   on   the   right   that   contains   the   Type,   Brand   and   Colour,   and   the   url   to   the   image   located   on   the   left.  

 

Figure   7.26:   Using   inspect   tool   in   Chrome   to   view   html   for   product   listings   within   each   page  

 
Using   the   inspector   tool   in   Chrome,   we   can   see   that   the   information   that   we   will   be   focusing   on   is   wrapped  
in   a   <div>   with   the   class   “product-attributes”,   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.27.   Each   attribute   has   the   class  
“attribute-wrapper”   assigned   to   it.   Taking   a   closer   look,   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.28,   that   each   attribute   has   two  
classes,   the   class   “label”   tells   us   the   attribute   category   and   the   class   “outeratc”   tells   us   the   attribute   value.  
 
The   image   url   is   contained   in   a   different   section   of   the   html.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.29,   the   image   href   is  
contained   within   a   class   called   “product-image”.   We   will   use   this   to   our   advantage   when   we   are   extracting  
the   image   url.   Along   with   the   url,   we   will   also   be   extracting   the   image   name,   so   that   we   can   link   each   row   of  
information   to   a   picture,   which   is   the   name   after   the   last   backslash   in   the   url.  
 

 

 

 

Figure   7.27:   Html   for   attributes   #1   Figure   7.28:   Html   for   attributes   #2   Figure   7.29:   Html   for   image   location  
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7.4   Finding   a   strategy   to   scrape   Swap.com  
 
The   strategy   for   scraping   Swap.com   will   be   the   same   we   used   for   scraping   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com,  
except   when   we   looked   at   the   website,   we   noticed   that   the   product   listings   were   not   contained   within   a  
page   that   could   be   accessed   through   an   url,   instead   it   was   loaded   as   an   endless   scroll   feature.   We   needed  
to   take   that   into   account   when   we   were   analyzing   the   page   and   finding   a   way   to   loop   through   the   product  
listing   pages.  
 
We   will   use   the   same   steps   for   analyzing   Netflea.com   as   we   did   with   the   other   sites,   but   we   will   make   sure  
that   we   have   a   way   to   loop   through   the   pages   once   we   are   at   that   section,   before   analyzing   further.  
 
Swap.com   offers   a   couple   of   categories   but   we   will   focus   on   three   of   them,   Women,   Men   and   Kids.   The  
Kids   category   is   then   further   divided   into   two   subcategories,   Girls’   Apparel   and   Boys’   Apparel.  
 
As   we   can   see   Figs.   7.31   to   7.33,   each   category   offers   a   link   to   view   all   the   products   in   each   category.   This  
is   the   same   approach   that   we   will   take   with   Oxfam.org.uk   and   saves   us   a   bit   of   time   with   not   needing   to  
build   an   url   to   loop   through   each   subcategory.  
 

     

Figure   7.30:   Women’s   categories   Figure   7.31:   Men’s   categories   Figure   7.32:   Kid’s   categories  
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Each   page   with   product   listings   within   a   subcategory   differs   from   the   previous   websites   we   looked   at.   Here  
the   product   listings   appear   as   an   “endless   scrolling”   and   the   urls   don’t   show   us   anything   useful   that   we  
could   use   to   build   a   code   to   loop   through,   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.33   and   Fig.   7.34,   which   shows   the   url   at  
when   we   are   at   the   top   of   the   page   and   the   url   when   we   scroll   down.  
 

 

Figure   7.33:   Url   for   “Blouses”   within   women’s   category  

 

Figure   7.34:   Url   for   “Blouses”   within   women’s   category   when   scrolling   down  

 
We   need   to   find   a   way   where   we   can   loop   through   all   the   product   listings   to   extract   the   product   urls   when  
we   are   building   the   code   to   scrape   the   website.  
 
Once   we   have   figured   out   a   way   to   extract   all   the   product   urls,   we   will   need   to   look   at   how   we   can   extract  
information   from   a   given   product   page.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.35,   the   product   listing   contains   all   the   information   that   we   want.   The   attributes   are  
all   contained   within   a   specified   section   on   the   website,   so   it   could   be   easy   to   extract   the   information.  
 

 

Figure   7.35:   Swap.com   product   listing  
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.36,   the   attributes   are   contained   within   a   table   using   the   class  
“ItemInfoTable_table_2cNr”   and   the   attribute   name   and   the   value   are   contained   within   a   table   row.   The  
attribute   name   has   the   class   name   “TableCell_property_16NeX”   and   the   attribute   value   has   the   class   name  
“TableCell_value_2Ifn0”.   Both   are   a   <td>   property.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.37,   the   image   is   contained   within   a   <div>   using   the   class   name  
“ItemImage_image_Qi6dL”.   However,   upon   further   inspection,   we   noticed   another   url   contained   within   the  
class   name   “ItemImage_thumbnails_2lHP2”,   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.38,   that   had   two   hrefs,   either   listing   the  
location   of   the   front   side   of   the   image   or   the   back   side.   Upon   reviewing   both   images,   we   noticed   that   the  
images   contained   within   the   thumbnail   class   were   of   higher   quality   than   the   ones   contained   in   the   image  
class.   We   decided   to   scrape   both   urls,   but   with   the   intention   of   downloading   the   images   contained   in   the  
thumbnails   class.   We   will   also   be   scraping   the   image   name,   which   is   the   name   in   the   url   after   the   last  
backsplash.   This   is   done   so   that   we   can   link   the   images   to   a   row   in   the   dataset.  
 

 

 

 

Figure   7.36:   html   for   attributes   on  
product   listing   page  

Figure   7.37:   Image   location   for   product  
listing  

Figure   7.38:   Thumbnail   location   for  
product   listing  

 
Upon   further   investigation   into   how   we   could   scrape   the   site,   we   noticed   that   the   site   is   built   using   React,  
which   complicates   the   scraping   process   significantly.   We   therefore   decided   against   scraping   Swap.  
 
Scraping   the   site   would   require   the   use   of   an   automated   browser,   such   as   Selenium,   and   scrolling   to  
capture   product   listings.   We   will   have   this   option   as   a   backup   if   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com   don’t  
produce   good   enough   models   with   good   enough   predictions.  
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7.5   Finding   a   strategy   to   build   a   backup   dataset  
 
To   build   the   backup   dataset,   we   don’t   need   to   figure   out   a   way   on   how   we   would   scrape   the   websites   as   we  
will   be   hand   picking   the   images   that   we   are   going   to   download.   Our   strategy   here   is   to   find   a   way   to   get   the  
most   high   quality   image   available.  
 
To   build   our   backup   dataset,   we   will   use   four   websites   to   gather   the   images   that   we   want.   These   websites  
are   Grailed.com,   Shpock.com,   Picclick.com   and   Poshmark.com.  
 
Our   process   will   be   the   same   for   all   websites,   that   is   to   go   to   a   category   page,   e.g.   Adidas   T-Shirts,   copy   the  
image   address   for   an   image   we   want   to   include   in   our   dataset   and   download   the   image.   If   the   image   is   of  
low   quality,   e.g.   a   thumbnail   picture,   we   will   try   to   figure   out   a   way   to   find   the   higher   quality   image   by   looking  
at   the   address   of   the   lower   quality   image   and   the   higher   quality   image   and   see   if   we   can   spot   anything   that  
enables   us   to   mass   edit   all   the   links   to   get   the   higher   quality   image.   Going   into   each   product   listing   to   copy  
the   address   to   the   higher   quality   image   would   be   too   time   consuming   since   we   are   manually   building   the  
dataset   instead   of   scraping   the   data.  
 
Once   we   have   all   the   links   that   we   want,   we   will   use   the   wget   tool   in   Linux   to   download   all   the   images.  
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7.5.1   Strategy   for   Grailed.com  
 
Our   strategy   for   finding   images   from   Grailed.com   is   to   go   to   each   category   of   the   clothing   we   want   to  
accumulate   pictures   of,   e.g.   Adidas   T-shirts.   We   will   then   pick   the   pictures   that   closely   resemble   the  
pictures   that   our   users   will   take   and   have   the   colour   that   we   wanted.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.39,   a   sample   of   the   product   listings   of   Adidas   T-shirts   yields   one   picture   that   we  
might   be   interested   in   having   in   our   dataset.   Picture   #4   is   a   black   Adidas   T-shirt   that   closely   resembles   the  
picture   our   users   will   take.  
 

 

Figure   7.39:   Adidas   T-shirts   at   Grailed.com  

 
Using   Google   Chrome   we   can   right   click   on   the   image   and   select   “copy   image   address”   to   get   the   address  
to   the   image.   Doing   so,   yields   us   this   link:  
 
https://process.fs.grailed.com/AJdAgnqCST4iPtnUxiGtTz/auto_image/cache=expiry:max/rotate=deg:exif/resize=height:3 
20,width:240,fit:crop/output=quality:70/compress/https://cdn.fs.grailed.com/api/file/pGKbazMTDC6hgi7SioVM  
 
Looking   at   the   url,   we   can   see   that   the   url   is   compressed   and   resized   into   a   lower   dimension   image.   We   can  
therefore   cut   the   process   part   of   the   url   which   gives   us   this   url   to   the   uncompressed   image:  
 
https://cdn.fs.grailed.com/api/file/pGKbazMTDC6hgi7SioVM  
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As   we   can   see   in   Table   7.1,   this   will   give   us   an   image   which   is   ~750KB   vs.   the   ~16KB   image   which   we   got  
by   copying   the   image   address.   This   yields   an   image   which   is   almost   47   times   the   size   of   the   compressed  
image.  
 

Image   Properties   Compressed   Image   Uncompressed   Image  

Image   Dimensions   240   x   320   1200   x   1600  

Image   Size   (in   bytes)   16.256   749.725  

Table   7.1:   Comparison   of   images   at   Grailed.com  

 
Our   strategy   is   therefore   going   through   each   category,   copying   the   image   url   of   the   images   we   want   in   our  
dataset   to   an   Excel   document.   These   urls   will   yield   us   the   compressed   image   url.  
 
Once   we   have   all   the   image   urls   that   we   want   in   our   Excel   document,   we   will   split   the   urls   by   going   into   the  
“Text   to   Columns”   function   within   Excel   and   split   it   by   “/”.   After   removing   the   columns   that   we   don’t   want,  
we   are   left   with   5   columns   where   each   row   has   “https:”,   “cdn.fs.grailed.com”,   “api”,   “file”   and   the   image   name,  
which   in   our   example   is   “pGKbazMTDC6hgi7SioVM”.   Combining   these   cells   into   a   single   cell   using   “&”   with  
an   extra   cell   that   contains   a   “/”   will   yield   us   with   the   url   to   the   uncompressed   image:   
 
https://cdn.fs.grailed.com/api/file/pGKbazMTDC6hgi7SioVM  
 
Once   we   have   done   this   to   all   the   rows   containing   the   urls,   we   will   export   the   list   into   a   .txt   document   and  
run   wget   for   the   .txt   document   to   download   all   the   images.    
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7.5.2   Strategy   for   Shpock.com  
 
Our   strategy   for   Shpock.com   is   to   look   for   a   category   of   a   clothing   item   that   we   want   to   include   in   our  
dataset   and   try   to   find   the   most   high   quality   image   available.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.40,   a   sample   of   the   product   listings   of   Adidas   T-shirts   yields   three   pictures   that   we  
might   be   interested   in   having   in   our   dataset.  
 

 

Figure   7:40:   Adidas   T-shirts   at   Shpock.com  

 
Using   Google   Chrome   we   can   right   click   on   the   image   and   select   “copy   image   address”   to   get   the   address  
to   the   image.   Doing   so,   yields   us   this   link:  
 
https://webimg.secondhandapp.com/w-i-m/5e974cb79015f91abfcce828  
 
We   can’t   see   anything   that   could   yield   us   a   higher   quality   image   by   looking   at   the   url,   so   we   will   try   to   find  
the   higher   quality   image   url   by   going   into   the   listing   and   finding   the   url   for   the   image   within   the   listing.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.41,   by   going   to   the   product   listing,   we   can   see   the   full   image   as   compared   to   some  
sort   of   a   thumbnail   image   as   we   did   in   Fig.   7.40.  
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Figure   7.41:   Product   listing   for   particular   clothing   at   Shpock.com  

  
Using   Google   Chrome   again   to   right   click   on   the   image   to   get   the   image   address,   we   get   the   following   link:  
 
https://webimg.secondhandapp.com/w-i-mgl/5e974cb79015f91abfcce828  
 
By   comparing   the   two   urls,   we   can   see   that   the   only   difference   here   is   that   the   first   url   was   “../w-i-m/..”  
and   the   second   one   was   “../w-i-mgl/..”.   We   further   looked   at   several   other   images   and   noticed   the   same  
trend.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   7.2,   this   will   give   us   an   image   which   is   ~153KB   vs.   the   ~10KB   image   which   we   got  
by   copying   the   image   address   on   the   category   listing.   This   yields   an   image   which   is   almost   16   times   the  
size   of   the   lower   quality   image.  
 

Image   Properties   Lower   Quality   Image   Higher   Quality   Image  

Image   Dimensions   237   x   237   1200   x   1600  

Image   Size   (in   bytes)   9.786   153.172  

Table   7.2:   Comparison   of   images   at   Shpock.com  

 
Our   strategy   is   therefore   going   through   each   category,   copying   the   image   url   of   the   images   we   want   in   our  
dataset   to   a   .txt   document.   These   urls   will   yield   us   the   compressed   image   url.  
 
Once   we   have   all   the   image   urls   to   the   lower   quality   image   we   will   replace   the   text   where   “w-i-m”   is   with  
“w-i-mgl”   which   will   change   all   the   links   to   the   higher   quality   image   for   each   image   we   found.  
 
We   will   then   run   wget   to   download   all   the   images   that   are   in   our   .txt   document.    
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7.5.3   Strategy   for   Picclick.com  
 
Our   strategy   for   Shpock.com   is   to   look   for   a   category   of   a   clothing   item   that   we   want   to   include   in   our  
dataset   and   try   to   find   the   most   high   quality   image   available.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.42,   a   sample   of   the   product   listings   of   Adidas   T-shirts   yields   a   lot   of   potential  
pictures   we   might   be   interested   in   adding   to   our   dataset,   e.g.   image   #3.  
 

 

Figure   7:42:   Adidas   T-shirts   at   Picclick.com  

 
Using   Google   Chrome   we   can   right   click   on   the   image   and   select   “copy   image   address”   to   get   the   address  
to   the   image.   Doing   so,   yields   us   this   link:  
 
https://www.picclickimg.com/d/l400/pict/153904024955_/New-ADIDAS-2011-BOSTON-MARATHON-Long-Sleeve-T-Shirt.jpg  
 
We   can’t   see   anything   that   could   yield   us   a   higher   quality   image   by   looking   at   the   url,   so   we   will   try   to   find  
the   higher   quality   image   url   by   going   into   the   listing   and   finding   the   url   for   the   image   within   the   listing.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.43,   by   going   to   the   product   listing,   we   can   choose   between   five   images   and   one   of  
these   images   is   the   same   image   as   we   saw   in   the   category   view.  
 

 

Figure   7:43:   Product   listing   for   particular   clothing   at   Picclick.com  
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By   clicking   on   the   image   and   using   Google   Chrome   again   to   right   click   on   the   image   to   get   the   image  
address,   we   get   the   following   link:  
 
https://www.picclickimg.com/d/w1600/pict/153904024955_/New-ADIDAS-2011-BOSTON-MARATHON-Long-Sleeve-T-Shirt.jpg  
 
By   comparing   the   two   urls,   we   can   see   that   the   only   difference   here   is   that   the   first   url   was   “../l400/..”  
and   the   second   one   was   “../w1600/..”.   We   further   looked   at   several   other   images   and   noticed   the   same  
trend.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   7.3,   this   will   give   us   an   image   which   is   ~316KB   vs.   the   ~25KB   image   which   we   got  
by   copying   the   image   address   on   the   category   listing.   This   yields   an   image   which   is   almost   13   times   the  
size   of   the   lower   quality   image.  
 

Image   Properties   Lower   Quality   Image   Higher   Quality   Image  

Image   Dimensions   400   x   300   1600   x   1200  

Image   Size   (in   bytes)   24.937   316.344  

Table   7.3:   Comparison   of   images   at   Picclick.com  

 
Our   strategy   is   therefore   going   through   each   category,   copying   the   image   url   of   the   images   we   want   in   our  
dataset   to   a   .txt   document.   These   urls   will   yield   us   the   lower   quality   image   url.  
 
Once   we   have   all   the   image   urls   to   the   lower   quality   image   we   will   replace   the   text   where   “l400”   is   with  
“w1600”   which   will   change   all   the   links   to   the   higher   quality   image   for   each   image   we   found.  
 
We   will   then   run   wget   to   download   all   the   images   that   are   in   our   .txt   document.  
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7.5.4   Strategy   for   Poshmark.com  
 
Our   strategy   for   Poshmark.com   is   to   look   for   a   category   of   a   clothing   item   that   we   want   to   include   in   our  
dataset   and   try   to   find   the   most   high   quality   image   available.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.42,   a   sample   of   the   product   listings   of   Adidas   T-shirts   yields   two   potential   pictures  
we   might   be   interested   in   adding   to   our   dataset,   i.e.   image   #1   and   image   #2.  
 

 

Figure   7:44:   Adidas   T-shirts   at   Poshmark.com  

 
Using   Google   Chrome   we   can   right   click   on   the   image   and   select   “copy   image   address”   to   get   the   address  
to   the   image.   Doing   so,   yields   us   this   link:  
 
https://di2ponv0v5otw.cloudfront.net/posts/2019/05/19/5ce1906b7bc3607289897700/s_5ce1906f264a55b2b1a7ea09.jpeg  
 
We   can’t   see   anything   that   could   yield   us   a   higher   quality   image   by   looking   at   the   url,   so   we   will   try   to   find  
the   higher   quality   image   url   by   going   into   the   listing   and   finding   the   url   for   the   image   within   the   listing.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   7.44,   by   going   to   the   product   listing,   we   can   choose   between   four   images   and   one   of  
these   images   is   the   same   image   as   we   saw   in   the   category   view.  
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Figure   7:45:   Adidas   T-shirts   at   Poshmark.com  

 
By   clicking   on   the   image   and   using   Google   Chrome   again   to   right   click   on   the   image   to   get   the   image  
address,   we   get   the   following   link:  
 
https://di2ponv0v5otw.cloudfront.net/posts/2019/05/19/5ce1906b7bc3607289897700/m_5ce1906f264a55b2b1a7ea09.jpeg  
 
By   comparing   the   two   urls,   we   can   see   that   the   only   difference   here   is   that   the   first   url   was   “../s_5ce1906..”  
and   the   second   one   was   “../m_5ce1906..”.   We   further   looked   at   several   other   images   and   noticed   the   same  
trend.   By   looking   at   the   difference   we   can   also   see   that   there   is   an   “s”   and   an   “m”,   this   resulted   in   us   looking  
at   if   it   was   maybe   a   “l”   for   large,   that   is   if   “s”   stands   for   small   and   “m”   stands   for   “medium”.   This   yielded   a  
higher   quality   image   than   the   “m”   image.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   7.4,   this   will   give   us   an   image   which   is   ~457KB   vs.   the   ~158KB   and   ~14KB   images  
which   we   got   by   copying   the   image   address   on   the   category   listing   and   the   product   listing.   This   yields   an  
image   which   is   almost   33   times   the   size   of   the   “s”   image   and   almost   3   times   the   size   of   the   “m”   image.  
 

Image   Properties   “s”   Image   “m”   Image   “l”   image  

Image   Dimensions   300   x   300   580   x   580   1000   x   1000  

Image   Size   (in   bytes)   14.285   158.297   457.047  

Table   7.4:   Comparison   of   images   at   Poshmark.com  

 
Our   strategy   is   therefore   going   through   each   category,   copying   the   image   url   of   the   images   we   want   in   our  
dataset   to   a   .txt   document.   These   urls   will   yield   us   the   highest   quality   image   url.  
 
Once   we   have   all   the   image   urls   to   the   lower   quality   image   we   will   replace   the   text   where   “s_”   is   with   “l_”  
which   will   change   all   the   links   to   the   higher   quality   image   for   each   image   we   found   and   then   we   will   run  
wget   to   download   all   the   images   that   are   in   our   .txt   document,   like   we   did   with   the   previous   four   websites.  
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8   Scraping   code  
 
 
When   deciding   on   the   programming   language   to   build   the   scraping   tool,   we   decided   on   using   the   Python  
programming   language.   All   team   members   had   some   experience   with   the   Python   language   and   one  
member   of   the   team   had   successfully   built   a   scraping   tool   using   the   Python   language.  
 
To   build   the   code   using   the   Python   language,   we   needed   to   use   a   couple   of   modules,   these   were   “requests”,  
“BeautifulSoup”,   “csv”,   “pathlib”   and   “os”.   “requests”   and   “BeautifulSoup”   can   be   installed   through   pip   tools  
and   the   other   modules   are   most   often   included   in   the   Python   setup.   We   can   see   in   Table   8.1   how   we   are  
planning   on   using   each   module.  
 

Module   How   we   will   use   it  

requests   Send   a   request   to   an   url   and   get   back   a   response   containing   the   html   of   the   url  

BeautifulSoup   View   the   html,    search   the   html   and   extract   information   from   the   html  

csv   Open   the   .csv   file   containing   the   dataset   and   add   new   rows   to   the   .csv   file  

pathlib   Create   an   images   folder   in   the   system   running   the   code   to   store   the   images  

os   Send   the   wget   command   to   the   system   running   the   code   to   download   the   images  

Table   8.1:   Listing   the   modules   we   are   going   to   use   and   how   we   are   going   to   use   them  

 
We   had   already   built   a   skeleton   code   to   start   scraping   when   we   were   making   a   strategy   to   scrape   the  
Oxfam.org.uk   site.   We   built   the   scraping   tool   for   Oxfam.org.uk   using   that   skeleton,   and   we   used   the   same  
skeleton   to   build   a   scraping   tool   for   the   Netflea.com   site.  
 
Lessons   learnt   from   the   Oxfam.org.uk   scraping   were   applied   to   the   Netflea.com   code.   Those   were   that  
instead   of   storing   the   product   urls   and   image   urls   in   .txt   document,   we   went   through   the   process   of   getting  
everything   we   needed   in   one   go,   that   is,   we   downloaded   the   image   and   added   the   tags   along   with   the   image  
name   as   a   row   in   the   dataset   .csv   document.   Another   lesson   we   learnt   from   Oxfam.org.uk,   was   that   we  
needed   to   have   if   statements   in   case   something   went   wrong.   If   that   happened,   we   wanted   to   write   empty  
values   as   a   row   in   the   dataset   and   try   again   for   the   next   picture.  
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8.1   Oxfam.org.uk   scraping   code  
 
We   used   the   skeleton   we   built   previously,   when   we   were   figuring   out   a   strategy   to   scrape   Oxfam.org.uk,   as   a  
starting   point   to   create   the   code   to   scrape   the   website.  
 
First   we   made   variables   for   the   class   names   that   we   would   be   looking   to   extract   information   from,   the  
variables   are   hardcoded,   as   can   be   seen   in   Listing   8.1.  
 

pagesClass   =    "product-result-item"  
attributesClass   =    "product-attributes   clearfix"  
imagesClass   =    "sm   sm-product-details-gallery-v2   clearfix   image-gallery   zoomable"  

Listing   8.1:   Hardcoded   class   names   that   we   will   be   focusing   on   when   scraping   information  

 
Then   we   made   variables   that   we   needed   to   build   the   url   to   loop   through,   these   are   also   hardcoded,   as   can  
be   seen   in   Listing   8.2.   We   also   wanted   to   save   the   extracted   urls,   in   case   the   program   exited   unexpectedly,  
so   we   wouldn’t   have   to   scrape   everything   again.   The   same   code   reflects   on   each   of   the   four   categories,  
changing   only   to   reflect   on   each   category.  
 

womenFirstPartLink   =   \  
"https://www.oxfam.org.uk/shop/womens-clothing/all?i=1;m_sort_shops=FirstMadeLive;page="  
womenSecondPartLink   =    ";q=*;q1=Women%27s;show_all=products;x1=secondary_cat_1"  
womenNumberOfPages   =    268  
womenPagesName   =    "women_pages"  

Listing   8.2:   Hardcoded   information   that   will   be   used   when   scraping  

 
Once   we   had   all   the   information   we   wanted   to   continue,   we   made   the   same   code   for   all   categories,   where  
only   the   variables   would   be   sent   reflecting   on   the   category.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.3,   the   first   thing   we   do,   when   we   go   through   each   category,   is   to   create   a   .txt   file  
to   save   every   product   listing   url,   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.4.   Next   we   go   into   the   getPageLinks   function  
which   will   get   all   the   urls   so   that   we   can   finally   write   the   urls   to   our   .txt   file,   which   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.5,  
we   created   earlier.  
 

helper_functions.createTXT(womenPagesName)  
  
womenList   =   scrape_pages.getPageLinks(womenFirstPartLink,   \  
   womenSecondPartLink,   womenNumberOfPages,   pagesClass)  
  
helper_functions.writingListToTXT(womenPagesName,   womenList)  

Listing   8.3:   Creating   a   text   document,   scraping   pages   and   extracting   urls   to   text   document  
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def     createTXT (fileName):  
     txtName   =   fileName   +    ".txt"  
     txtPath   =   Path(txtName)  
     txtPath.touch(exist_ok= True )  

def     writingListToTXT (fileName,   lst):  
     txtName   =   fileName   +    ".txt"  
      with    open(txtName,    "a" )    as    f:  
          for    l    in    lst:   
            f.write( "https://www.oxfam.org.uk%s\n"    %   l)  

Listing   8.4:   Function   to   create   a   text   document   Listing   8.5:   Function   to   write   to   a   text   document  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.6,   the   function   getPageLinks   loops   through   all   the   pages   for   a   given   category   and  
builds   a   link   to   a   page   with   the   hardcoded   information   we   created   earlier.   For   each   page   we   then   send   a  
request   to   the   page   and   receive   a   html   response.   Then   we   use   BeautifulSoup   to   find   the   url   for   all   the  
product   listings   found   on   that   page   which   we   managed   to   pinpoint   during   our   analysis   of   the   website.  
 

for    page    in    range( 1 ,   numberPages   +    1 ):  
 
         link   =   firstPartLink   +   str(page)   +   secondPartLink  
 
         response   =   requests.get(link)  
         html   =   response.content  
         soup   =   BeautifulSoup(html,    "html.parser" )  
 
          for    s    in    soup.find_all( "li" ,   { "class" :   pagesClass}):  
             foundHref   =   s.find( "a" ,   href= True )  
             retList.append(foundHref[ "href" ])  

Figure   8.6:   Builds   a   url   for   each   page   of   products,   scrapes   the   urls   of   products   and   returns   it  

 
Once   we   have   saved   all   the   product   urls   for   a   given   category,   e.g.   women’s   clothing,   to   a   text   document.   We  
want   to   go   to   each   page   and   retrieve   the   data   we   want   to   scrape.   We   created   a   function   for   this,   which   can  
be   seen   in   Listing   8.7,   called   scrapeToCSV.  
 

scrape_products.scrapeToCSV(womenPagesName,   attributesClass,   imagesClass,   csvName)  

Listing   8.7:   Builds   a   url   for   each   page   of   products,   scrapes   the   urls   of   products   and   returns   it  

 
To   be   able   to   write   the   data   we   need   to   create   a   .csv   document.   We   will   create   a   .csv   with   a   name   that   we  
define   and   the   first   row   of   the   document   is   written   when   we   create   the   document.   This   row   is   the   header  
that   we   will   use   to   name   our   columns.   The   column   names   can   be   seen   in   Listing   8.8.  
 

def     firstCSV (csvName):  
     f   =   csv.writer(open(csvName,    "w" ))  
     f.writerow([ "Type" ,    "Colour" ,    "Brand" ,    "Exact   Colour" ,    "Title" ,    "Img   name" ,    "Img   src" ])  

Listing   8.8:   Creating   a   .csv   document   with   headers  
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The   scrapeToCSV   function   is   run   when   we   have   written   all   the   product   listing   urls   to   a   .text   document.   As  
we   can   see   in   Listing   8.9,   the   first   thing   we   will   do   in   this   function   is   to   open   the   .csv   document   we   created  
earlier,   with   the   column   names   as   the   first   row,   so   that   we   can   store   the   tags   that   we   will   scrape.   We   will  
also   create   a   list   called   lst   that   will   contain   all   the   product   listing   urls,   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.10.   We  
created   a   function   for   this   called   txtToList,   which   basically   just   loops   through   each   line   in   the   .text  
document   and   then   adds   each   line   as   a   list   item   in   a   list.  
 

f   =   csv.writer(open(csvName,    "a" ))   lst   =   helper_functions.txtToList(txtName)  

Listing   8.9:   Builds   a   url   for   each   page   of   products,   scrapes   the  
urls   of   products   and   returns   it  

Listing   8.10:   Builds   a   url   for   each   page   of   products,   scrapes   the  
urls   of   products   and   returns   it  

 
We   will   then   loop   through   every   url   in   the   list,   send   a   request   to   that   website   and   get   a   html   response   that  
we   can   use   to   get   our   data.   To   find   the   subset   of   the   html   that   contains   the   attributes,   we   will   use   our  
analysis   which   showed   us   within   which   class   the   attributes   were   contained   in,   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.11.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.12,   we   created   a   function   that   works   for   all   attributes,   where   the   function   only  
needed   to   get   the   subset   html   and   the   attribute   we   wanted   to   extract.   According   to   our   analysis,   we   noticed  
that   each   attribute   was   contained   in   a   “dt”   tag,   e.g.   “Type:”,   and   each   value   for   that   attribute   was   contained  
in   the   next   “dd”   tag,   e.g.   “Jacket”.   Since   the   code   finds   all   the   next   “dd”   siblings   after   the   “dt”   tag,   we   only  
want   the   first   one,   which   is   the   value   we   want   to   associate   with   the   attribute.   Lastly,   since   the   value  
contains   “<dt>”   tag   before   the   value   and   “</dt>”   after,   we   will   cut   out   these   tags   before   returning   the   value.   
 

prodAttr   =   soup.find(class_=attributeClass)  
 
prodType   =   helper_functions.get_attribute(prodAttr,    "Type:" )  
prodColour   =   helper_functions.get_attribute(prodAttr,    "Colour:" )  
prodBrand   =   helper_functions.get_attribute(prodAttr,    "Brand:" )  
prodExactColour   =   helper_functions.get_attribute(prodAttr,    "Exact   colour:" )  
prodTitle   =   helper_functions.get_attribute(prodAttr,    "Title:" )  

Listing   8.11:   Getting   product   attributes  

 

def     get_attribute (soup,   attr):  
     prodAttr   =   soup.find( "dt" ,   string=attr)  
     retAttr   =    ""  
 
      if    prodAttr:  
         siblings   =   prodAttr.find_next_siblings( "dd" )  
         sibling   =   siblings[ 0 ]  
         retAttr   =   str(sibling)[ 4 : -5 ]  
      return    retAttt  

Listing   8.12:   General   code   that   works   with   all   attributes  
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The   same   logic   applied   for   getting   the   image   url.   First   we   will   use   BeautifulSoup   to   get   a   subset   of   the   html  
that   is   contained   within   the   class   we   found   out   that   the   image   url   is   located   in   through   our   analysis   as   we  
can   see   in   Listing   8.13.   Then   we   want   to   get   the   url   ready   so   that   we   can   write   it   to   the   .csv   document.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.13,   we   want   to   have   the   name   of   the   image   as   an   empty   string,   in   case   there   is  
no   image   found.   This   will   help   us   when   we   are   cleaning   the   data   so   that   we   can   drop   those   rows   that   don’t  
have   an   image.  
 
Next,   we   want   to   find   the   image   url   that   we   want   to   scrape.   As   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.14,   we   only   want   the  
url   if   it   contains   “/Main/”   and   if   it   does,   we   will   save   the   url.   We   also   want   to   get   the   image   name   so   that   we  
can   link   the   image   to   the   row.   To   achieve   this,   we   will   split   the   image   url   and   only   get   the   partial   string   of   the  
url   that   begins   with   “HD_”   as   this   will   be   the   image   file   name   when   we   download   the   image.  
 

prodImages   =   soup.find(class_=imageClass)  
prodImage   =   prodImages.findAll( "img" )  
prodImageName   =    ""  

Listing   8.13:   Getting   a   subset   of   the   html   code   for   the   image  

 

if    prodImage:  
      for    image    in    prodImage:  
         imgStr   =   str(image[ "src" ])  
 
          if     "/Main/"     in    imgStr:  
             prodImage   =    "https:"    +   imgStr  
             prodImageName   =    "HD_"    +   prodImage.split( "HD_" )[ 1 ]  
          else :  
             prodImage   =    ""  

Listing   8.14:   Getting   the   url   for   the   image   we   want   to   scrape  

 
The   last   step   of   the   program   is   to   write   all   the   data   we   scraped   to   a   .csv   document.   If   no   data   is   found,   we  
will   write   an   empty   string   for   the   column   in   the   row.   This   will   make   it   so   that   once   we   are   cleaning   the   data,  
it   will   come   up   as   a   NaN   value   in   pandas.    
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8.2   Netflea.com   scraping   code  
 
Since   we   had   already   scraped   the   data   from   Oxfam.org.uk   before   we   built   the   scraping   code   for  
Netflea.com,   we   could   apply   some   lessons   learnt   from   the   Oxfam.org.uk   code.  
 
One   of   the   main   disadvantages   of   the   Oxfam.org.uk   code   was   that   since   we   were   storing   the   image   url   to  
download   the   images   later,   it   resulted   in   a   high   amount   of   missing   images.   We   will   rectify   this   by  
downloading   the   image   at   the   same   time   we   are   scraping   a   particular   product   page.   This   will   decrease   the  
number   of   missing   images   significantly,   since   most   missing   images   in   the   Oxfam.org.uk   case   was   due   to  
removal   of   listings   in   the   time   between   the   scraping   of   the   image   url   and   the   download   of   the   image   url.  
 
We   also   noticed   that   getting   all   product   urls   and   saving   them   and   then   going   through   them   afterwards   to  
scrape   was   redundant.   We   therefore   decided   to   go   through   each   page,   then   through   each   product   listing   in  
that   page   before   going   to   the   next   page.  
 
The   same   skeleton   code   we   used   for   Oxfam.org.uk   was   used   here.   We   used   the   lessons   learnt   from  
scraping   Oxfam.org.uk   and   the   analysis   of   Netlfea.com   to   build   the   code..  
 
As   with   Oxfam,   we   made   variables   that   we   could   build   an   url   to   loop   through,   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.15,  
that   were   hard   coded   so   that   we   could   loop   from   1   to   womenNumberOfPages   and   add   the   iteration   number  
to   the   womenFirstPartLink.  
 

womenFirstPartLink   =    "https://www.netflea.com/womens-clothing.html?limit=100&p="  
womenNumberOfPages   =    550  

Listing   8.15:   Hardcoded   information   we   will   use   when   looping   through   pages  

 
Before   we   went   ahead   to   begin   scraping,   we   wanted   to   make   a   .csv   document   that   would   contain   the   data  
we   will   scrape   and   we   also   wanted   to   make   a   folder   called   images   in   the   linux   system   the   code   would   be  
run,   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.16.  
 

helper_functions.first_CSV(csvName)  
imagesPath   =   helper_functions.setting_image_path()  

Listing   8.16:   Hardcoded   information   we   will   use   when   looping   through   pages  

 
The   first_CSV   function   is   the   same   as   we   used   for   Oxfam.org.uk.   It   takes   in   a   given   name   which   will   be   the  
file   name   and   then   writes   the   first   row   as   a   header,   which   will   be   the   column   names   as   can   be   seen   in  
Listing   8.17.  
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def     first_CSV (csvName):  
     f   =   csv.writer(open(csvName,    "w" ))  
     f.writerow([ "Type" ,    "Brand" ,    "Colour" ,    "ImgName" ])  

Listing   8.17:   Creating   the   .csv   document   and   writing   the   header   row  

 
The   setting_image_path   function   creates   a   string   that   contains   the   path   to   an   images   folder   in   the   linux  
system.   It   then   creates   the   folder   and   finally   returns   the   path   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.18.  
 

def     setting_image_path ():  
     imagesFolder   =   Path.cwd().joinpath( 'images' )  
     imagesFolder.mkdir(parents= True ,   exist_ok= True )  
      return    imagesFolder  

Listing   8.18:   Setting   the   path   to   our   images   folder  

 
Next   step   is   to   go   into   a   function   called   getPageLinks.   The   function   does   the   same   as   in   the   Oxfam.org.uk  
code,   that   is   it   builds   a   link   for   each   page   in   a   given   category,   sends   a   request   to   the   page   and   gets   a   html  
response   back.   We   then   search   that   html   for   a   subset   of   the   code   that   is   contained   within   a   class   that   we  
found   during   our   analysis.   This   subset   will   contain   all   the   product   listings   urls   on   that   page.   The   difference  
in   this   code   and   the   other   code   is   that   we   use   if   statements   more,   in   case   there   is   an   empty   product   listing.  
If   there   is   an   empty   product   listing,   we   will   go   to   the   next   product   listing   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.19.   We  
also   do   not   want   to   keep   a   record   of   the   product   listing   urls,   but   rather   go   to   each   product   listing   and   begin  
scraping.  
 

prodLink   =   soup.findAll( "h2" ,   { "class" : "product-name" })  
 
if    prodLink:  
      for    p    in    prodLink:  
         prodHref   =   p.find( "a" ,   href= True )  
          if    prodHref:  
             scrape_products.scrapeToCSV(prodHref[ "href" ],   csvName,   imagesPath)  

Listing   8.19:   Finding    a   subset   of   the   html   to   get   all   product   listings   urls  

 
Once   we   have   established   that   the   page   contains   product   listing   urls,   we   want   to   loop   through   each   product  
listing   and   send   the   product   listing   url,   the   name   of   the   .csv   document   and   the   path   to   the   images   folder   to  
another   function   called   scrapeToCSV,   which   handles   the   data   on   the   product   listing.  
 
The   scrapeToCSV   function   is   basically   the   same   as   the   function   for   Oxfam.org.uk.   Here   we   send   a   request  
to   the   product   listing   url,   get   a   html   response   and   then   get   a   subset   of   the   html   that   contains   the   attributes  
that   we   want   to   scrape.   We   then   go   into   another   function   called   get_attribute   with   each   of   the   attributes  
that   we   want   to   scrape   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.20.  
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prodAttr   =   soup.findAll(class_= "attribute-wrapper" )  
 
prodType   =   helper_functions.get_attribute(prodAttr,    "Type" )  
prodBrand   =   helper_functions.get_attribute(prodAttr,    "Brand" )  
prodColour   =   helper_functions.get_attribute(prodAttr,    "Color" )  

Listing   8.20:Searching   the   html   response   for   a   subset   of   the   code   within   the   class   “attribute-wrapper”  

 
The   get_attribute   function   also   works   like   the   get_attribute   function   for   Oxfam.org.uk.   The   main   difference,  
as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.21,   is   that   the   value   for   each   attribute   is   contained   within   a   different   html   code  
and   we   factored   that   in   when   we   built   the   code.  
 

def     get_attribute (soup,   attr):  
      if    soup:  
          for    p    in    soup:  
             prodAttr   =   p.find( "div" ,   string=attr)  
              if    prodAttr:  
                 attrVal   =   p.find( "span" ,   { "class" :    "outeratc" })  
                  if    attrVal:  
                      return    attrVal.text.strip()  
                  else :  
                      return     ""  
      else :  
          return     ""  

Listing   8.21:Getting   the   attribute   for   a   specific   type  

 
Getting   the   image   url   also   works   almost   in   the   same   way   as   it   did   with   Oxfam.org.uk.   We   get   a   subset   of  
the   html   code   that   contains   the   image   url.   According   to   our   analysis   we   noticed   that   there   were   two   images  
and   the   one   that   was   contained   within   the   class   “cloud-zoom”   was   a   better   quality   image,   we   therefore   will  
be   looking   for   that   image,   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.22.   We   will   put   the   image   url   as   an   image   name   and  
extract   the   image   name   when   we   are   cleaning   the   data   as   opposed   to   get   the   image   file   name   in   this   step.  
Lastly,   we   will   download   the   image   through   the   function   wget_image   before   we   go   to   the   next   product  
listing   and   we   will   utilize   the   wget   command   in   Linux   to   achieve   this.  
 

prodImages   =   soup.find(class_= "product-image" )  
      if    prodImages:  
         prodImage   =   prodImages.find( "a" ,   { "class" :    "cloud-zoom" })  
 
          if    prodImage:  
             imgName   =   str(prodImage[ "href" ])  
             helper_functions.wget_image(imgName,   imagesPath)  
          else :  
             imgName   =    ""  
      else :  
         imgName   =    ""  

Listing   8.22:   Finding   the   image   url   within   the   html  
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Instead   of   downloading   all   the   images   in   one   go   after   we   scraped   the   data,   we   decided   it   would   be   better   to  
download   the   image   for   a   particular   product   when   we   were   scraping   the   data   from   that   product.   To   do   this,  
we   needed   to   find   a   way   to   achieve   this   in   our   code.   Since   we   used   wget   to   download   the   images   from  
Oxfam.org.uk,   we   decided   that   we   would   use   the   wget   with   the   Python   code.   Using   the   os   module   allows   us  
to   run   Linux   commands   within   a   Python   application   and   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   8.23,   we   just   need   to   send  
it   to   the   os   module   as   a   string   that   contains   the   command   we   would   use   in   a   Linux   terminal.  
 

def     wget_image (url,   imagesPath):  
      try :  
         wgetStr   =    "wget   -P   "    +   str(imagesPath)   +    "   "    +   url  
         os.system(wgetStr)  
      except    OSError    as    e:  
         print( "Failed   to   wget   "    +   str(imagesPath),   e.strerror)  

Listing   8.23:   Using   wget   to   download   the   image   into   the   images   folder  

 
The   last   responsibility   of   the   function   is   to   write   the   attributes   along   with   the   image   url   to   a   .csv   document.  
This   is   done   so   that   we   can   load   the   .csv   document   in   a   pandas   dataframe   so   that   we   can   both   clean   the  
data   and   manipulate   the   data.  
 
Once   all   these   steps   are   done,   the   program   will   continue   for   the   next   product   listing   and   once   all   product  
listings   are   complete,   it   will   go   on   the   next   page   of   the   category.   Once   all   pages   are   done   it   will   go   to   the  
next   category   and   then   finish.  
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9   Getting   the   data  
 
 
When   we   were   building   our   scraping   code   for   scraping   Oxfam.org.uk,   we   used   our   personal   laptops   to   test  
the   code   and   to   successfully   scrape   a   dozen   product   listings.   To   scrape   all   the   product   listings   would   take  
at   least   a   few   days   and   since   we   couldn’t   keep   our   laptops   on   at   all   times,   we   faced   the   problem   on   how   we  
were   going   to   run   the   code   over   the   course   of   a   couple   of   days.  
 
One   team   member   had   access   to   a   server   located   in   Germany.   The   server   was   leased   from   the   company  
Hetzner   and   had   a   1Gbps   dedicated   up   and   down   bandwidth.   The   server   was   running   on   a   headless   Ubuntu  
server   distro   so   it   fitted   our   needs   perfectly,   as   the   scraping   code   could   be   run   through   a   headless   setup.  
 
Running   the   code   for   Oxfam.org.uk   took   a   few   tries.   The   code   was   running   for   around   six   hours   when   it  
suddenly   stopped   due   to   error.   We   found   out   that   the   error   was   due   to   a   listing   being   removed   and   therefore  
the   code   couldn’t   find   the   attributes.   We   fixed   this   in   our   code   and   ran   it   again.   Then   came   another   error  
around   one   day   later.   When   we   had   done   a   test   run   of   the   code   locally,   we   forgot   to   check   if   the   other  
categories   worked   as   well.   This   caused   the   code   to   fail   due   to   a   misspelling   when   the   code   was   supposed  
to   go   to   the   next   category.   Since   the   code   kept   a   log   of   all   the   product   listings,   we   fixed   the   issue   and   ran  
the   code   starting   from   the   category   it   failed   on.   In   total,   the   code   was   running   for   around   three   days   and  
managed   to   exit   without   a   failure   at   the   end.   Once   we   had   scraped   all   the   data,   we   added   all   the   product  
image   urls   to   a   .text   document   and   used   wget   to   download   the   images.   This   process   took   around   20  
minutes.  
 
When   it   came   to   run   the   code   for   Netflea.com,   we   did   tests   so   that   we   wouldn’t   run   into   the   same   problems  
as   we   did   with   the   Oxfam.org.uk   code.   The   code   ran   for   around   nine   days   without   failing   and   managed   to  
exit   without   a   failure.   Since   we   downloaded   the   images   at   the   same   time   we   scraped,   we   didn’t   need   to  
download   the   images   at   the   end   of   the   process.  
 
Once   it   became   clear   that   the   datasets   built   using   the   data   from   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com   were   not  
good   enough,   we   built   a   backup   dataset.   This   dataset   was   built   manually   by   choosing   the   images   we   would  
include   in   the   dataset   so   we   didn’t   need   to   scrape   the   images,   but   instead   only   needed   to   wget   the   images.  
 
Once   we   had   downloaded   the   images,   we   needed   to   build   our   own   .csv   document   with   the   tags   for   the  
images.   This   was   done   manually   by   the   team   and   double   checked   to   make   sure   that   the   images   had   the  
correct   tags.    
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9.1   Oxfam.org.uk   Data  
 
The   code   was   running   for   three   days   and   managed   to   scrape   41.281   listings   in   total   (excluding   the   header).  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   9.1,   the   scraped   data   contained   a   lot   of   missing   values   and   some   values   are   in  
different   cells,   although   .csv   should   be   delimited   by   a   comma,   not   cells.  
 

 

Figure   9.1:   .csv   document   with   scraped   data  

 
Once   we   had   the   image   urls,   we   took   all   the   image   urls   and   put   them   in   a   .txt   document.   We   then   used   a  
tool   with   Linux   called   wget   to   download   all   the   images.   In   total   we   managed   to   download   33.990   images   as  
can   be   seen   in   Fig   9.2.   Although   we   managed   to   scrape   so   many   images,   the   total   file   size   was   only   ~600  
MB,   which   indicated   that   the   images   were   extremely   low   quality,   hence   the   usability   to   train   a   model   using  
them   is   not   good.  
 

 

Figure   9.2:   Downloaded   images   folder   viewed   with   FTP   viewer  
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9.2   Netflea.org.uk   Data  
 
The   code   was   running   for   9   days   straight   and   managed   to   scrape   86.900   listings   in   total   (excluding   the  
header).  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   9.3,   the   scraped   data   contains   either   a   lot   of   missing   data   (the   empty   string   between  
commas   indicates   missing   data),   and   contains   a   lot   of   “Other   Brand”   for   the   brand   column.  
 

 

Figure   9.3:   .csv   document   with   scraped   data   for   Netflea.com  

 
Since   we   downloaded   the   images   at   the   same   time   as   we   scraped   the   information,   we   expected   that   we  
would   manage   to   get   more   images   in   comparison   with   the   Oxfam   code.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   9.4,   we  
managed   to   scrape   86.655   images   out   of   possible   86.900   (~99.72%   success   rate   vs.   ~82.34%   at   Oxfam).   
 
The   image   quality   was   also   significantly   better   than   from   Oxfam,   or   ~99KB   on   average   vs.   ~18KB.  
 

 

Figure   9.4:   Downloaded   images   folder   viewed   with   FTP   viewer  
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9.3   Backup   Data  
 
We   spent   a   total   of   45   hours   finding   images   for   our   backup   dataset   and   manually   tagging   the   images   in   a  
.csv   document.  
 
In   total   we   managed   to   find   2.886   images   as   we   can   see   in   Table   9.1.   
 

Source   Total   Images   Percentage   of   Total   Total   Size   Percentage   of   Total   Average   Size  

Grailed.com   846   ~29.31%   504   MB   ~45.12%   596   KB  

Picclick.com   790   ~27.37%   238   MB   ~21.31%   301   KB  

Poshmark.com   1.121   ~38.84%   345   MB   ~30.89%   308   KB  

Shpock.com   129   ~4.47%   30   MB   ~2.69%   233   KB  

Total   2.886   ~100%   1.117   MB   ~100%   387   KB  

Table   9.1:   Total   downloaded   images   with   total   size   and   average   size  

 
Grailed.com,   Picclick.com   and   Poshmark.com   yielded   a   respectable   amount   of   images,   but   the   time   spent  
on   finding   images   on   Shpock.com   yielded   only   129   images   or   ~4.47%   of   the   total   images.  
 
Grailed.com   had   the   highest   average   image   size,   or   596   KB,   while   Shpock.com   had   the   lowest   average  
image   size,   233   KB.  
 
The   total   size   of   the   2.886   images   was   1.117   MB   or   387   KB   on   average   for   each   image.   In   comparison   to  
Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com,   the   quality   of   these   images   are   much   higher   as   we   can   see   in   Table   9.2.  
 

Dataset   Total   Images   Total   Size   Average   Size  

Oxfam.org.uk   33.990   604   MB   18   KB  

Netflea.com   86.655   8.576   MB   99   KB  

Backup   2.886   1.117   MB   387   KB  

Table   9.2:   Comparison   of   datasets  

 
The   images   in   the   backup   dataset   are   on   average   almost   22   times   larger   in   size   than   Oxfam.org.uk   and  
almost   4   times   larger   in   size   than   Netflea.com.  
 
Although   the   backup   dataset   contains   a   lot   less   images   than   the   other   two   datasets,   the   backup   dataset  
only   contains   a   select   few   labels   as   opposed   to   the   other   two.   For   each   label   in   the   backup   dataset,   it  
contains   on   average   more   images   than   the   other   two   which   render   the   total   images   a   useless   metric   when  
comparing   the   datasets.    
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Once   we   had   downloaded   all   the   images   we   needed   to   manually   tag   them.   To   do   so,   we   opened   up  
Microsoft   Excel,   exported   the   image   names   and   put   them   into   a   column.   For   each   image   name,   we   then  
added   the   tags,   as   can   be   seen   in   Fig.   9.5.  
 

 

Figure   9.5:   Tagging   images   in   backup   dataset  

 
Although   this   process   was   time   consuming,   it   was   essential   that   the   images   were   correctly   tagged   as   it  
would   only   slow   the   process   down   later   when   we   were   preparing   the   dataset   to   be   trained.  
 
We   however   did   a   few   things   that   would   make   the   process   much   less   time   consuming.   When   we  
downloaded   the   images,   we   put   them   into   a   folder   which   was   descriptive   of   the   clothing   item,   e.g.  
“Grailed-Adidas-Hoodie”   and   “Grailed-Adidas-Tshirt”.   This   was   done   so   that   we   could   add   the   tags   in   bulk   for  
everything   except   for   the   colour,   meaning   that   we   would   only   need   to   add   the   colour   tag   when   tagging   the  
images.    
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For   two   of   the   websites,   Picclick.com   and   Poshmark.com,   we   noticed   that   the   file   names   of   the   images  
were   rather   long,   so   we   decided   to   rename   each   of   all   the   files   with   a   random   number.   An   example   of   our  
code   for   this   can   be   seen   in   Listing   9.1.  
 

randomNumbers   =   []  
for    _    in    range(numberOfFiles):  
     val   =   randint( 1000000000 ,    9999999999 )  
     randomNumbers.append(val)  
 
for    index,   file    in    enumerate(files):  
     oldName   =   os.path.abspath(file)  
     newName   =   thisFolderPath   +    "/"    +   str(randomNumbers[index])   +    ".jpg"  
     os.rename(oldName,   newName)  

Listing   9.1:   Subset   of   renameFilesPicclick.py   code  

 
This   resulted   in   image   names   which   did   not   contain   any   of   the   potential   tags   and   were   instead   just   a  
random   number.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   9.6,   the   image   names   were   rather   long   before   and   in   Fig.   9.7,   we   can  
see   how   the   image   names   are   now   just   a   random   number.  
 

   

Figure   9.6:   Picclick.com   names   before   Figure   9.7:   Picclick.com   names   after  

 
After   double   checking   the   tags   in   the   .csv   document   and   fixing   incorrect   tags,   we   had   our   final   dataset   that  
contained   a   tag   for   “Type”,   “Colour”,   “Brand”,   “Source”   and   “ImgName”   which   was   ready   for   uploading   to  
Google   Cloud   and   start   training   a   model   based   on   the   dataset.    
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10   Cleaning   the   data   and   exploring   the   data  
 
 
To   make   the   data   ready   for   training   with   Google   AutoML,   we   used   Jupyter   Notebook   that   we   had   access   to  
through   the   University   of   Reykjavík .   One   of   the   team   members   had   some   experience   with   data   cleaning  27

through   a   class   in   his   studies   that   used   Jupyter   Notebook,   so   the   team   decided   that   we   would   use   this   to  
benefit   from   the   experience,   as   opposed   to   learning   how   to   clean   data   through   another   application.  
 
Jupyter   Notebook   is   a   document   which   can   contain   both   computer   code   (e.g.   Python)   and   rich   text  
elements   (e.g.   text   in   Markdown   format,   equations,   figures,   links,   etc.).   Notebook   documents   are   both  
human-readable   documents   containing   the   analysis   description   and   the   results   (figures,   tables,   etc…) ,  28

although   we   mostly   used   it   to   get   the   results   and   decided   to   keep   the   analysis   description   in   this   paper.  
 
To   help   us   with   the   data   cleaning,   we   used   a   few   modules.   These   modules   were   “pandas”,   “re”,   “matplotlib”  
and   “seaborn”.   The   description   for   each   of   these   modules   can   be   viewed   in   Table   10.1.  
 

Module   Description  

pandas   A   fast,   powerful,   flexible   and   easy   to   use   open   source   data   analysis   and   manipulation   tool,   built   on   top  
of   the   Python   programming   language.  29

re   A   module   that   is   a   built-in   package   in   Python,   which   can   be   used   to   work   with   Regular   Expressions.  30

matplotlib   A   comprehensive   library   for   creating   static,   animated,   and   interactive   visualizations   in   Python.  31

seaborn   A   Python   data   visualization   library   based   on   matplotlib.   It   provides   a   high-level   interface   for   drawing  
attractive   and   informative   statistical   graphics.  32

Table   10.1:   Description   of   the   modules   we   are   going   to   use   when   cleaning   the   data  

 
Cleaning   the   Oxfam.org.uk   data   took   a   lot   more   time   than   cleaning   the   Netflea.com   data.   This   can   be  
attributed   to   the   fact   that   the   data   from   Oxfam.org.uk   was   a   lot   more   “dirty”.   The   attribute   values   contained  
misspellings   and   were   scattered   around   in   a   lot   of   attribute   values.   This   was   most   likely   due   to   the  
employees   of   Oxfam.org.uk   having   a   free   text   box   when   inputting   the   attribute   values   but   this   meant   that  
the   data   needed   to   be   cleaned   significantly   compared   to   the   Netflea.com   data,   which   had   far   less  
misspellings   and   wasn’t   scattered   around   in   a   lot   of   attribute   values.  
 
Cleaning   the   Oxfam.org.uk   data   was   done   while   the   code   was   running   for   Netflea.com   so   it   was   not   a  
bottleneck   per   se,   although   it   took   a   lot   more   time   than   anticipated,   and   was   done   before   finishing   scraping  
Netflea.com   was   concluded.    

27   "JupyterHub."   https://jupyter.ru.is/.   Accessed   21   Apr.   2020.  
28   "1.   What   is   the   Jupyter   Notebook?   —   Jupyter/IPython   Notebook   ...."  
https://jupyter-notebook-beginner-guide.readthedocs.io/en/latest/what_is_jupyter.html.   Accessed   14   Mar.   2020.  
29  "Pandas."   https://pandas.pydata.org/.   Accessed   14   Mar.   2020.  
30   "Python   RegEx   -   W3Schools."   https://www.w3schools.com/python/python_regex.asp.   Accessed   14   Mar.   2020.  
31  "Matplotlib."   https://matplotlib.org/.   Accessed   14   Mar.   2020.  
32  "Seaborn."   https://seaborn.pydata.org/.   Accessed   14   Mar.   2020.  
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10.1   Cleaning   data   from   Oxfam.org.uk  
 
To   start   cleaning   the   data,   we   imported   the   four   modules   that   we   listed   in   Table   10.1.   We   referred   to   the  
pandas   module   as   “pd”,   the   matplotlib   module   as   “plt”   and   the   seaborn   module   as   “sns”,   as   we   can   see   in  
Fig.   10.1.   These   are   universally   recognized   abbreviations   for   these   modules.   Since   the   re   module   is   already  
abbreviated,   we   won't   be   abbreviating   that   one.  
 
Next   step   was   to   get   the   dataset   on   a   dataframe   form.   This   was   done   by   using   the   read_csv   function   within  
the   pandas   module.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.1,   we   referred   to   the   dataframe   as   “data”.  
 

 

Figure   10.1:   Importing   modules   and    .csv   document   to   pandas   dataframe   in   Jupyter  

 
We   then   printed   a   sample   10   rows   from   the   dataframe   to   get   a   quick   understanding   of   the   dataset   and   as  
we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.1,   this   resulted   in   a   lot   of   NaN   values,   which   was   a   missing   value   for   that   column.   We  
can   also   see   that   the   “Type”   column   contained   a   lot   of   values   that   we   were   not   interested   in   using   in   our  
final   dataset,   such   as   “Gloves”   and   “Necklace”.    We   can   also   already   see   that   by   including   the   “Exact   Colour”  
and   “Title”   attributes   helped   us   when   we   were   filling   in   the   missing   data   in   the   other   columns.   For   example,  
in   row   4702,   we   see   that   the   “Type”   column   had   a   missing   value   but   the   “Title”   value   had   “Slip   on   Loafers”   in  
the   value   which   we   could   use   to   fill   in   the   missing   value.  
 
Another   thing   that   we   can   see   is   that   the   “Img   name”   column   contained   “?v=1”   at   the   end   of   the   string   for  
each   value.   We   cut   that   from   the   string   to   be   able   to   link   the   row   to   the   image   file.   “Img   src”   column   was   of  
no   value   to   us   as   we   already   had   the   image   name   already,   so   we   dropped   that   column.  
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After   dropping   the   “Img   src”   column,   we   wanted   to   know   how   many   missing   values   there   were   for   each  
column.   Looking   back   at   Fig.   10.1,   we   can   draw   the   conclusion   that   the   most   missing   values   would   be   in  
the   “Exact   Colour”   and   “Title”   columns   based   on   the   sample   data.  
 
However,   there   is   a   simple   way   to   check   all   the   missing   values   for   each   column   in   Python,   which   is   a   lot  
better   than   just   drawing   conclusions.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.2,   the   conclusions   that   we   drew   were   correct  
for   the   “Exact   Colour”   and   “Title”   columns,   however   the   “Type”   column   also   contained   a   lot   of   missing   values  
or   14.080.   This   was   a   significant   number   or   as   we   found   out   earlier   in   Fig.   9.1,   that   we   managed   to   scrape  
41.281   rows,   meaning   that   the   type   was   missing   ~34.11%   of   the   total   rows.   Dropping   these   rows   straight  
away   would   mean   that   our   dataset   would   shrink   to   27.201   rows   or   only   ~65.89%   of   the   original   dataset.  
 

 

Figure   10.2:   Listing   the   sum   of   NaN   values   in   each   column  

 
Luckily   we   had   the   “Title”   column   which   was   included   in   the   scraping   process   if   this   scenario   would   arise,  
which   it   did.   We   therefore   went   through   the   missing   values   in   the   “Type”   column   and   checked   if   there   was   a  
known   value   in   the   “Title”   column.   If   both   columns   were   empty,   we   dropped   those   rows   as   it   was   crucial   for  
our   final   dataset   to   contain   a   type.  
 
In   Table   10.2,   we   can   see   the   missing   values   and   their   percentage   of   missing   values   versus   the   total  
dataset.   The   “Exact   Colour”   and   “Title”   columns   are   only   included   to   fill   in   missing   values   in   other   columns,  
so   we   did   not   look   at   lowering   the   amount   of   missing   values   in   these   columns.  
 

Column   #   Missing   %   Missing   %   Known  

Type   14.080   ~34.11%   ~65.89%  

Colour   634   ~1.54%   ~98.46%  

Brand   121   ~0.29%   ~99.71%  

Exact   Colour   19.892   ~48.19%   ~51.81%  

Title   34.049   ~82.48%   ~17.52%  

Img   name   0   0%   100%  

Table   10.2:   Percentage   of   missing   and   known   values  
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10.1.1   Getting   rid   of   unwanted   types   in   “Type”   column  
 
Before   we   started   looking   at   filling   in   the   missing   values   in   the   “Type”   column,   we   wanted   to   remove   those  
types   that   we   were   not   interested   in   keeping   in   the   dataset   that   we   noticed   in   Fig.   10.1,   such   as   “Gloves”.  
 
To   do   this,   we   printed   out   all   the   unique   values   in   the   “Type”   column,   which   corresponds   to   the   types.   As   we  
can   see   in   Fig.   10.3,   a   subset   of   these   unique   values   showed   a   lot   of   types   that   we   weren’t   interested   in  
keeping   in   our   final   dataset.   For   example,   “Trainers”,   “Boots”,   “Flat   shoes”,   “Sandals”   and   “Pyjamas”   are   types  
that   we   wanted   to   exclude.   Fig.   10.4   shows   a   subset   of   all   the   types   that   we   decided   to   exclude.  
 

 

Figure   10.3:   Subsample   of   the   types   in   the   “Type”   columns  

 

Figure   10.4:   Subsample   of   the   types   in   the   “Type”   column  
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Our   approach   to   remove   these   types   was   to   take   the   listToDel   list   from   Fig.   10.4   and   compare   it   to   our  
dataset.   We   kept   all   the   rows   that   were   not   contained   in   the   list.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.5,   this   approach  
yielded   a   reduction   of   types   in   the   amount   of   209.   A   reduction   from   321   to   112   total   types.   Fig.   10.6   shows  
the   remaining   types   in   the   dataset.   This   lowered   the   total   amount   of   rows   in   the   dataset   to   35.380   or   a  
reduction   of   5.901   rows   from   41.281   or   ~14.29%   decrease.  
 

 

Figure   10.5:   Removing   unwanted   types   in   “Type”   column  

 

Figure   10.6:   “Type”   column   after   removing   unwanted   types  
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Looking   at   the   types,   we   noticed   that   we   could   possibly   further   reduce   the   types   by   combining   some   types  
into   a   single   type.   We   figured   that   we   needed   to   check   the   count   for   each   type,   and   make   an   educated  
guess   if   the   types   could   be   merged.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.3,   which   shows   the   top   15   types   and   the   bottom   15   types,   a   lot   of   the   low   count  
types   could   be   merged   into   a   high   count   type,   e.g.   “Tulip   skirt”   could   be   merged   with   “Shirt”   and   “Flared   /  
kick   flare   jeans”   could   be   merged   with   “Jeans”.  
 

Top   15   types   Bottom   15   types  

Type   Value   Type   Value  

Jacket   1.713   Sweat   pants   5  

Trousers   1.501   Hooded   top   5  

Knee   length   dress   1.264   Tweed   jacket   4  

Smart   jacket   /   coat   1.147   Short   jacket   4  

Long   sleeved   988   Puffball   skirt   4  

Casual   jacket   /   coat   932   Fleece   jackets   4  

Sleeveless   852   PVC   trousers   4  

Jumper   674   Tulip   skirt   3  

Blouse   669   Waxed   jacket   3  

Jeans   592   Boiler   suit   2  

Single   breasted   suit   jacket   575   Tank   top   2  

Long   sleeved   shirt   567   Waxed   coat   2  

Cardigan   486   Hi   tops   2  

Mini   dress   466   Flared   /   kick   flare   jeans   1  

Cocktail   dress   462   Dress   1  

Table   10.3:Types   with   highest   15   values   and   lowest   15   values  

 
To   achieve   this,   we   made   a   dictionary   in   Python   named   replaceDict   which   had   all   the   types   we   wanted   to  
merge   as   a   key   and   the   types   it   should   be   merged   into   as   a   value.   We   then   looped   through   the   dictionary  
replacing   all   values   in   the   dataset   that   matched   the   key   with   the   value   in   the   dictionary.  
 
This   approach   lowered   the   total   number   of   unique   values   to   59   from   the   112   types   we   had   before,   or   a  
reduction   of   ~47.32%.   The   lowest   value   type   now   had   15   instead   of   1,   and   the   15th   lowest   value   type   had   a  
value   of   84   instead   of   5   previously.   We   still   had   35.380   rows   in   our   dataset   since   this   approach   didn’t   require  
removal   of   rows.  
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10.1.2   Getting   rid   of   NaN   values  
 
Removing   unwanted   types   reduced   the   rows,   but   to   check   how   it   affected   our   dataset   we   needed   to   check  
the   missing   values   again.   In   Table   10.4,   we   can   see   the   missing   values   before   and   missing   values   after.  
Since   we   were   removing   unwanted   types,   the   only   rows   that   we   were   removing   were   from   known   values,   so  
we   had   the   same   amount   of   missing   values   in   “Type”   as   before.   However,   the   percentage   of   missing   types  
of   the   dataset   increased.   “Colour”   had   22   less   missing   values,   “Brand”   had   41   less   missing   values,   “Exact  
Colour”   had   2.586   less   missing   values   and   “Title”   had   4.627   less   missing   values.  
 

Column   #   Missing   Pre   %   Missing   Pre   #   Missing   Post   %   Missing   Post   #   Change   %   Change  

Type   14.080   ~34.11%   14.080   ~39.80%   0   0%  

Colour   634   ~1.54%   612   ~1.73%   22   ~3.47%  

Brand   121   ~0.29%   80   ~0.23%   41   ~33.88%  

Exact   Colour   19.892   ~48.19%   17.306   ~48.91%   2.586   ~13.00%  

Title   34.049   ~82.48%   29.422   ~83.16%   4.627   ~13.59%  

Table   10.4:   Missing   values   before   removing   unwanted   types   and   after  

 
Since   the   “Exact   Colour”   column   was   only   added   for   data   cleaning   purposes,   we   looked   at   the   possibility  
that   for   a   missing   value   in   the   “Colour”   column,   there   might   be   a   known   value   in   the   “Exact   Colour”   value.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.7,   the   row   number   96   had   a   missing   value   in   “Colour”   but   a   known   value   in   the  
“Exact   Colour”   column.   We   filled   in   all   the   missing   values   in   “Colour”   with   a   known   value   in   “Exact   Colour”.  
 

 

Figure   10.7:   Subset   of   rows   with   missing   values   in   the   “Colour”   column   before   filling   in   with   “Exact   Colour”  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.5,   we   had   a   total   of   612   rows   with   a   missing   value   in   the   “Colour”   column.   Filling  
in   the   missing   values   with   known   values   in   the   “Exact   Colour”   lowered   the   missing   values   in   the   “Colour”  
column   to   32,   or   a   reduction   of   580   rows   or   ~94.77%.  
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Column   #   Pre   Fill   #   Post   Fill   #   Post   Removal   #   Change   %   Change  

Type   14.080   14.080   14.048   32   100%  

Colour   612   32   0   32   100%  

Brand   80   80   57   23   ~71.88%  

Exact   Colour   17.306   17.306   17.274   32   100%  

Title   29.422   29.422   29.421   1   ~3.13%  

Table   10.5:   Missing   values   pre   filling,   missing   post   filling   and   how   many   rows   removed  

 
This   left   us   with   32   missing   values   in   the   “Colour”   column.   Since   both   “Colour”   and   “Exact   Colour”   columns  
have   missing   values   in   these   rows   we   dropped   these   rows   from   the   dataset.  
 
We   now   had   0   missing   values   in   two   columns,   “Colour”   and   “Img   name”.   “Exact   Colour”   was   of   no   use   to   us  
anymore   and   we   dropped   it   when   we   had   filled   in   missing   values   using   the   “Title”   column.  
 
The   “Brand”   column   had   57   missing   values.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.7,   looking   at   the   “Title”   column,   all  
these   rows   are   some   sort   of   an   accessory,   such   as   cuff   links   or   earrings.   We   therefore   dropped   them.  
 

 

Figure   10.7:   Subset   of   rows   with   missing   values   in   the   “Brand”   column  
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As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.6,   dropping   these   rows   resulted   in   a   reduction   of   57   in   the   column   “Type”   which  
means   that   every   missing   value   in   “Brand”   also   had   a   missing   value   in   “Type”.   Also,   we   can   notice   that   the  
“Exact   Colour”   dropped   by   55,   which   means   that   there   were   2   rows   that   had   a   value   in   the   column.  
 

Column   #   Before   #   After   #   Change   %   Change   %   Known   %   Missing  

Type   14.048   13.991   57   100%   ~60.36%   ~39.64%  

Colour   0   0   0   0%   100%   0%  

Brand   57   0   57   100%   100%   0%  

Exact   Colour   17.274   17.219   55   ~96.49%   ~51.21%   ~48.79%  

Title   29.421   29.418   3   ~5.26%   ~16.64%   ~83.36%  

Table   10.6:   Missing   values   before   and   after   removing   for   “Brand”  

 
After   dropping   these   values,   our   dataset   contained   35.291   rows   and   the   “Type”   column   still   had   a   missing  
value   in   39.64%   of   the   rows.   The   other   columns   that   we   planned   on   keeping   in   our   final   dataset   all   had  
100%   known   values   and   therefore   0%   missing   values.  
 
To   fill   in   the   remaining   13.991   missing   values   in   the   “Type”   column   we   used   the   “Title”   column.   We  
eliminated   the   rows   that   both   had   a   missing   value   in   the   “Type”   and   “Title”   columns   as   we   used   the   known  
value   in   the   “Title”   column   to   fill   in   the   missing   value   in   the   “Type”   column.  
 
Doing   this   lowered   down   the   missing   values   in   the   “Type”   column   to   2.350   or   a   reduction   of   11.641,   as   we  
can   see   in   Table   10.7.   
 

Column   #   Before   #   After   #   Change   %   Change   %   Known   %   Missing  

Type   13.991   2.350   11.641   100%   ~90.06%   ~9.94%  

Exact   Colour   17.219   8.939   8.280   71.13%   ~62.20%   ~37.80%  

Title   29.418   17.777   11.641   100%   ~24.83%   ~75.17%  

Table   10.7:   Missing   values   before   and   after   removing   missing   values   in   both   “Type”   and   “Title”  
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The   total   rows   were   now   23.650   and   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.8,   we   could   look   at   the   “Title”   to   fill   in   the  
missing   values   in   the   “Type”   column.  
 

 

Figure   10.8:   Subset   of   rows   with   a   missing   value   in   the   “Type”   column  

 
Since   going   through   each   of   these   2.350   rows   and   manually   finding   which   value   should   be   in   the   “Type”  
column   would   be   too   time-consuming,   we   made   a   strategy   to   fill   the   missing   values   automatically.  
 
Our   approach   was   to   make   a   list   of   the   types   we   removed   and   a   list   of   types   we   have,   then   loop   through   the  
“Title”   column   and   either   remove   the   row   or   fill   in   the   missing   value   in   the   “Type”   column   by   which   value   is  
found   in   the   “Title”   column.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.9,   our   approach   to   remove   rows   that   belonged   to   an   unwanted   type   was   to   create  
a   list   of   unwanted   types   that   we   knew   that   we   did   not   want,   then   loop   through   these   items   and   check   if   the  
“Title”   column   had   a   partial   match   with   the   item.   Here   we   used   the   re   module   to   ignore   the   case.   If   the   “Title”  
contained   any   of   these   items,   then   we   excluded   it   from   the   dataset.  
 

 

Figure   10.9:    List   of   types   to   search   in   “Title”   to   remove   from   the   dataset  
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Checking   if   the   “Title”   contained   any   of   the   types   that   we   wanted   to   include   in   our   dataset   worked   almost  
the   same   way.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.10,   there   were   a   few   differences   though.   
 

 

Figure   10.10:   List   of   types   to   search   in   “Title”   to   fill   in   missing   values   in   “Type”  

 
First,   we   only   wanted   to   search   the   rows   that   had   a   missing   value   in   the   “Type”   column.   Then   we   stored   a  
list   of   all   rows   that   contained   a   partial   match   of   the   item   so   that   we   could   change   these   missing   values   to  
the   type   it   contained.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.8,   the   method   to   remove   rows   lowered   the   amount   of   missing   values   by   908  
rows   and   the   method   to   fill   in   the   missing   value   further   lowered   the   amount   by   1.386   rows,   bringing   the  
total   to   2.294.   This   meant   that   our   missing   values   in   the   “Type”   column   was   only   56   or   0.25%   of   the   dataset.  
 

Column   #   Before   #   After   Removal   #   After   Filling   #   Change   %   Change   %   Known   %   Missing  

Type   2.350   1.442   56   2.294   ~97.62%   99.75%   0.25%  

Table   10.8:   Missing   values   before   and   after   removal   and   then   after   filling   in   missing   values  

 
By   looking   at   the   remaining   56   rows,   we   noticed   that   these   either   contained   an   accessory   in   the   “Title”   or   it  
didn’t   provide   us   with   anything   useful.   We   therefore   decided   to   drop   these   rows   from   the   dataset   bringing  
the   total   rows   in   the   dataset   to   22.304   rows.  
 
Since   “Exact   Colour”   and   “Title”   were   of   no   use   to   us   anymore,   we   dropped   those   columns   from   the   dataset.  
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10.1.3   Cleaning   the   “Colour”   column  
 
Since   we   already   consolidated   the   “Type”   column   in   an   earlier   step,   our   next   step   was   to   look   at   the   “Colour”  
column   and   check   if   we   could   lower   the   amount   of   unique   values   in   the   “Colour”   column.  
 
Using   describe()   with   pandas   enabled   us   to   get   a   quick   overview   of   the   statistics   of   the   dataset.   As   we   can  
see   in   Table   10.9,   we   had   164   unique   colours   with   the   Black   colour   being   the   most   frequent   with   4.745.   164  
unique   colours   are   much   more   than   we   needed   so   we   took   a   better   look   at   it.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq  

Type   22.304   59   Jacket   2.716  

Colour   22.304   164   Black   4.745  

Brand   22.304   6.339   M&amp;S   Marks   &amp;   Spencer   2.364  

Img   name   22.304   22.239   HD_101852076_01.jpg?v=1   4  

Table   10.9:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   the   dataset  

 
Table   10.10   shows   us   the   top   10   colours   and   the   bottom   10   colours.   Looking   at   the   bottom   10   colours   we  
can   see   that   Black/White   had   a   few   colour   tags   although   the   same   colour   such   as   “black   and   white”   and  
“Black/white”.   Our   research   before   indicated   that   the   employees   of   Oxfam.org.uk   probably   had   a   free   text  
choice   when   they   input   the   tags   which   resulted   in   the   tags   being   scattered   around   in   many   tags.  
 

Top   10   colours   Bottom   10   colours  

Colour   Value   Colour   Value  

Black   4.745   black   and   white   1  

Blue   3.819   checked   1  

Grey   2.333   Black   Silver   1  

Multi-coloured   2.114   Black   &amp;   Ivory   1  

Brown   1.500   navy   1  

Pink   1.349   Black/white   1  

Green   1.077   Camel   1  

White   950   olive   green   1  

Red   895   Navy   &amp;   White   1  

Purple   887   Grey-Green   1  

Table   10.10:   Colours   with   highest   10   values   and   lowest   10   values  
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Our   approach   to   lower   the   amount   of   unique   colours   was   similar   to   the   approach   to   lower   the   amount   of  
types.   We   first   removed   the   colours   that   we   didn’t   want   in   the   final   dataset,   such   as   “Wool”,   “Not   specified”,  
etc.,   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.11.  
 

 

Figure   10.11:    List   of   colours   to   search   in   “Colour”   to   remove   from   the   dataset  

 
Next   step   was   to   consolidate   colours   together   that   belonged   together.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.12,   an  
example   of   this   would   be   that   “Cream   /   ivory”   belonged   in   the   “Cream”   colour   and   “/”   belonged   in   the  
“Multi-coloured”   colour.  
 

 

Figure   10.12:   List   of   colours   to   search   in   “Colour”   to   fill   in   missing   values   in   “Colour”  

 
We   achieved   this   by   finding   a   partial   match   and   consolidated   it   in   the   colour   that   we   had   found   that   best  
matched   with   that   colour.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.11,   the   removal   and   consolidating   colours   together   yielded   a   list   of   14   unique  
colours.   A   reduction   of   150   colours   from   the   previous   164.   The   dataset   now   contained   20.145   rows.  
 

Colour   Value   Colour   Value  

Black   4.755   White   951  

Blue   3.864   Purple   890  

Grey   2.345   Beige   844  

Brown   1.506   Cream   816  

Pink   1.354   Orange   302  

Green   1.082   Metallics   266  

Red   978   Yellow   192  

Table   10.11:   Colours   after   consolidating  
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10.1.4   Cleaning   the   “Brand”   column  
 
The   last   column   we   wanted   to   clean   before   the   dataset   would   be   ready   for   training   was   the   “Brand”   column.  
We   used   the   same   approach   as   we   did   with   the   “Type”   column   and   the   “Colour”   column,   that   is,   lower   the  
amount   of   unique   brands   significantly   by   consolidating   brands   together   that   belonged   together.  
 
Looking   at   Table   10.12,   we   can   see   that   the   “Brand”   column   contained   a   unique   5.855   brands   or   on   average  
each   brand   contained   ~3.44   unique   rows   which   was   too   low   for   training   a   dataset.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq  

Type   20.145   59   Jacket   2.633  

Colour   20.145   14   Black   4.755  

Brand   20.145   5.855   M&amp;S   Marks   &amp;   Spencer   2.208  

Img   name   20.145   20.082   HD_101852076_01.jpg?v=1   4  

Table   10.12:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   the   dataset  

 

Top   10   brands   Bottom   10   brands  

Brand   Value   Brand   Value  

M&amp;S   Marks   &amp;   Spencer   2.208   Grenfell   1  

Next   455   Blue   Star   1  

Per   Una   364   Butler   &amp;   Wilson   1  

Unbranded   346   Camanchi   Leathers   London   1  

Ted   Baker   303   Julian   Taylor   1  

Monsoon   257   McKenzy   outerwear   1  

ASOS   247   CONRAD   1  

Jaeger   222   Bravissimo   1  

Coast   208   Holmewood   1  

Laura   Ashley   199   Madeleine   Press   1  

Table   10.13:   Brands   with   highest   10   values   and   lowest   10   values  

 
With   this   in   mind,   we   printed   all   the   brands   with   the   total   amount   and   loaded   the   data   into   Microsoft   Excel.  
We   then   sorted   the   data   alphabetically   and   looked   for   all   the   brands   that   could   be   consolidated   into   a   single  
brand.   We   ignored   brands   that   would   only   tally   up   to   9   since   the   model   would   need   a   substantial   amount   of  
brands   to   accurately   predict   on   a   brand    
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.3,   we   found   some   brands   that   our   approach   would   match   on   a   partial   match   with   a  
different   brand,   so   we   decided   to   consolidate   these   brands   into   the   “Unknown”   brand.   All   of   these   brands  
had   under   10   total   rows   so   they   would   have   been   consolidated   together   later   on.  
 

 

Figure   10.13:   Consolidating   some   brands   into   the   same   “Unknown”   brand  

 
Our   next   step   was   to   find   brands   that   could   be   consolidated   into   a   single   brand.   We   only   looked   at   brands  
that   would   tally   up   to   at   least   10   after   consolidation.   
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.14,   we   made   a   list   of   all   the   brands   that   we   could   consolidate   into   a   single   brand   as  
we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.15.   For   example,   “M&amp;S”,   “M   &   amp;   S”,   “M   and   S”   and   “Marks   &amp;   Spencer”  
could   all   be   consolidated   into   the   brand   “Marks   &   Spencer”.   The   method   is   shown   in   Fig.   10.16.  
 

 

Figure   10.14:   Subset   of   brands   that   we   found   that   could   be   consolidated   into   another   brand  
 

 

Figure   10.15:   Subset   of   brands   that   the   brands   from   Fig.   10.14   would   be   consolidated   into  

 

 

Figure   10.16:   Approach   to   consolidate   brands   together  
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When   we   looked   at   brands   that   we   could   potentially   consolidate,   we   noticed   a   brand   “TU”   that   we   needed   to  
do   manually   as   the   partial   match   of   “TU”   would   consolidate   a   lot   of   unrelated   brands   together.   We   took   the  
three   unique   values   for   the   brand,   “TU”,   “TU   “   and   “Tu”   and   consolidated   them   into   the   “TU”   brand.   
 
The   next   step   was   to   consolidate   all   the   brands   that   had   a   total   number   of   rows   less   than   20   into   the  
“Unknown”   brand.   This   was   done   because   the   model   would   be   able   to   make   a   better   prediction   on   a   brand   if  
it   had   a   higher   amount   of   total   images   to   train   on.   The   number   20   was   used,   but   it   might   need   to   be  
substantially   higher   if   the   model   doesn’t   predict   well   on   the   brand.  
 
Our   approach   for   this   was   that   we   made   a   dictionary   with   all   the   brands   along   with   the   total   number   of   rows  
each   brand   had.   The   key   in   the   dictionary   was   the   brand   itself   and   the   value   was   the   number   of   total   rows.  
We   then   looped   through   the   dictionary   and   consolidated   any   brand   that   had   less   than   20   total   rows   into   the  
brand   “Unknown”.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.14,   the   “Unknown”   brand   had   a   significant   amount   of   rows   or   8.041.   This   might  
be   a   problem   when   we   train   the   model   and   we   might   need   a   better   solution   to   predict   on   a   brand   if   the  
model   will   not   be   able   to   predict   accurately   on   brands.  
 
This   method   managed   to   bring   the   unique   values   of   the   brand   column   down   to   129,   a   reduction   of   5.726   or  
~97.80%.   Since   we   didn’t   remove   any   rows,   but   rather   consolidated   them   into   the   “Unknown”   brand,   our  
total   rows   in   the   dataset   is   still   20.145.  
 

Top   10   brands   Bottom   10   brands  

Brand   Value   Brand   Value  

Unknown   8.041   Rohan   21  

Marks   &   Spencer   2.441   Mint   Velvet   21  

Next   475   Apricot   21  

Per   Una   375   Adidas   21  

Ted   Baker   312   G   Star   20  

ASOS   299   Prada   20  

Monsoon   268   Lakeland   20  

Jaeger   231   Dannimac   20  

Coast   214   Brook   Taverner   20  

Zara   212   Alex   &   Co   20  

Table   10.14:   Brands   with   highest   10   values   and   lowest   10   values  
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10.1.5   Final   touches  
 
Before   the   dataset   was   ready   for   Google   AutoML,   there   were   a   few   things   that   we   needed   to   address.   First,  
the   “Img   name”   column   contained   a   few   duplicates.   As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.15,   the   total   rows   in   the  
dataset   was   20.145   but   the   unique   values   in   the   “Img   name”   column   was   20.082,   which   leads   to   the  
conclusion   that   there   were   63   duplicate   values   in   the   “Img   name”   column.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   %   Freq  

Type   20.145   59   Jacket   2.633   ~13.07%  

Colour   20.145   14   Black   4.755   ~23.60%  

Brand   20.145   129   Unknown   8.041   ~39.92%  

Img   name   20.145   20.082   HD_101852076_01.jpg?v=1   4   ~0.02%  

Table   10.15:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   the   dataset    

 
We   also   knew   that,   from   Chapter   9.1,   the   scraper   managed   to   download   33.900   images   but   had   41.281  
rows   in   the   dataset.   This   meant   that   7.381   rows   were   missing   a   downloaded   image.   The   odds   that   our   data  
cleaning   eliminated   these   rows   from   the   dataset   were   extremely   low,   so   we   needed   to   compare   the   images  
that   we   have   downloaded   and   the   image   names   that   we   have   in   the   dataset.  
 
Our   plan   to   address   these   issues   was   to   export   the   cleaned   dataset   as   a   .csv   file.   Then   open   the   .csv   file   in  
excel   and   extract   the   image   names.   Delete   any   image   that   was   not   within   the   extracted   list   of   image   names  
and   then   create   a   .txt   document   that   contained   all   image   names   that   were   left   and   compare   them   to   the  
image   names   contained   within   the   .csv   document.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.17,   the   raw   .csv   document   contained   an   ID   row   that   we   would   not   need   so   we  
removed   the   ID   row   and   we   also   removed   the   trailing   “?v=1”   text   in   the   image   name.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.  
10.18,   the   “Img   name”   now   contained   the   image   names   that   we   were   interested   in   extracting   and   using   to  
remove   any   images   that   were   not   contained   within   that   list.  
 

   

Figure   10.17:   .csv   document   before   Figure   10.18:   .csv   document   after  
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After   we   extracted   the   image   names   to   a   .txt   document   called   “removeImages.txt”,   we   needed   a   way   to  
remove   all   the   images   that   were   not   contained   within   that   document.   Our   approach   can   be   seen   in   Fig.  
10.19,   which   was   importing   all   image   names   into   a   set,   which   only   kept   unique   values,   and   if   the   file   name  
was   not   within   that   set,   it   would   be   removed   using   the   os   module   in   Python.  
 

keep   =   set()  
 
with    open( './removeImages.txt' )    as    f:  
       for    line    in    f:  
          keep.add(line.strip())  
 
for    f    in    os.listdir( '.' ):  
      if    f    not     in    keep:  
         os.unlink(f)  

Figure   10.19:   removeImages.py   file   to   remove   images   not   in   the   dataset  

 
This   approach   resulted   in   16.543   images   being   left   in   our   images   folder.   We   however   had   20.082   unique  
image   names   in   our   dataset,   which   meant   that   3.539   rows   in   the   dataset   didn’t   have   an   image   attached.  
 
Our   next   step   was   to   extract   all   image   names   within   the   folder   with   the   images   that   were   left   and   compare  
them   to   the   .csv   document   and   remove   both   any   row   that   didn’t   have   an   image   and   any   duplicate   rows.  
 
To   get   a   better   understanding   on   what   rows   to   remove,   we   used   the   conditional   formatting   tool   in   Excel   to  
check   which   rows   were   a   duplicate   with   the   images   we   had   in   the   folder.   We   then   sorted   the   rows   by   the  
cell   colour   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.20.   This   allowed   us   to   quickly   remove   the   rows   that   didn’t   have   the   cell  
colour   that   indicated   that   the   row   was   a   duplicate   with   an   image   in   the   folder.  
 

 

Figure   10.20:   Sorting   by   Cell   Colour   in   Excel  

 
Once   we   removed   all   rows   that   were   either   a   duplicate   or   didn’t   have   an   image,   we   were   left   with   16.543  
rows   in   the   dataset.   We   then   made   the   document   ready   so   that   we   could   import   it   back   into   Jupyter.  
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The   Excel   document   that   we   used   for   this   purpose   can   be   seen   in   Fig.   10.21,   although   it   shows   the   state  
before   we   sorted   based   on   cell   color.  
 

 

Figure   10.21:   Comparing   “Img   name”   to   image   names   in   folder  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.16,   our   dataset   now   contained   16.543   unique   rows.   However,   since   we   removed  
a   significant   amount   of   rows,   we   needed   to   check   the   “Type”,   “Brand”   and   “Colour”   columns   again.  
 
We   can   also   see   that   the   “Brand”   lost   3   unique   values,   the   “Unknown”   brand   and   the   “Black”   colour   both  
increased   its   frequency   percentage   on   the   dataset   but   the   “Jacket”   type   had   a   lower   frequency   percentage.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   %   Freq  

Type   16.543   59   Jacket   2.069   ~12.51%  

Colour   16.543   14   Black   4.039   ~24.42%  

Brand   16.543   126   Unknown   7.598   ~45.93%  

Img   name   16.543   16.543   HD_101441949_01.jpg   1   ~0.01%  

Table   10.16:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   the   dataset    
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As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.17,   “Type”   now   had   5   types   that   were   less   than   20   and   no   type   had   less   than   10.  
We   kept   the   column   as   it   was.   The   colours   were   all   significantly   above   the   lowest   number   in   both   the   “Type”  
and   the   “Brand”   columns   so   we   kept   it   intact.   
 
However,   the   “Brand”   column   had   some   significant   changes.   There   were   now   7   brands   that   were   beneath  
the   20   value   threshold   and   we   consolidated   them   into   the   “Unknown”   brand.   We   can   also   see   that   the   brand  
“Marks   &   Spencer”   now   only   had   12   rows,   a   significant   drop   from   the   2.441   rows   it   had   before.  
 

Bottom   10   types   Bottom   10   colours   Bottom   10   brands  

Type   Value   Colour   Value   Brand   Value  

Pants   39   Pink   1.151   Lakeland   20  

Chinos   28   Green   923   Dannimac   20  

Jeggings   27   Red   796   Adidas   20  

T-shirt   26   Purple   788   Prada   19  

Cargo   pants   26   Beige   697   Brook   Taverner   19  

Trenchcoat   18   Cream   662   Apricot   18  

Cargo   shorts   17   White   651   Marks   &   Spencer   12  

Gilet   17   Metallics   230   Dolce   &   Gabbana   8  

Leggings   16   Orange   205   Abercrombie   &   Fitch   8  

Long   sleeved   T-shirt   10   Yellow   165   Alex   &   Co   4  

Table   10.17:   Columns   with   lowest   10   values  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.18,   the   “Brand”   column   now   had   119   unique   values   instead   of   126   and   the  
frequency   percentage   of   the   “Unknown”   brand   had   increased   a   little   bit   to   ~46.46%   of   the   dataset,  
compared   to   the   ~45.93%   it   had   before.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   %   Freq  

Type   16.543   59   Jacket   2.069   ~12.51%  

Colour   16.543   14   Black   4.039   ~24.42%  

Brand   16.543   119   Unknown   7.686   ~46.46%  

Img   name   16.543   16.543   HD_101441949_01.jpg   1   ~0.01%  

Table   10.18:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   the   dataset    
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.22,   the   type   countplot   shows   the   distribution   between   the   types   was   not   ideal   and  
that   we   might   need   to   address   this   if   the   model   does   not   predict   accurately.   
 

 

Figure   10.22:   Count   plot   for   the   Type   column  

 
Same   with   colour   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.23,   where   “Black”   and   “Blue”   had   a   significant   more   amount   than  
the   other   colours.  
 

 

Figure   10.23:   Count   plot   for   the   Colour   column  
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.24,   the   “Unknown”   brand   had   much   more   rows   than   the   second   highest   one,   “Next”.   
But   to   get   a   better   feeling   of   the   distribution   between   the   known   brands,   we   have   to   exclude   “Unknown”.  
 

 

Figure   10.24:   Count   plot   for   the   Brand   column  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.25,   excluding   the   “Unknown”   brand   shows   a   much   more   even   distribution.  
 

 

Figure   10.25:   Count   plot   of   the   Brand   column,   excluding   the   “Unknown”   brand  
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10.2   Cleaning   data   from   Netflea.com  
 
To   explore   and   clean   the   data   from   Netflea.com,   we   used   the   same   tools   and   approach   as   we   used   for   the  
Oxfam   dataset,   that   is,   pandas   to   convert   the   .csv   document   to   a   pandas   dataframe.  
 
First   we   started   by   printing   out   the   shape   of   the   data,   but   the   shape   tells   us   how   many   rows   there   are   in   the  
dataset   and   how   many   columns.   Then   we   printed   out   10   sample   rows   from   the   dataset   to   check   out   the  
dataset   and   see   what   we   should   expect   in   the   dataset.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.26,   our   dataset   contained   86.900   rows   and   4   columns.   The   columns   were   “Type”,  
“Brand”,   “Colour”   and   “ImgName”.  
 
Further,   a   random   listing   of   10   rows   showed   a   couple   of   missing   values,   1   missing   value   in   “Type”,   1  
missing   value   in   “Brand”   and   2   missing   values   in   the   “Colour”   column.  
 

 

Figure   10.26:   Shape   of   dataset   and   random   10   rows   from   the   dataset  

 
We   can   also   see   that   the   “ImgName”   column   had   the   full   url   as   the   “ImgName”.   We   needed   to   remove   the  
url   and   keep   the   image   file   name   so   that   we   could   link   the   images   to   the   rows.   We   didn’t   have   two   columns,  
“Img   src”   and   “Img   name”   as   we   did   with   Oxfam.org.uk,   as   we   thought   it   would   be   redundant   as   we   can   get  
the   image   name   from   the   image   url.    
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.27,   there   were   a   significant   amount   of   missing   values   in   the   “Brand”   column   and   in  
the   “Colour”   column.   We   didn’t   have   any   extra   columns   that   we   could   potentially   use   to   fill   in   the   missing  
values,   so   these   rows   needed   to   be   dropped.  
 

 

Figure   10.27:   listing   the   sum   of   missing   values   in   each   column  

 
In   Table   10.18,   we   can   see   how   many   missing   values   these   attributes   had   as   a   percentage   of   the   dataset.  
We   can   see   that   “Colour”   had   the   most   missing   values   or   ~25.93%.   As   we   mentioned   previously,   the   dataset  
contained   86.900   rows,   dropping   ~25.93%   of   them   would   yield   64.371   rows   left   in   the   dataset.  
 

Column   #   Missing   %   Missing   %   Known  

Type   5.379   ~6.19%   ~93.81%  

Brand   13.011   ~14.97%   ~85.03%  

Colour   22.529   ~25.93%   ~74.07%  

ImgName   245   ~0.28%   ~99.72%  

Table   10.18:   Percentage   of   missing   and   known   values  

 
All   the   columns   had   a   missing   value,   the   “Type”   column   had   ~93.81%   known   values,   the   “Brand”   column   had  
~85.03%   known   values,   the   “Colour”   column   had   ~74.07%   known   values   and   the   “ImgName”   column   had  
the   most   known   values   or   ~99.72%.  
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10.2.1   Removing   missing   values   in   “ImgName”   column  
 
First   thing   we   needed   to   do   was   to   drop   the   rows   that   had   a   missing   value   in   the   “ImgName”   column,   this  
was   done   because   we   needed   an   image   to   be   able   to   train   the   dataset.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.28,   almost   all   rows   in   this   subset   contained   a   missing   value   in   all   rows.   Removing  
all   rows   based   on   having   a   missing   value   in   all   columns   resulted   in   removing   242   rows.   The   three   remaining  
rows   were   then   dropped   as   they   didn’t   have   an   image   attached   to   the   data,   thus   rendering   the   data   useless  
for   training.  
 

 

Figure   10.28:   Subset   of   rows   where   there   is   a   missing   value   in   the   “ImgName”   column  

 
This   resulted   in   the   dataset   now   having   86.655   rows   and   as   we   can   see   in   Table   10.19,   it   lowered   the  
missing   values   in   all   columns   except   for   “ImgName”   by   242,   and   245   in   “ImgName”.  
 

Column   #   Before   #   After   Difference  

Type   5.379   5.137   242  

Brand   13.011   12.769   242  

Colour   22.529   22.287   242  

ImgName   245   0   245  

Table   10.19:   Number   of   missing   values   before   and   after  
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Since   we   only   needed   the   image   name,   which   was   the   part   after   the   last   slash,   we   removed   everything  
before   the   last   slash,   along   with   the   last   slash.  
 
Our   method   for   doing   this   can   be   seen   in   Fig.   10.29.  
 

 

Figure   10.29:   Fixing   the   “ImgName”   column   to   only   show   the   image   name  

 
First   we   took   a   sample   row,   in   this   case   row   #41.663   to   check   if   we   were   keeping   the   image   name   intact   or  
if   we   were   manipulating   the   image   name   to   something   else.   Then   we   took   each   row   and   split   the   url   by  
slashes   and   renamed   the   image   name   to   the   last   item   in   the   splitted   url   which   was   the   image   name.  
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10.2.2   Removing   missing   values   in   “Type”   column  
 
As   we   can   see   in   a   subset   in   Fig.   10.30,   all   rows   with   a   missing   value   in   the   “Type”   column   also   had   a  
missing   value   in   the   “Colour”   column.   We   checked   the   whole   set   and   noticed   that   for   each   missing   value   in  
the   “Type”   column   there   was   a   missing   value   in   the   “Colour”   column.   Based   on   this   information,   we   decided  
to   drop   all   rows   that   contained   a   missing   value   in   the   “Type”   column.  
 

 

Figure   10.30:   Subset   of   rows   with   missing   values   in   the   “Type”   column  

 
This   resulted   in   the   dataset   now   containing   81.518   rows,   a   reduction   of   5.137   rows   from   86.655.   As   we   can  
see   in   Table   10.19,   both   “Type”   and   “Colour”   reduced   the   missing   values   by   5.137,   as   expected,   however  
“Brand”   had   the   same   amount   of   missing   values   which   shows   that   for   each   row   that   we   dropped,   there   was  
a   known   value   in   the   “Brand”   column.  
 

Column   #   Before   #   After   Difference  

Type   5.137   0   5.137  

Brand   12.769   12.769   0  

Colour   22.287   17.150   5.137  

Table   10.19:   Number   of   missing   values   before   and   after  

 
We   then   consolidated   the   missing   values   in   the   “Colour”   and   “Brand”   columns   into   another   brand   or   colour  
as   we   were   most   interested   in   getting   the   type   and   image   name.  
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10.2.3   Consolidating   types   together   in   “Type”   column  
 
Once   we   removed   all   missing   values   in   the   “Type”   column,   we   wanted   to   finish   cleaning   it   by   consolidating  
types   together   that   belonged   together.   As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.20,   the   “Type”   column   contained   1.014  
unique   types   with   “Shirt”   the   most   frequent   one   with   5.209.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   Freq   %  

Type   81.518   1.014   Shirt   5.209   ~6.39%  

Table   10.20:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   “Type”    

 
When   we   were   looking   to   consolidate   types   together,   like   we   did   with   Oxfam.org.uk,   we   noticed   that   there  
were   no   misspellings,   as   we   can   see   in   Table   10.21,   which   leads   to   the   conclusion   that   the   product   was  
added   with   predefined   labels.   With   this   in   mind,   we   decided   to   drop   all   types   that   had   less   than   50   rows.  
 

Top   10   types   Bottom   10   types  

Type   Value   Type   Value  

Shirt   5.209   Hiking   pants   1  

T-shirt   4.063   Football   1  

Jeans   3.787   Decoration   1  

Dress   3.426   Protection   1  

Sweater   2.739   Lined   rain   pants   1  

Top   2.712   Toddler   stockings   1  

Cardigan   2.672   Yoga   shirt   1  

Pants   2.578   Sports   equipment   1  

Knitting   2.076   Chalk   stripe   suit   1  

Sweatshirt   1.743   Winter   running   tights   1  

Table   10.21:   Types   with   highest   10   values   and   lowest   10   values  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.22,   our   dataset   now   contained   72.743   rows,   a   reduction   of   8.775   from   81.518  
and   the   “Type”   column   contained   224   unique   types,   a   reduction   of   790   from   1.014.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   Freq   %  

Type   72.743   224   Shirt   5.209   ~7.16%  

Table   10.22:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   “Type”   after   removing    
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We   can   visualize   the   “Type”   column   by   looking   at   Fig.   10.31   and   Fig.   10.32.  
 

 

Figure   10.31:   Top   50   types  
 
 

 

Figure   10.32:   Bottom   50   types  
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10.2.4   Consolidating   brands   together   in   the   “Brand”   column  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.23,   there   were   now   11.327   missing   values   in   the   “Brand”   column,   but   they   had   a  
known   image   and   a   known   type,   so   we   wanted   to   keep   these   rows   so   that   the   model   could   more   accurately  
predict   on   types,   which   Google   Vision   AI   had   trouble   recognizing.   The   known   values   were   61.416   and   the  
“Brand”   column   had   1.656   unique   brands,   which   gave   an   average   of   ~37.09   known   values   for   each   brand.  
The   most   common   brand   was   H&M   with   ~15.14%   of   the   known   values   in   the   dataset.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   Freq   %   #   Missing   %   Missing  

Brand   61.416   1.656   H&M   9.301   ~15.14%   11.327   ~15.57%  

Table   10.23:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   “Brand”  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.24,   there   were   several   brands   that   could   be   consolidated   into   an   “Unknown”  
brand,   such   as   “Other   Brand”   and   all   the   bottom   brands.   We   looked   at   all   the   brands   and   to   try   and   figure   out  
which   ones   could   be   consolidated   under   the   “Unknown”   brand.  
 

Top   10   brands   Bottom   10   brands  

Brand   Value   Brand   Value  

H&M   9.301   JD   Williams   1  

Other   Brand   4.399   Villawool   1  

Lindex   1.900   RUXARA   1  

Vero   Moda   1.623   Reino   1  

Esprit   1.306   Gerber   1  

Gina   Tricot   1.258   Pearl   1  

Kappahl   1.149   Fairtex   1  

Only   1.021   Savannah   1  

Vila   806   Carcia   Jeans   1  

Zara   734   Fitnesstukku   1  

Table   10.24:   Brands   with   highest   10   values   and   lowest   10   values  

 
By   looking   at   all   the   brands,   we   noticed   that   the   brands   didn’t   contain   any   typos,   which   gives   us   the  
conclusion   that   the   same   applied   here   as   in   the   “Type”   column.   That   is,   that   the   users   of   Netflea.com   could  
only   list   a   brand   from   a   predefined   list   of   brands.   This   saved   us   a   significant   time   when   consolidating   the  
brands   together.  
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We   started   by   consolidating   all   the   missing   values   in   the   “Brand”   column   into   the   “Unknown”   brand.   By   doing  
this   our   count   of   known   values   went   up   to   72.743.   The   unique   values   of   the   “Brand”   value   went   up   by   one,  
as   expected   since   we   were   adding   a   new   brand,   so   our   new   unique   values   were   1.657.  
 
Next   step   was   to   lower   the   amount   of   unique   brands.   Our   approach   was   to   move   all   the   brands   that   had  
lower   than   50   total   rows   to   the   consolidated   brand   “Unknown”.   This   would   ensure   that   we   wouldn’t   miss   any  
types   and   we   could   always   just   drop   the   “Unknown”   brand   if   we   needed   to.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.33,   we   found   a   list   of   brands   that   could   be   consolidated   into   the   “Unknown”   brand.  
These   all   had   more   than   50   total   rows,   except   for   “Sloggi”,   which   we   included   due   to   it   potentially   being  
consolidated   into   the   “L.O.G.G.”   brand   in   the   next   step,   and   it   would   anyway   be   consolidated   into   the  
“Unknown”   brand   when   we   consolidated   brands   that   had   less   than   50   rows.  
 

 

Figure   10.33:   Consolidating   brands   into   the   “Unknown”   brand  

 
We   then   found   a   couple   of   brands   that   could   be   further   consolidated   together,   such   as   “Baby   Lindex”   could  
be   consolidated   into   “Lindex”.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.34,   we   used   an   approach   we   used   before,   that   is  
finding   a   partial   match   in   the   “Brand”   column   and   filling   that   value   with   a   brand   that   it   matches.  
 

 

Figure   10.34:   Consolidating   brands   together  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.25,   this   method   lowered   the   amount   of   unique   brands   to   168,   a   reduction   of  
1.488   from   the   previous   1.656   but   the   “Unknown”   brand   now   had   a   frequency   of   29.872   or   ~41.07%   of   the  
dataset.   We   might   therefore   need   to   drop   these   rows   later   on   if   the   data   training   doesn’t   predict   brands   well.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   Freq   %  

Brand   72.743   168   Unknown   29.872   ~41.07%  

Table   10.25:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   “Brand”   after   consolidating  
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We   can   visualize   the   “Brand”   column   by   looking   at   Fig.   10.35.   Since   “Unknown”   had   much   more   rows   than  
the   other   brands,   we   can   see   the   countplot   when   we   exclude   it   in   Fig.   10.36.  
 

 

Figure   10.35:   Top   50   brands  
 
 

 

Figure   10.36:Top   2-50   brands  
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.37,   the   distribution   between   brands   is   much   better   when   we   exclude   “H&M”.   The  
distribution   between   the   bottom   50   brands   had   a   more   even   distribution   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.38.  
 

 

Figure   10.37:Top   3-50   brands  
 
 

 

Figure   10.38:Bottom   50   brands  
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10.2.5   Consolidating   colours   together   in   the   “Colour”   column  
 
When   we   consolidated   the   colours   together   when   we   were   cleaning   the   Oxfam.org.uk   dataset,   we   were  
consolidating   everything   together   into   a   few   colours.   With   this,   we   wanted   to   keep   the   colours   that  
Netflea.com   users   had   put,   because   as   with   the   “Type”   and   “Brand”,   they   could   only   input   the   colour   from   a  
predefined   list,   which   makes   the   odd   of   it   being   the   correct   colour   more.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.26,   there   were   15.693   missing   values   in   the   “Colour”   column.   The   known   values  
were   57.050   and   the   “Colour”   column   had   156   unique   colours,   which   gave   an   average   of   ~365.71   known  
values   for   each   colour.   The   most   common   colour   was   “Black”   with   ~23.04%   of   the   total   known   values  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   Freq   %   #   Missing   %   Missing  

Colour   57.050   156   Black   13.142   ~23.04%   15.693   ~21.57%  

Table   10.26:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   “Colour”  

 
After   looking   at   the   full   set   of   the   colours,   we   decided   to   consolidate   all   colours   with   less   than   50   total   rows  
into   an   “Unknown”   colour.   Missing   values   were   also   consolidated   into   the   “Unknown”   colour.   The   Top   5  
colours   and   the   bottom   5   colours   can   be   seen   in   Table   10.27,   which   shows   that   the   bottom   colours   were  
not   a   misspelling   and   can’t   be   consolidated   with   another   colour   of   the   same   colour.  
 

Top   5   colours   Bottom   5   colours  

Colour   Value   Colour   Value  

Black   13.142   Brass   1  

Blue   4.374   Mauve   1  

Gray   4.308   Sienna   1  

White   3.175   Tie-dye   1  

Dark   blue   3.104   Smoky   1  

Table   10.27:   Colours   with   highest   5   values   and   lowest   5   values  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   10.28,   after   consolidating   colours   into   the   “Unknown”   colour,   it   lowered   the   amount  
of   unique   colours   to   78,   a   reduction   of   78   from   156.   The   “Unknown”   colour   had   a   frequency   of   ~23.45%   of  
the   dataset   and   we   might   need   to   drop   these   rows   later   on   as   we   might   with   the   “Unknown”   brand.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   Freq   %  

Colour   72.743   78   Unknown   17.058   ~23.45%  

Table   10.28:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   “Colour”   after   removing    
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We   can   visualize   the   “Colour”   column   by   looking   at   Fig.   10.39.   Since   “Unknown”   colour   might   be   dropped  
like   with   the   “Unknown”   brand,   we   can   visualize   the   dataset   if   we   drop   the   “Unknown”   rows   by   looking   at   Fig.  
10.40.  
 

 

Figure   10.39:   Top   half   of   Colours  

 

Figure   10.40:   Top   half,   excluding   the   “Unknown”   colour  
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10.2.6   Final   touches  
 

As   with   the   final   touches   in   the   Oxfam.org.uk   dataset,   we   needed   to   address   a   few   things   before   the   dataset  
was   ready.   First,   we   noticed   that   the   “ImgName”   contained   a   few   duplicates,   or   673,   as   we   can   see   in   Table  
10.29.  
 

Column   Count   Unique   Top   Freq   %   Freq  

Type   72.743   224   Shirt   5.209   ~7.16%  

Brand   72.743   168   Unknown   29.872   ~41.07%  

Colour   72.743   78   Unknown   17.058   ~23.45%  

ImgName   72.743   72.070   4ABA31D1-7734-47D2-95A0….   3   ~0.01%  

Table   10.29:   Using   describe()   to   get   statistics   about   the   dataset    

 
We   also   knew   that,   from   Chapter   9.2,   the   scraper   managed   to   download   86.655   images   but   had   86.900  
rows   in   the   dataset.   That   meant   that   245   rows   didn’t   have   an   image   in   the   folder   attached   to   it.   We   needed  
to   address   this   so   we   removed   the   images   from   the   image   folder   that   were   not   in   our   dataset.  
 
Our   folder   with   images   contained   a   total   of   86.655   images.   We   knew   that   the   dataset   contained   72.743  
rows   so   we   needed   to   remove   13.912   images   that   were   associated   with   rows   that   we   removed   from   the  
dataset.   We   also   knew   that   of   these   72.743   rows   there   were   a   total   of   673   duplicates.   We   also   needed   to  
remove   these   images   from   our   folder.  
 
Our   plan   to   remove   these   images   from   the   folder   was   the   same   as   we   used   when   we   removed   images   from  
the   Oxfam.org.uk   folder.   We   exported   the   new   dataset   as   a   .csv   file.   Then   we   extracted   the   image   names  
into   a   .txt   file.   We   then   used   the   .txt   file   to   delete   all   images   that   were   not   in   the   .txt   file.   Last   step   was   to  
remove   the   duplicates   which   we   did   by   using   Excel   and   then   made   the   document   ready   for   Jupyter.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.31,   we   removed   the   ID   column,   see   Fig.   10.30   for   comparison.   We   had   already  
fixed   the   “ImgName”   column   on   Jupyter   Notebooks,   so   we   didn’t   need   to   do   anything   else.   Here   we   only  
needed   to   extract   the   “ImgName”   column   into   a   .txt   document   called   removeImages.txt   and   use   the   same  
code   we   used   when   we   deleted   images   that   were   not   in   the   .txt   document.   The   code   for   this   can   be   seen   in  
Fig.   10.19.  
 

   

Figure   10.30:   .csv   document   before   Figure   10.31:   .csv   document   after  
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This   method   resulted   in   the   image   folder   now   containing   72.066   images.   4   images   less   than   what   we  
expected,   so   we   needed   to   remove   the   rows   where   those   four   images   were.  
 
We   used   pandas   to   work   with   the   data   instead   of   using   Excel   as   we   used   for   Oxfam.   Here   we   needed   to  
remove   all   duplicate   rows   from   the   dataset   and   then   remove   any   row   whose   image   is   not   in   our   folder.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.32,   we   dropped   duplicate   rows   from   the   dataset   which   resulted   in   72.070   rows  
being   left.   As   expected,   the   unique   rows   for   the   “ImgName”   column   were   now   the   same   amount   as   all   the  
rows,   or   72.070.  
 

 
Figure   10.32:   Dropping   duplicate   rows   from   the   dataset  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.33,   we   found   the   four   rows   that   were   missing   an   image   and   dropped   them   from  
the   dataset.   This   resulted   in   our   dataset   now   containing   72.066   rows   or   ~0.006%   less.  
 

 
Figure   10.33:   Removing   rows   whose   “ImgName”   value   is   not   in   our   folder  
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Fig.   10.34   shows   us   the   final   top   50   rows   of   the   “Type”   column.   As   we   can   see,   there   were   still   a   lot   of   rows  
that   were   from   the   “Shirt”   type,   or   ~25%   higher   than   the   second   highest   type.  
 

 
Figure   10.34:   Final   top   50   rows   of   “Type”  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.35,   “H&M”   was   almost   5   times   higher   than   “Lindex”   when   we   exclude   “Unknown”.  
 

 
Figure   10.35:   Final   top   50   rows   of   “Brand”,   excluding   “Unknown”  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.36,   The   “Black”   colour   had   a   little   more   than   three   times   the   amount   as   “Blue”   if   we  
excluded   the   “Unknown”   colour.  
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Figure   10.36:   Final   top   50   rows   of   “Colour”,   excluding   “Unknown”  
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10.3   Exploring   the   backup   dataset  
 
Since   the   data   for   the   backup   dataset   was   already   clean   because   we   manually   entered   the   tags   when  
looking   at   the   pictures,   we   didn’t   need   to   clean   the   data   or   wrangle   the   data.   Instead   we   decided   to   explore  
the   data   to   get   a   better   understanding   on   what   is   in   the   dataset   and   if   we   needed   to   add   more   to   the  
dataset.  
 
To   start   exploring   the   data,   we   imported   the   four   modules   that   we   listed   in   Table   10.1.   We   also   set   the   style  
of   the   Seaborn   plot   to   the   style   “darkgrid”   and   the   colour   palette   to   “pastel”.  
 
Next   step   was   to   get   the   dataset   on   a   dataframe   form.   This   was   done   by   using   the   read_csv   function   within  
the   pandas   module.   As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.37,   we   referred   to   the   dataframe   as   “df”,   but   df   stands   for  
dataframe.  
 
Since   we   didn’t   need   the   “ImgName”   column   for   exploring   the   dataset,   we   decided   to   drop   it   and   a   subset   of  
the   dataset   after   dropping   the   “ImgName”   column   can   be   viewed   in   Fig.   10.38.  
 

   

Figure   10.37:   Shape   of   dataset   and   random   10   rows   from   the   dataset   Figure   10.38:   Dataset   after   removing   “ImgName”  
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Value   counts   of   the   dataset   can   be   seen   in   Tables   10.30   to   10.33   along   with   a   comment.  
 

Type   Count     Comment :   We   got   almost   the   same   amount   of   hoodies   and   t-shirts,   but  
sweatshirt   is   2-2.5   times   lower   than   the   other   two.   Google   AutoML   requires   at  
least   100   entries   for   each   tag   and   we   are   well   above   it   for   each   of   the   tags.  
 
However,   Google   AutoML   also   indicates   that   it   would   be   better   to   have   1.000  
entries   for   each   tag   to   get   as   accurate   a   prediction   as   possible   and   here,   only  
hoodies   and   t-shirts   have   over   1,000   entries.   

Hoodie   1.225    

T-Shirt   1.172    

Sweatshirt   489    

Total   2.886    

Table   10:30:   Type   counts    

 

Colour   Count     Comment:    All   the   colours   are   above   the   100   threshold   that   Google   AutoML   sets  
for   each   tag,   however   all   fall   short   of   the   1,000   threshold.  
 
Black,   blue   and   gray   all   have   over   500   while   red   and   white   are   below   500.   Black,  
blue   and   grey   might   be   problematic   since   some   images   such   as   dark   blue   can  
be   either   interpreted   as   black   or   blue   depending   on   image   quality   and   they   are  
almost   indistinguishable   from   each   other.  
 
White   might   also   be   somewhat   problematic   since   white   could   be   confused   with  
light   gray,   but   the   colour   red   is   very   distinguishable   so   it   shouldn’t   be   a   problem.  

Black   744    

Blue   708    

Gray   629    

Red   434    

White   371    

Total   2.886    

Table   10:31:   Colour   counts    

 

Brand   Count     Comment:    The   two   brands   have   almost   the   same   amount   of   entries   and   both  
are   above   the   1,000   threshold.   The   model   should   be   able   to   accurately   predict  
the   brands.  
 
However,   the   brand   logos   are   not   always   the   same,   e.g.   Nike   can   have   the  
swoosh   logo,   the   swoosh   logo   along   with   the   text   Nike   and   only   the   text.   We  
might   need   to   address   this   by   adding   more   images   of   the   brand   in   different  
contexts   that   address   this.  

Adidas   1.481    

Nike   1.405    

Total   2.886    

Table   10:32:   Brand   counts    

 

Source   Count     Comment:    The   source   has   no   effect   on   the   training   of   a   model   since   we   will  
drop   this   row   when   importing   the   .csv   document   to   Google   AutoML.  
 
This   column   was   included   to   check   how   the   different   sources   could   work   in  
future   expansion   of   the   dataset.   

Poshmark.com   1.121    

Grailed.com   846    

Picclick.com   790    

Shpock.com   129    

Total   2.886    

Table   10.33:   Source   counts    
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Although   the   tables   give   an   insight   into   the   dataset,   visualizing   it   would   be   more   insightful.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.39,   sweatshirts   don’t   have   close   to   the   same   amount   of   rows   as   hoodies   and  
t-shirts.   To   rectify   this   in   the   future,   we   will   need   to   add   sweatshirts   to   the   dataset   to   bring   it   over   1,000.  
 

 

Figure   10.39:   Visualizing   the   count   of   types  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.40,   both   brands   have   almost   the   same   amount   of   rows.  
 

 

Figure   10.40:   Visualizing   the   count   of   brands  
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.41,   black,   blue   and   gray   have   much   more   rows   than   red   and   white.   We   might   need  
to   add   more   images   with   the   tags   red   and   white,   although   we   might   need   to   add   more   images   with   all  
colours   to   bring   the   total   rows   to   above   1,000   for   all   of   them.  
 

 

Figure   10.41:   Visualizing   the   count   of   colours  

 
As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.42,   we   got   the   most   images   from   Poshmark.com,   while   the   least   from  
Shpock.com,   which   only   contributed   129   images   to   the   dataset.   In   the   future   we   will   not   look   at   getting  
images   from   Shpock.com   as   it   yields   a   significantly   lower   amount   of   images   than   the   other   sources.  
 

 

Figure   10.42:   Visualizing   the   count   of   sources  
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As   we   can   see   in   Fig.   10.43,   Picklick.com   and   Poshmark.com   yielded   the   most   images   of   hoodies,   while  
Poshmark.com   and   Grailed.com   yielded   the   most   images   of   t-shirts.   Picclick   yielded   an   extremely   low  
amount   of   sweatshirts   as   compared   to   Grailed.com   and   Poshmark.com,   which   yielded   most   of   the  
sweatshirt   images.   Shpock.com   yielded   mostly   t-shirts.  
 

 

Figure   10.43:   Visualizing   the   count   of   types   from   each   source  

 
Visualizing   the   types   of   each   brand   from   each   source   can   be   seen   in   Fig.   10.44.   We   can   see   that  
Grailed.com   yielded   more   images   from   Nike,   while   Shpock.com   yielded   no   images   from   Nike.  
 
Poshmark.com   yielded   around   the   same   amount   of   images   of   sweatshirts   and   hoodies   from   both   brands  
but   yielded   almost   double   as   many   t-shirts   from   Adidas   than   Nike.  
 
Picklick.com   yielded   around   the   same   amount   of   types   from   each   brand,   although   it   yielded   almost   twice  
as   many   t-shirts   from   Adidas   than   Nike.  

 

Figure   10.44:   Visualizing   the   count   of   types   in   each   brand   from   each   source  
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11   Training   Models  
 
 
We   decided   to   use   Google   AutoML   to   train   a   model   that   we   would   use   to   serve   predictions   for   our  
application   once   it   became   clear   that   the   Vision   AI   solutions   were   too   generalized.   Our   Product   Owner   set  
up   a   project   in   Google   Cloud ,   which   enabled   us   to   start   importing   the   datasets   and   images   to   Google   and  33

eventually   start   training   models.   All   data   is   stored   within   this   project.  
 
In   the   beginning   we   had   two   datasets   that   we   trained,   Oxfam.org.uk   dataset   and   Netflea.com   dataset.   Our  
initial   idea   was   to   try   both   of   them   and   use   the   one   that   yielded   the   highest   precision   of   predictions.  
 
Once   it   became   clear   that   the   models   were   not   giving   us   the   results   that   we   wanted,   we   shifted   our   focus  
on   the   backup   dataset   that   we   trained.    

33  "Google   Cloud."   https://cloud.google.com/.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
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11.1   Preparing   Google   AutoML  
 
To   work   with   Google   Cloud,   we   used   Google   Cloud   SDK,   which   is   a   set   of   command-line   tools   for  
developing   with   Google   Cloud.   These   tools   can   be   used   to   access   Compute   Engine,   Cloud   Storage,  
BigQuery,   and   other   Google   Cloud   services   directly   from   the   command   line.  34

 
Once   we   set   up   the   SDK   and   initialized   the   SDK   to   work   with   our   project ,   we   could   use   commands   to   work  35

with   Google   Cloud.   The   commands   that   we   used   along   with   a   description   can   be   seen   in   Table   11.1.  
 

Command   Description  

gsutil   The   python   application   that   lets   us   access   Cloud   Storage   from   the   command   line.  36

mb   Indicating   that   we   want   to   make   a   new   bucket.  37

-b   <on|off>   Specifies   the   uniform   bucket-level   access   setting.   Default   is   "off".  38

-l   <location>   Specifying   the   location   of   the   bucket.   We   use   us-east1   because   AutoML   Vision   currently  39

requires   that   location.  40

gs://<bucket_name>   gs://   is   the   location   of   the   buckets   within   Google   Cloud   and   it   requires   a   name   of   a   bucket.  41

cp   Allows   us   to   copy   data   between   our   local   file   system   and   the   cloud.  42

-m   Allows   us   to   perform   a   parallel   (multi-threaded/multi-processing)   copy.  43

-R   Causes   directories,   buckets,   and   bucket   subdirectories   to   be   copied   recursively.  44

Table   11.1:   Commands   in   Google   Cloud   SDK  

 
   

34  "Cloud   SDK   -   Google   Cloud."   https://cloud.google.com/sdk.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
35   "Quickstart   for   Windows   -   Google   Cloud."   https://cloud.google.com/sdk/docs/quickstart-windows.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
36   "gsutil   tool   -   Google   Cloud."   https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
37  "mb   -   Make   buckets   |   Cloud...."   https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil/commands/mb#description.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
38  Options   |   Cloud   Storage..."   https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil/commands/mb#options.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
39  "Bucket   locations   |   Cloud.."   https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil/commands/mb#bucket-locations.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
40  "AutoML   Vision   API   Tutorial   |   Cloud   AutoML   Vision….."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/tutorial.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
41  "mb   -   Make   buckets   |   Cloud...."   https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil/commands/mb.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
42   "cp   -   Copy   files   and   objects...."   https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil/commands/cp#description.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
43   Description   |   Cloud   Storage.."   https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil/commands/cp#description.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
44   Options   |   Cloud   Storage   |   Google.."   https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil/commands/cp#options.   Accessed   23   Apr.   2020.  
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The   first   thing   we   needed   to   do   was   to   create   buckets   for   our   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com   datasets   along  
with   a   bucket   to   hold   our   .csv   documents.   We   created   three   buckets,   “oxfam_bucket”,   “netflea_bucket”   and  
“csv_bucket_99”.   Later   on,   we   also   added   a   bucket   for   our   backup   dataset   called   “backup_dataset_1”.   An  
example   of   how   we   created   the   buckets   in   the   SDK   can   be   seen   in   Listing   11.1.  
 

$   gsutil   mb   -b   on   -l   us-east1   gs://oxfam_bucket  

Listing   11.1:   Creating   a   storage   bucket   with   Google   SDK   for   the   Oxfam.org.uk   dataset  

 
Once   we   created   the   buckets,   we   needed   to   upload   the   images   and   .csv   documents   to   our   buckets.   To   do  
so   we   used   the   “cp”   command.   An   example   of   the   command   we   used   in   SDK   can   be   seen   in   Listing   11.2.  
 

$   gsutil   -m   cp   -R   "C:\Users\Kalli\Desktop\LOKA\OxfamImages"   gs://oxfam_bucket  

Listing   11.2:   Uploading   images   from   local   address   to   bucket  

 
Once   of   the   main   disadvantages   of   the   command   that   we   used   to   upload   the   images   to   our   buckets,   was  
that   it   uploaded   the   folder   into   the   buckets   so   the   location   of   an   image   was:  
“gs://oxfam_bucket/OxfamImages/IMAGE.jpg”   instead   of   “gs://oxfam_bucket/IMAGE.jpg”.   When   we  
uploaded   the   backup   dataset,   we   rectified   this   by   adding   “\.”   at   the   end   of   our   local   address   so   that   the  
command   would   only   upload   the   images,   not   the   folder   itself,   as   we   can   see   in   Listing   11.3.  
 

$   gsutil   -m   cp   -R   "C:\Users\Kalli\Desktop\BackupDataset\."   gs://backup_dataset_1  

Listing   11.3:   Uploading   images   within   local   folder   to   bucket  

 
The   last   step   we   had   to   do   before   creating   a   dataset   that   could   be   used   to   start   training   models,   was   to  
create   a   .csv   document   that   could   be   used   within   Google   Cloud.   To   use   a   multi-label   dataset,   we   needed   to  
set   the   .csv   document   up   in   the   format   Google   wanted,   “gs://BUCKET/IMAGE.jpg,LABEL1,LABEL2,..” .  45

 
To   do   so,   we   added   the   location   within   Google   Cloud   for   the   images   in   a   specific   bucket   in   front   of   the  
image   name   as   we   can   see   by   comparing   Fig.   11.1   and   Fig.   11.2.   We   then   utilized   the   “&”   within   Excel   to  
make   the   document   ready   as   a   .csv   document   by   adding   columns   together   with   a   comma   between   them.  
Uploading   the   .csv   documents   to   our   “csv_bucket_99”   worked   in   the   same   way   as   it   did   with   the   images.  
 

   

Figure   11.1:   .xlsx   Oxfam.org.uk   dataset   Figure   11.2:   .csv   Oxfam.org.uk   dataset   ready   for   Google  

45  "Preparing   your   training   data   |   Cloud   AutoML   ...."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/prepare.   Accessed   24   Apr.   2020.  
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11.2   Creating   datasets   and   training   datasets  
 
Next   step   was   to   create   a   dataset   within   Google.   To   do   so,   we   decided   to   use   the   web   UI   as   opposed   to  
using   a   python   script   or   cli,   as   it   was   straightforward   to   create   it   through   the   UI   and   rather   fast.  
 
Within   the   Vision   tab   in   Google   Cloud ,   we   went   to   “Datasets”   and   added   new   multi-label   datasets.   For   the  46

Oxfam.org.uk   dataset   we   named   it   “dataset_1”,   for   the   Netflea.com   dataset,   we   named   it   “dataset_2”   and   for  
the   backup   dataset,   we   named   it   “ Dataset_15_04_2020__22_36 ”.   We   then   selected   the   .csv   documents   in  
our   “csv_bucket_99”   to   link   the   images   for   each   dataset   to   the   labels   we   assigned   for   each   image.  
 
Oxfam.org.uk   dataset   yielded   16.347   tagged   images,   a   reduction   of   196   images   from   the   16.543   tagged  
images   that   we   had,   which   can   be   attributed   to   low   quality   images   or   duplicate   images.  
 
Netflea.com   dataset   yielded   71.448   tagged   images,   a   reduction   of   618   images   from   72.066   images.  
 
The   backup   dataset   yielded   2.864   tagged   images,   a   reduction   of   22   images   from   2.886   images.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   11.2,   we   trained   a   total   of   3   datasets   with   a   total   of   90.659   images   and   the   train   cost  
was   a   total   48   node   hours,   on   average   16   node   hours.  
 
To   get   a   better   view   of   the   train   cost,   which   we   listed   at   $3.15   p/   node   hour   in   Chapter   5.1,   we   also   listed   the  
train   cost   by   node   hour   for   each   1.000   images.   As   we   can   see   the   node   hours   varied   greatly.   The   main  
reasoning   for   the   low   node   hours   for   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com   datasets   as   opposed   to   the   backup  
dataset   lies   in   the   fact   that   the   default   node   hours   as   recommended   by   Google   was   upwards   to   400   hours  
for   Netflea.com   and   upwards   to   100   hours   for   Oxfam.org.uk   as   opposed   to   16   for   the   backup   dataset.   The  
cost   of   ordering   400   node   hours   was   for   example   $1.260,   which   we   deemed   inappropriate   use   of   the   funds  
provided   by   K3.  
 
The   total   cost   for   training   these   3   datasets   was   a   total   of   48   hours,   where   40   hours   were   included   as   free   by  
Google,   as   we   listed   in   Chapter   5.1,   with   the   remaining   8   hours   paid   by   K3   at   a   cost   of   $25.2.  
 

Dataset   Number   of  
images  

Train   cost   (node  
hours)  

Node   hour   p/  
1.000   images   Train   cost   ($)   $   cost   p/   1.000  

images  

Oxfam.org.uk   16.347   12   ~0.73   $37.80   ~$2.31  

Netflea.com   71.448   20   ~0.28   $63.00   ~$0.88  

Backup   2.864   16   ~5.59   $50.40   ~$17.60  

Total   90.659   48   ~0.53   $151.2   ~$1.67  

Table   11.2:   Training   cost   comparison   for   the   three   datasets   we   trained  

 
   

46  "Vision   -   Google   Cloud   Console."   https://console.cloud.google.com/vision.   Accessed   24   Apr.   2020.  
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12   Google   AutoML   Evaluation  
 
 
Once   we   had   trained   the   models,   the   next   step   was   to   evaluate   the   performance   of   the   models.   First   we   had  
two   models,   “ dataset_1_model ”,   based   on   “dataset_1”   and   “ dataset_2_model ”,   based   on   dataset_2.   Once   it  
became   clear   that   the   datasets   had   subpar   precision   scores,   we   trained   a   new   model   based   on   the   dataset  
“backup_dataset”.  
 
The   reason   for   the   subpar   performances   of   the   first   two   datasets   can   be   attributed   to   the   fact   that   there  
were   too   many   labels   which   meant   that   for   each   label,   there   were   too   few   images.   We   also   checked   the  
tagging   of   the   images   and   noticed   that   a   lot   of   the   images   were   wrongly   tagged   by   employees   of   the   sites,  
as   can   be   seen   in   Fig.   12.1,   where   a   subsample   of   the   tag   Green   in   “dataset_2”   shows   various   clothing  
items   tagged   Green   although   it   is   in   other   colours.  
 

 

Figure   12.1:   Subsample   of   items   tagged   “Green”   in   dataset_2  

 
Initially   when   we   scraped   the   sites,   we   were   under   the   impression   that   either   the   employees   or   the   users   of  
the   sites   manually   entered   the   tags   that   were   associated   with   each   picture.   It   however   became   clear   that  
this   might   not   be   the   case   or   that   the   items   were   tagged   incorrectly   due   to   various   reasons.  
 
We   therefore   came   to   the   conclusion   that   scraping   entire   websites   didn’t   yield   the   results   that   we   wanted,  
and   going   through   each   and   every   image   was   going   to   be   more   time   consuming   than   building   our   own  
dataset   containing   hand   picked   images   that   fitted   our   tags   that   we   wanted   to   include.    
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There   are   a   few   things   that   we   need   to   have   knowledge   of   before   evaluating   the   performance   of   each  
model.   Luckily   Google   has   a   good   documentation   on   what   each   of   these   metrics   mean.  
 
When   training   the   data,   Google   automatically   splits   the   data   into   three   sets,   training   set,   validation   set   and  
test   set,   with   a   split   of   0.8/0.1/0.1,   although   it   is   possible   to   manually   split   the   dataset   with   a   different   split  
than   the   automatic   split.   Definition   for   each   set   is   explained   in   Table   12.1.  
 

Term   Definition  

Training  
Set  

80%   of   the   dataset   is   automatically   in   the   training   set.   This   is   the   data   the   model   sees   during   training,  
that   is,   it’s   used   to   learn   the   parameters   of   the   model,   namely   the   weights   of   the   connections   between  
the   nodes   of   the   neural   network.  47

Validation  
Set  

10%   of   the   dataset   is   automatically   in   the   validation   set.   The   validation   set   is   also   used   during   the  
training   process.   After   the   model   learning   framework   incorporates   training   data   during   each   iteration   of  
the   training   process,   it   uses   the   model’s   performance   on   the   validation   set   to   tune   the   model’s  
hyperparameters,   which   are   variables   that   specify   the   model’s   structure.   It   is   wise   to   not   use   the   training  
set   to   tune   the   hyperparameters,   since   it   is   quite   likely   that   the   model   would   have   a   hard   time  
generalizing   to   examples   that   don’t   exactly   match   it.  48

Test   Set  
10%   of   the   dataset   is   automatically   in   the   test   set.   The   test   set   is   not   involved   in   the   training   process   at  
all.   Once   the   model   has   completed   its   training   entirely,    the   test   set   is   used   to   give   an   idea   of   how   well  
the   model   would   perform   on   real-world   data.  49

Table   12.1:   Explaining   training   set,   validation   set   and   test   set  

 
Once   the   model   is   trained,   Google   offers   a   summary   of   its   performance.   Definitions   for   each   of   the   terms  
that   come   up   in   the   evaluation   of   the   performance   can   be   viewed   in   Table   12.2.  
 

Term   Definition  

Model  
Output  

A   number   that   the   model   outputs   that   indicates   how   high   confidence   the   model   has   that   the   label  
should   be   applied   to   the   example   given,   e.g.   a   test   image.  50

Confidence  
Threshold  

The   score   threshold   refers   to   the   level   of   confidence   the   model   must   have   to   assign   a   category   to   a  
test   item.   For   example   if   the   score   threshold   is   set   at   80%,   it   will   not   include   any   predictions   that   are  
lower   than   the   threshold.   A   low   threshold   score   will   result   in   more   classified   images,   but   at   the   risk   of  
misclassifying   images.   A   high   threshold   score   will   result   in   less   classified   images,   but   also   less   risk   of  
misclassifying   images.  51

Precision  
and   recall  

Precision   and   recall   helps   us   understand   how   well   our   model   is   capturing   information,   and   how   much  
it’s   leaving   out.   Precision   tells   us,   from   all   the   test   examples   that   were   assigned   to   a   label,   how   many  
actually   were   supposed   to   be   categorized   with   that   label.   Recall   tells   us,   from   all   the   test   examples  
that   should   have   had   the   label   assigned,   how   many   were   actually   assigned   the   label.  52

Table   12.2:   Explaining   terms   that   come   up   in   the   evaluation   phase  

47  "AutoML   Vision   training   set..."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/beginners-guide#training_set.   Accessed   27   Apr.   2020.  
48  "AutoML   Vision   validation.."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/beginners-guide#validation_set.   Accessed   27   Apr.   2020.  
49  "AutoML   Vision   test   set..."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/beginners-guide#test_set.   Accessed   27   Apr.   2020.  
50  "AutoML   Vision   Beginner's   guide   -   Google   Cloud."  
https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/beginners-guide#how_do_i_interpret_the_model%E2%80%99s_output.   Accessed   27   Apr.  
2020.  
51  "AutoML   Visi.."   https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/beginners-guide#what_is_the_score_threshold.   Accessed   27   Apr.   2020.  
52  "AutoML   Vision   Beginner's   guide   -   Google   Cloud."  
https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/beginners-guide#what_are_precision_and_recall.   Accessed   27   Apr.   2020.  
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12.1   Oxfam.org.uk   Model   Evaluation  
 
The   Oxfam.org.uk   model   delivered   subpar   results.   As   we   can   see   in   Table   12.3,   at   the   80%   confidence  
threshold   that   we   planned   on   using   for   our   application   resulted   in   a   89.97%   precision   rate   but   only   11.15%  
for   recall.   The   most   optimal   confidence   threshold   in   regards   to   precision   and   recall   was   25%,   delivering   a  
precision   rate   of   53.91%   and   54.30%   recall   rate.  
 

Confidence   Precision   Recall  

25%   53.91%   54.30%  

50%   70.61%   31.16%  

75%   88.32%   13.42%  

80%   89.97%   11.15%  

Table   12.3:   Precision   and   recall   for   Oxfam.org.uk  

 
In   total   we   had   192   labels,   119   for   brand,   59   for   type   and   14   for   colour   as   we   found   out   in   Chapter   10.1.5.   To  
get   a   better   view   of   how   the   model   works   in   regards   with   images   that   are   above   the   recommended  
threshold,   we   looked   at   the   precision   and   recall   of   the   top   five   labels,   by   total   images,   to   check   out   the  
scores.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   12.4,   when   we   set   the   confidence   threshold   at   80%,   all   the   five   labels   have   a   high  
precision   score   with   “Blue”   the   highest   with   92.31%   and   “Grey”   the   lowest   with   70.00%.   The   recall   scores   are  
however   more   interesting   to   look   at,   with   “Black”   and   “Blue”   having   much   higher   scores   than   “Jacket”,   “Grey”  
and   “Brown”.   “Grey”   had   the   lowest   recall   score   of   3.76%   which   combined   with   a   precision   score   of   70.00%  
was   extremely   low.  
 

Label   Total   Train   Validation   Test   Precision   Recall  

Black   3.976   3.178   401   397   89.17%   35.26%  

Blue   3.039   2.434   302   303   92.31%   39.60%  

Jacket   2.052   1.640   204   208   85.00%   8.17%  

Grey   1.854   1.483   185   186   70.00%   3.76%  

Brown   1.290   1.032   129   129   84.62%   8.53%  

Table   12.4:   Precision   and   recall   rates   for   top   5   labels   in   Oxfam.org.uk   by   total   images  

 
A   more   detailed   analysis   of   the   most   optimal   precision-recall   tradeoff   for   the   full   model   and   the   labels   in  
Table   12.4   revealed   that   the   tradeoffs   recurred   at   a   low   precision   score   for   all   of   them   as   we   can   see   in  
Figs.   12.2   to   12.13,   so   we   decided   that   this   model   would   not   be   good   enough.  
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Full   Model   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   full   model   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at   25%  
confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.2.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   89.97%,   Recall:   11.15%   
 
At   25%   threshold:   Precision:   53.91%.   Recall:   54.30%  

   

  Figure   12.2:   Full   Model   Recall/Precision  

 

“Black”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Black”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
40%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.3.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   89.17%,   Recall:   35.26%   
 
At   40%   threshold:   Precision:   77.26%.   Recall:   79.60%  

 
 

  Figure   12.3:   “Black”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Blue”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Blue”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
35%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.4.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   92.31%,   Recall:   39.60%   
 
At   35%   threshold:   Precision:   75.76%.   Recall:   74.26%  

 
 

  Figure   12.4:   ”Blue”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Jacket”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Jacket”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
40%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.5.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   85.00%,   Recall:   8.17%   
 
At   40%   threshold:   Precision:   63.18%.   Recall:   61.06%  

 
 

  Figure   12.5:   “Jacket”   Recall/Precision  
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“Grey”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Grey”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
30%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.6.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   70.00%,   Recall:   3.76%   
 
At   30%   threshold:   Precision:   61.88%.   Recall:   60.22%  

 
 

  Figure   12.6:   “Grey”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Brown”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Brown”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
25%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.7.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   84.62%,   Recall:   8.53%   
 
At   25%   threshold:   Precision:   56.03%.   Recall:   50.39%  

 
 

  Figure   12.7:   “Brown”   Recall/Precision  
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12.2   Netflea.com   Model   Evaluation  
 
The   Netflea.com   model   also   delivered   subpar   results.   As   we   can   see   in   Table   12.5,   at   the   80%   confidence  
threshold   that   we   planned   on   using   for   our   application   resulted   in   a   88.32%   precision   rate   but   only   4.70%   for  
recall.   The   most   optimal   confidence   threshold   in   regards   to   precision   and   recall   was   20%,   delivering   a  
precision   rate   of   48.32%   and   46.13%   recall   rate.  
 

Confidence   Precision   Recall  

25%   52.49%   41.68%  

50%   67.16%   24.31%  

75%   86.63%   6.81%  

80%   88.32%   4.70%  

Table   12.5:   Precision   and   recall   for   Netflea.com  

 
In   total   we   had   470   labels,   168   for   brand,   224   for   type   and   78   for   colour   as   we   found   out   in   Chapter   10.2.6.  
To   get   a   better   view   of   how   the   model   works   in   regards   with   images   that   are   above   the   recommended  
threshold,   we   looked   at   the   precision   and   recall   of   the   top   five   labels,   by   total   images,   to   check   out   the  
scores   like   we   did   with   Oxfam.org.uk.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   12.6,   when   we   set   the   confidence   threshold   at   80%,   only   one   label   managed   to  
return   a   prediction   that   had   a   higher   confidence   of   80%,   that   is   the   label   “Black”   with   a   88.31%   precision  
score   and   a   11.59%   recall   score.   The   other   four   had   all   correct   predictions   that   returned   a   confidence   score  
of   <80%.  
 

Label   Total   Train   Validation   Test   Precision   Recall  

Black   12.938   10.345   1.290   1.303   85.31%   11.59%  

H   and   M   9.262   7.410   926   926   100%   0%  

Shirt   5.118   4.094   513   511   100%   0%  

Blue   4.348   3.478   435   435   100%   0%  

Gray   4.222   3.378   421   423   100%   0%  

Table   12.6:   Precision   and   recall   rates   for   top   5   labels   in   Netflea.com   by   total   images  

 
A   more   detailed   analysis   of   the   most   optimal   precision-recall   tradeoff   for   the   full   model   and   the   labels   in  
Table   12.6   revealed   that   the   tradeoffs   recurred   at   a   low   precision   score   for   all   of   them   as   we   can   see   in  
Figs.   12.14   to   12.25,   so   we   decided   that   this   model   would   not   be   good   enough   like   we   did   with   the  
Oxfam.org.uk   model.   This   meant   that   we   needed   to   focus   on   making   a   manual   backup   dataset.  
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Full   Model   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   full   model   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at   20%  
confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.8.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   88.32%,   Recall:   4.7%   
 
At   20%   threshold:   Precision:   48.32%.   Recall:   46.13%  

 
 

  Figure   12.8:   Full   Model   Recall/Precision  

 

“Black”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Black”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
40%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.9.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   85.31%,   Recall:   11.59%   
 
At   40%   threshold:   Precision:   69.19%.   Recall:   67.38%  

 
 

  Figure   12.9:   “Black”   Recall/Precision  

 

“H   and   M”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “H   and   M”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff  
at   20%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.10.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   0%   
 
At   20%   threshold:   Precision:   25.74%.   Recall:   23.54%  

 
 

  Figure   12.10:   “H   and   M”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Shirt”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Shirt”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
25%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.11.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   0%   
 
At   25%   threshold:   Precision:   38.54%.   Recall:   38.16%  

 
 

  Figure   12.11:   “Shirt”   Recall/Precision  
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“Blue”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Blue”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
25%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.12.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   0%   
 
At   25%   threshold:   Precision:   41.22%.   Recall:   35.63%  

 
 

  Figure   12.12:   “Blue”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Gray”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Gray”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
20%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.13.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   0%   
 
At   20%   threshold:   Precision:   45.71%.   Recall:   45.39%  

 
 

  Figure   12.13:   “Gray”   Recall/Precision  
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12.3   Backup   Model   Evaluation  
 
When   it   became   clear   that   neither   the   Oxfam.org.uk   model   nor   the   Netflea.com   model   didn’t   work   due   to  
low   precision   scores   and   low   recall   scores,   we   decided   to   build   a   backup   dataset.   The   backup   model  
delivered   great   results,   as   we   can   see   in   Table   12.7,   which   shows   the   scores   at   the   80%   confidence  
threshold.  
 

Confidence   Precision   Recall  

25%   96.86%   96.75%  

50%   97.98%   95.82%  

75%   98.90%   93.73%  

80%   99.13%   92.8%  

Table   12.7:   Precision   and   recall   for   backup   model  

 
In   total   we   had   10   labels,   2   for   brand,   3   for   type   and   5   for   colour   as   we   found   out   in   Chapter   10.3   Since   this  
model   only   had   a   few   labels,   we   wanted   to   make   sure   that   it   worked   well   for   those   labels.  
 
Instead   of   looking   at   the   top   five   labels   in   terms   of   images   as   we   did   with   Netflea.com   and   Oxfam.org.uk,  
we   decided   to   look   at   all   the   labels,   since   this   model   had   quite   high   scores.   The   scores   can   be   viewed   in  
Table   12.8,   which   shows   the   precision   score   and   recall   score   for   each   label   at   80%   confidence   threshold.  
 

Label   Total   Train   Validation   Test   Precision   Recall  

Adidas   1.469   1.174   149   146   99.32%   99.32%  

Nike   1.395   1.112   142   141   99.30%   100%  

Hoodie   1.212   966   123   123   100%   78.05%  

T-shirt   1.166   930   119   117   100%   98.29%  

Black   740   590   76   74   100%   82.43%  

Blue   699   558   71   70   100%   81.43%  

Gray   623   498   63   62   93.85%   98.39%  

Sweatshirt   486   390   49   47   97.78%   93.62%  

Red   431   343   43   45   100%   100%  

White   371   297   38   36   100%   94.44%  

Table   12.8:   Precision   and   recall   rates   for   all   10   labels   in   backup   model  

 
A   full   detail   of   precision-recall   tradeoff   for   the   full   model   and   labels   can   be   viewed   in   Figs.   12.14   to   12.24.  
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Full   Model   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   full   model   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at   25%  
confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.14.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   99.13%,   Recall:   92.80%   
 
At   25%   threshold:   Precision:   96.86%.   Recall:   96.75%  

 
 

  Figure   12.14:   Full   model   Recall/Precision  

 

“Adidas”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Adidas”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
55%   to   99%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.  
12.15.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   99.32%,   Recall:   99.32%   
 
At   99%   threshold:   Precision:   99.32%.   Recall:   99.32%    

 

  Figure   12.15:   “Adidas”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Nike”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Nike”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
80%   to   99%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.  
12.16.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   99.30%,   Recall:   100%   
 
At   99%   threshold:   Precision:   99.30%.   Recall:   100%    

 

  Figure   12.16:   “Nike”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Hoodie”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Hoodie”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
5%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.17.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   78.05%   
 
At   5%   threshold:   Precision:   96.75%.   Recall:   100%  

 
 

  Figure   12.17:   “Hoodie”   Recall/Precision  
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“T-Shirt”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “T-Shirt”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
5%   to   60%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.  
12.18.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   98.29%   
 
At   60%   threshold:   Precision:   99.15%.   Recall:   99.15%    

 

  Figure   12.18:   “T-Shirt”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Black”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Black”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
5%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.19.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   82.43%   
 
At   5%   threshold:   Precision:   98.61%.   Recall:   95.65%  

 
 

  Figure   12.19:   “Black”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Blue”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Blue”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at   5%  
confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.20.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   81.43%   
 
At   5%   threshold:   Precision:   98.46%.   Recall:   91.43%  

 
 

  Figure   12.20:   “Blue”   Recall/Precision  

 

“Gray”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Gray”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
97%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.21.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   93.85%,   Recall:   98.39%   
 
At   97%   threshold:   Precision:   96.77%.   Recall:   96.77%  

 
 

  Figure   12.21:   “Gray”   Recall/Precision  
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“Sweatshirt”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Sweatshirt”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff  
at   45%   to   55%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.  
12.22.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   97.78%,   Recall:   93.62%   
 
At   55%   threshold:   Precision:   95.74%.   Recall:   95.74%    

 

  Figure   12.22:   “Sweatshirt”   Recall/Precision  
 

“Red”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “Red”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
40%   to   99%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.  
12.23.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   100%   
 
At   99%   threshold:   Precision:   100%.   Recall:   100%    

 

  Figure   12.23:   “Red”   Recall/Precision  
 

“White”   precision-recall   tradeoff  
 
The   “White”   label   had   the   most   optimal   tradeoff   at  
10%   confidence   level   as   we   can   see   in   Fig.   12.24.  
 
At   80%   threshold:   Precision:   100%,   Recall:   94.44%   
 
At   10%   threshold:   Precision:   100%.   Recall:   97.22%  

 
 

  Figure   12.24:   “White”   Recall/Precision  

 
The   low   optimal   tradeoff   in   the   “White”   label   can   be   attributed   to   some   gray   colours   being   close   to   the  
colour   white,   likewise   the   low   optimal   tradeoff   in   “Gray”   label   can   be   attributed   to   some   white   colours   being  
close   to   the   colour   gray   as   well   as   the   black   colour   being   close   to   dark   gray.  
 
“Blue”   and   “Black”   also   fall   in   this   category   with   dark   blue   being   close   to   black.  
 
One   way   to   fix   this   is   to   gather   more   images   for   each   shade   of   colour   so   that   the   model   can   accurately  
distinguish   between   them.   We   can   see   an   example   of   how   this   works   in   the   “Red”   label.   No   colour   is   close  
to   the   colour   “Red”   so   it   has   a   100%   precision   score   and   a   100%   recall   score.  
 
The   “Hoodie”   also   had   a   low   optimal   tradeoff.   Many   of   the   predictions   fell   beneath   the   80%   threshold   so   it  
would   be   wise   to   add   more   images   to   the   dataset   that   contains   hoodies   to   get   a   higher   confidence   score.  
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13   Testing   Google   AutoML   Models  
 
 
 
In   the   beginning   we   had   two   models   that   we   wanted   to   test,   Oxfam.org.uk   model   and   Netflea.com   model.  
We   wanted   to   check   how   they   stacked   up   against   the   general   solutions   that   we   tested   in   Chapter   4.  
 
We   used   the   same   images   to   test   the   models   that   we   used   in   Chapter   4,   but   after   testing   it   became   clear  
that   the   models   weren’t   good   enough,   thus   confirming   our   findings   in   Chapter   10   where   we   decided   that   the  
models   weren't   good   enough   based   on   the   evaluation   of   them.  
 
The   evaluation   of   the   backup   model   did   exceptionally   well,   although   it   only   worked   on   a   small   subset   of  
clothing   items,   that   is,   the   brands   Adidas   and   Nike,   the   types   hoodie,   sweatshirt   and   t-shirt   and   the   colours  
black,   blue,   gray,   red   and   white.  
 
We   also   wanted   to   see   how   the   backup   model   stacked   up   against   the   general   solutions,   although   it   might  
only   return   for   example   “T-Shirt”   for   a   yellow   Puma   t-shirt.  
 
To   test   the   models,   we   used   the   code   that   Google   provided   for   testing   in   Python   where   we   plugged   in   the  53

model   id,   the   project   id   and   changed   the   path   to   the   local   image   we   wanted   to   test   at   a   given   time.  
 
We   made   a   modification   to   the   code   so   that   we   could   authenticate   with   Google   through   the   code   which  
entailed   a   JSON   document   with   a   private   key   which   we   could   use   to   authenticate,   as   we   can   see   in   Listing  
13.1.   This   was   done   so   that   we   wouldn’t   need   to   add   an   environment   variable   and   thus   making   it   easier   to  
test   the   code   on   different   computers.  
 

credentials   =   service_account.Credentials.from_service_account_file( "privatekey.json" )  
 
prediction_client   =   automl.PredictionServiceClient(credentials=credentials)  

Listing   13.1:   Modification   to   code   given   by   Google   to   send   a   prediction   request  

 
In   addition   to   the   ten   images   we   tested   in   Chapter   4,   we   also   wanted   to   check   how   well   our   backup   model  
worked   on   known   labels,   e.g.   a   black   Adidas   t-shirt   or   white   Nike   hoodie,   so   we   added   ten   images   that   we  
found   from   Picclick.com   that   closely   resembled   the   images   our   users   would   take   and   did   testing   on   them  
as   well.   Images   that   were   uploaded   in   the   last   5   days   were   chosen   so   we   wouldn’t   accidentally   test   an  
image   that   was   in   our   dataset.  
 
The   test   results   from   the   ten   images,   five   from   ASOS   and   five   from   Craigslist,   and   the   ten   images   from  
Picclick.com   can   be   found   in   Tables   13.1   to   13.20.    

53   "Making   individual   predictions   |   Cloud   AutoML   Vision   |   Google   ...."  
https://cloud.google.com/vision/automl/docs/predict#automl_vision_classification_predict-python.   Accessed   26   Apr.   2020.  
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13.1   AutoML   Test   Reports  
ASOS-1   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Hoodie  
Colour:    Black  
Brand:    Adidas  
 

No   results   No   results   Hoodie:   99%  
Black:   99%  

Adidas:   99%  
 

Description:    A   male  
model   wearing   a  
black   Adidas   hoodie.  
The   Adidas   logo   is  
visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type   as  
hoodie,   colour   as  
black   and   brand   as  
Adidas,   all   with   99%  
confidence.  Figure    13.1:   ASOS-1  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.1:   ASOS-1   AutoML   Test   Report  
 

ASOS-2   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Dress  
Colour:    Pink  
Brand:  
PrettyLittleThing  
 

No   results   No   results   White:   99%  
Adidas:   99%  

Red:   89%  
 

Description:    A  
female   model  
wearing   a   pink   dress,  
with   black   laces.   The  
logo   is   not   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:  
Incorrectly   tagged   all  
the   tags   wrong   with  
89%   -   99%.  

Figure    13.2:   ASOS-2  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.2:   ASOS-2   AutoML   Test   Report  
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ASOS-3   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Hoodie  
Colour:    White   /  
Black  
Brand:    Puma  
 

No   results   No   results   White:   99%  
Adidas:   99%  

 

Description:    A   male  
model   wearing   a  
white/black   Puma  
hoodie.   The   logo   is  
visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour  
whitewith   99%  
confidence   but  
iIncorrectly   tagged  
the   brand   as   Adidas  
with   99%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.3:   ASOS-3  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.3:   ASOS-3   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
ASOS-4   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Top  
Colour:    Black   /   Light  
Blue  
Brand:    Vero   Moda  
 

No   results   No   results   Adidas:   99%  
 

Description:    A  
female   model  
wearing   a   light  
blue/black   top   from  
Vero   Moda.   The   logo  
is   not   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:  
Incorrectly   tagged  
the   brand   as   Adidas  
with   99%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.4:   ASOS-4  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.4:   ASOS-4   AutoML   Test   Report  
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ASOS-5   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Jeans  
Colour:    Blue  
Brand:    Vero   Moda  
 

Blue:   99%   No   results   Sweatshirt:   99%  
Adidas:   99%  

 

Description:    A  
female   model  
wearing   blue   jeans  
from   Vero   Moda.  
The   logo   is   not  
visible.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour   as  
blue   with   99%  
confidence.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:  
Incorrectly   tagged  
the   type   as  
Sweatshirt   and  
incorrectly   tagged  
the   brand   as   Adidas  
with   99%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.5:   ASOS-5  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.5:   ASOS-5   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
CRAIGSLIST-1   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Shirt   Long  
Sleeve  
Colour:    Tan  
Brand:  
Knightsbridge  
 

No   results   No   results   Gray:   93%  
Sweatshirt:   99%  

Adidas:   99%  
 

Description:    A  
Knightsbridge   dress  
shirt   hung   on   a  
hanger.   The   logo   is  
not   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:  
Incorrectly   tagged  
the   colour   as   gray,  
the   type   as  
sweatshirt   and   the  
brand   as   Adidas   with  
99%   confidence.  

Figure    13.6:  
CRAIGSLIST-1  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.6:   CRAIGSLIST-1   AutoML   Test   Report  
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CRAIGSLIST-2   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Long   sleeve  
top  
Colour:    Gray  
Brand:    Nike  
 

No   results   No   results   Gray:   99%  
Nike:   100%  

Sweatshirt:   99%  
 

Description:    A   gray  
Nike   long   sleeved  
top.   The   logo   is  
visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour  
and   brand   with   99%  
to   100%   confidence.  

Figure    13.7:  
CRAIGSLIST-2  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.7:   CRAIGSLIST-2   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
CRAIGSLIST-3   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    T-Shirt  
Colour:    Blue  
Brand:    Nike  
 

Blue:   98%   No   results   T-Shirt:   99%  
Nike:   100%  
Blue:   99%  

 

Description:    A   blue  
Nike   T-shirt   with  
Nike   logo   on   front.  
The   logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour   as  
blue   with   98%  
confidence.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%   to   100%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.8:  
CRAIGSLIST-3  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.8:   CRAIGSLIST-3   AutoML   Test   Report  
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CRAIGSLIST-4   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Jacket  
Colour:    Black  
Brand:    North   Face  
 

No   results   No   results   Hoodie:   99%  
Adidas:   99%  

 

Description:    A   black  
Denali   jacket   from  
North   Face.   The   logo  
is   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:  
Incorrectly   tagged  
the   type   as   hoodie  
and   the   brand   as  
Adidas   with   99%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.9:  
CRAIGSLIST-4  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.9:   CRAIGSLIST-4   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
CRAIGSLIST-5   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Long   sleeve  
shirt  
Colour:    White/Black  
Brand:    Under  
Armour  
 

No   results   No   results   Adidas:   99%  
 

Description:    A  
white/black   Under  
Armour   plaid   shirt.  
The   logo   is   not  
visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:  
Incorrectly   tagged  
the   brand   as   Adidas  
with   99%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.10:  
CRAIGSLIST-5  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.10:   CRAIGSLIST-5   AutoML   Test   Report  
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BACKUP-1   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Hoodie  
Colour:    Black  
Brand:    Adidas  

No   results   Sweatshirt:   91%   Adidas:   99%  
 

Description:    A   black  
hoodie   with   Adidas  
logo   on   front.   The  
logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:  
Incorrectly   tagged  
the   type   as  
sweatshirt   with   91%  
confidence.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   brand   as  
Adidas   with   99%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.11:   BACKUP-1  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.11:   BACKUP-1   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
BACKUP-2   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    T-Shirt  
Colour:    White  
Brand:    Adidas  

No   results   T-Shirt:   95%   T-Shirt:   99%  
White:   99%  

Adidas:   100%  

Description:    A   white  
Adidas   T-shirt   with  
logo   on   front.   The  
logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type   as  
t-shirt   with   95%  
confidence.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%   to   100%  
confidence.  Figure    13.12:   BACKUP-2  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.12:   BACKUP-2   AutoML   Test   Report  
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BACKUP-3   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Sweatshirt  
Colour:    Red  
Brand:    Adidas  

Red:   95%   Sweatshirt:   91%   Sweatshirt:   99%  
Adidas:   99%  
Red:   100%  

Description:    A   red  
Adidas   sweatshirt  
with   a   logo   on   front.  
Logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour   as  
red   with   95%  
confidence.  

Comment:  
Incorrectly   tagged  
the   type   as  
sweatshirt   with   91%  
confidence.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%   to   100%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.13:   BACKUP-3  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.13:   BACKUP-3   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
BACKUP-4   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Sweatshirt  
Colour:    Blue  
Brand:    Adidas  

Blue:   92%   No   results   Sweatshirt:   99%  
Blue:   99%  

Adidas:   99%  

Description:    A   blue  
Adidas   sweatshirt  
with   Adidas   logo   on  
front.   The   logo   is  
visible.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour   as  
blue   with   92%  
confidence.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.14:   BACKUP-4  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.14:   BACKUP-4   AutoML   Test   Report  
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BACKUP-5   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Hoodie  
Colour:    Gray  
Brand:    Adidas  

No   results   No   results   Gray:   99%  
Hoodie:   99%  

Adidas:   100%  

Description:    A   gray  
Adidas   hoodie   with  
Adidas   logo   on   front.  
The   logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%   to   100%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.15:   BACKUP-5  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.15:   BACKUP-5   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
BACKUP-6   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    T-Shirt  
Colour:    Blue  
Brand:    Nike  

Blue:   96%   No   results   T-Shirt:   99%  
Nike:   100%  
Blue:   99%  

Description:    A   blue  
Nike   t-shirt   with   Nike  
logo   on   front.   The  
logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour   as  
blue   with   96%  
confidence.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%   to   100%  
confidence.  Figure    13.16:   BACKUP-6  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.16:   BACKUP-6   AutoML   Test   Report  
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BACKUP-7   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    T-Shirt  
Colour:    White  
Brand:    Nike  

No   results   T-Shirt:   81%   T-Shirt:   99%  
Nike:   100%  

White:   100%  

Description:    A   white  
Nike   t-shirt   with   Nike  
logo   on   front.   The  
logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type   as  
t-shirt   with   81%  
confidence.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%   to   100%  
confidence.  Figure    13.17:   BACKUP-7  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.17:   BACKUP-7   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
BACKUP-8   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Sweatshirt  
Colour:    Blue  
Brand:    Nike  

Blue:   96%   No   results   Hoodie:   99%  
Nike:   100%  
Blue:   99%  

Description:    A   blue  
Nike   sweatshirt   with  
Nike   logo   on   front.  
The   logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour   as  
blue   with   96%  
confidence.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%   to   100%  
confidence.  Figure    13.18:   BACKUP-8  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.18:   BACKUP-8   AutoML   Test   Report  
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BACKUP-9   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Sweatshirt  
Colour:    Blue  
Brand:    Nike  

Blue:   97%   No   results   Nike:   100%  
Sweatshirt:   99%  

Blue:   99%  

Description:    A   blue  
Nike   sweatshirt   with  
a   logo   on   front.   Logo  
is   visible.  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour   as  
blue   with   97%  
confidence.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   type,  
colour   and   brand  
with   99%   to   100%  
confidence.  

Figure    13.19:   BACKUP-9  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.19:   BACKUP-9   AutoML   Test   Report  

 
BACKUP-10   AutoML   Test   Report  

Image   Correct   Tags   Oxfam.org.uk   Netflea.com   Backup  

 

Type:    Hoodie  
Colour:    Black  
Brand:    Nike  

No   results   No   results   Black:   99%  
Nike:   100%  

Description:    A   black  
Nike   hoodie   with  
Nike   logo   on   front.  
The   logo   is   visible.  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    No  
results   obtained   by  
model  

Comment:    Correctly  
tagged   the   colour   as  
black   with   99%  
confidence   and   the  
brand   as   Nike   with  
100%   confidence.  

Figure    13.20:  
BACKUP-10  

Prediction   Summary  

Model   Type   Brand   Colour  

Oxfam.org.uk        

Netflea.com        

Backup        

Table   13.20:   BACKUP-10   AutoML   Test   Report  
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13.1   AutoML   Test   Conclusion  
 
Testing   the   first   two   models,   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com,   showed   that   the   models   were   not   good  
enough   to   give   an   accurate   prediction   when   the   confidence   threshold   was   80%   or   above,   which   all   the   tests  
required.   The   backup   model   did   well,   given   that   the   images   were   in   the   same   format   as   the   images   in   our  
dataset.   It   did   however   give   false   positives   with   high   confidence,   e.g.   99%.  
 
As   we   can   see   in   Table   13.21,   predicting   the   five   images   from   ASOS   did   not   go   well.   Netflea.com   wasn’t  
able   to   predict   a   single   label.   Oxfam.org.uk   managed   to   correctly   predict   a   single   colour   label   and   the  
backup   model   managed   to   predict   one   type,   one   brand   and   two   colours.  
 

Model   Correct   Types   Correct   Brands   Correct   Colours  

Oxfam.org.uk   0/5   0/5   1/5  

Netflea.com   0/5   0/5   0/5  

Backup   1/5   1/5   2/5  

Table   13.21:   Prediction   Summary   for   ASOS   tests  

 
However   the   dataset   contained   one   image,   Fig.   13.1,   which   was   a   black   Adidas   hoodie   and   we   wanted   to  
know   how   the   backup   model   would   compare   against   the   vision   AI   providers.   The   backup   model   was   able   to  
accurately   predict   all   the   labels,   whereas   Google   only   managed   to   predict   it   correctly   with   a   lot   of   false  
positives   and   Microsoft   only   managed   to   predict   the   colour   and   the   type   with   false   positives.  
 
Predicting   the   five   images   from   Craigslist   didn’t   fare   better   as   we   can   see   in   Table   13.22.   Netflea.com   again  
didn’t   manage   to   make   a   single   prediction   and   Oxfam.org.uk   again   managed   only   to   make   a   single   correct  
prediction   on   the   colour.   The   backup   model   managed   to   predict   one   type,   two   brands   and   two   colours.  
 

Model   Correct   Types   Correct   Brands   Correct   Colours  

Oxfam.org.uk   0/5   0/5   1/5  

Netflea.com   0/5   0/5   0/5  

Backup   1/5   2/5   2/5  

Table   13.22:   Prediction   Summary   for   Craigslist   tests  

 
Here   we   were   most   interested   in   seeing   how   the   backup   model   would   predict   on   two   images,   Fig.   13.7   and  
Fig.   13.8   as   they   contained   images   that   closely   resembled   the   images   our   users   would   take.   The   backup  
model   managed   to   predict   all   the   labels   correctly   on   the   second   image,   while   predicting   the   colour   and  
brand   correctly   on   the   first   image.   The   type   in   the   first   image   was   not   a   label   in   the   dataset   which   makes   it  
understandable   that   it   didn’t   manage   to   predict   correctly   on   it.   In   comparison   with   the   Vision   AI   providers,  
both   Google   and   Microsoft   only   managed   to   predict   the   colour   correctly   in   the   first   image   and   in   the   second  
image,   Google   managed   to   predict   the   type   and   colour   correctly   while   Microsoft   only   managed   the   colour.    
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Predicting   the   ten   images   we   downloaded   from   Craigslist   to   test   the   backup   model   fared   much   better   for   all  
models,   although   as   predicted,   it   fared   exceptionally   well   for   the   backup   model   as   we   can   see   in   Table  
13.23.   Oxfam.org.uk   managed   to   predict   the   colour   five   times   out   of   ten,   although   it   didn’t   manage   to  
predict   a   single   label   in   types   and   brands,   and   Netflea   finally   was   able   to   predict   something,   although   only  
the   correct   type   on   two   occasions   and   unable   to   return   a   prediction   for   a   brand   or   a   colour.   The   backup  
model   however   managed   to   predict   the   type   on   eight   out   of   ten   occasions,   the   brand   in   all   ten   images   and  
the   colour   in   nine   out   of   the   ten   images.   
 

Model   Correct   Types   Correct   Brands   Correct   Colours  

Oxfam.org.uk   0/10   0/10   5/10  

Netflea.com   2/10   0/10   0/10  

Backup   8/10   10/10   9/10  

Table   13.23:   Prediction   Summary   for   Craigslist   backup   tests  

 
Since   we   already   decided   to   use   the   backup   model,   we   wanted   to   know   what   it   was   not   being   able   to  
predict.   Here   it   was   unable   to   come   up   with   a   prediction   for   the   type   on   two   occasions,   for   Fig.   13.11   and  
Fig.   13.20.   Interestingly,   both   of   the   figs.   are   hoodies   and   looking   into   why   it   wasn’t   able   to   predict   a   hoodie  
on   those   two   images,   we   noticed   that   it   was   giving   out   a   prediction   as   a   hoodie   with   sub   80%   confidence,  
which   means   that   we   need   to   add   more   images   of   hoodies   to   our   dataset   to   increase   the   precision   score  
for   hoodies.   
 
We   also   noticed   that   the   model   gave   out   correct   predictions   for   hoodies   in   Figs.   13.15   and   13.18.   We   then  
noticed   that   the   difference   between   the   images   that   it   gave   a   prediction   with   sub   80%   confidence   and  
above   80%   confidence   was   the   distance   that   the   pictures   were   taken   from.   From   this,   we   can   assume   that  
we   need   to   add   more   images   of   hoodies   from   different   distances,   especially   far   away   so   it   will   give   a  
prediction   with   a   higher   confidence   score.  
 
The   model   also   didn’t   manage   to   predict   the   colour   on   one   of   the   images,   for   Fig.   13.11.   The   correct  
prediction   is   black   and   we   already   concluded   in   the   evaluation   process   of   the   model   that   it   would   perhaps  
have   difficulty   predicting   the   color   black   as   it   was   close   to   the   colour   dark   gray.  
 
Putting   in   a   lower   confidence   threshold,   the   model   managed   to   accurately   predict   the   colour   as   black   with   a  
sub   80%   confidence   score,   which   strengthens   our   conclusion   that   the   model   had   a   problem   distinguishing  
between   the   colour   black   and   dark   gray.  
 
Interestingly,   the   model   managed   to   predict   correctly   on   the   brand   on   all   occasions,   which   leads   to   the  
conclusion   that   the   model   has   enough   images   with   tagged   brands   to   accurately   predict   it   correctly   with   an  
above   80%   confidence   score.    
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14   The   Past   and   the   Future  
 
 

14.1   The   Past  
 
In   the   beginning   of   the   project,   we   thought   that   the   machine   learning   part   of   the   app   would   be   plug   and   play  
and   somewhat   straightforward   by   using   either   Microsoft   Azure   or   Google   Cloud   Vision   AI.   But   to   make   sure  
that   they   worked   before   we   started   coding   the   app,   we   tested   them   to   check   if   they   were   able   to   make  
correct   predictions   as   they   were   thought   to   be   used   in   a   general   sense,   not   in   a   niche   sense   as   we   were  
planning   on   using   them.   We   decided   to   test   five   images   from   ASOS   which   contained   five   professional  
models   wearing   the   clothes   and   five   images   from   Craigslist,   which   contained   images   of   used   clothing  
uploaded   by   sellers.   The   rationale   for   including   the   images   from   Craigslist   was   that   even   if   the   providers  
provided   accurate   predictions   for   the   images   from   ASOS,   it   was   perhaps   not   as   well   equipped   to   make  
accurate   predictions   on   images   that   were   in   our   niche,   that   is   images   that   were   taken   by   users   with   the  
clothing   item   laid   down.  
 
The   testing   phase   of   the   providers   showed   that   Google   was   well   equipped   to   make   accurate   predictions   for  
the   clothing   items   from   the   ASOS   dataset,   however   it   didn’t   fare   as   well   for   the   Craigslist   dataset.   Since  
Microsoft   didn’t   fare   better,   we   were   in   kind   of   a   dilemma.   We   thought   that   we   would   be   able   to   use   a  
general   service   provided   by   either   Google   or   Microsoft   but   the   testing   showed   that   this   would   not   be   the  
case,   which   meant   that   either   we   could   use   the   general   service   that   provided   inaccurate   results   or   we   could  
try   to   find   a   solution   that   worked   for   our   needs.   The   latter   meant   that   we   would   need   to   allocate   significant  
more   time   to   the   machine   learning   research   than   we   originally   estimated,   and   meant   that   this   research  
paper,   which   was   part   of   the   hand   in   to   K3,   would   be   significantly   larger   than   previously   thought.  
 
After   consultation   with   both   our   instructor   and   our   Project   Owner,   we   decided   that   we   would   try   to   utilize   a  
new   technology   called   Automated   Machine   Learning   (AutoML).   AutoML   doesn’t   require   the   machine  
learning   knowledge   that   we   lacked   and   we   could   build   a   model   to   make   predictions   built   on   a   dataset   that  
related   to   our   niche   of   used   clothing   articles.  
 
We   decided   to   utilize   Google   AutoML   for   building   a   model   since   we   had   experience   with   working   with  
Google   products   compared   with   none   with   Microsoft   products   and   after   consultation   with   a   machine  
learning   engineer   that   concluded   that   the   Google   AutoML   solution   would   fit   us   better.  
 
To   build   a   dataset   that   worked   with   our   niche,   we   first   planned   on   using   a   known   dataset   that   contained  
tagged   images   of   used   clothing.   After   consultation   with   our   Product   Owner   asking   him   if   he   knew   of   such   a  
dataset,   we   came   to   the   conclusion   that   there   were   no   such   dataset   that   fitted   our   needs.   This   led   us   to  
start   looking   at   websites   that   we   could   scrape   to   build   our   dataset.  
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This   search   led   us   to   two   websites,   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com,   which   both   offered   used   clothing   for  
sale   and   had   tags   of   each   clothing   on   the   site.   Instead   of   choosing   to   scrape   either   of   the   sites   to   build   a  
dataset,   we   decided   that   we   would   scrape   both   sites   and   build   separate   datasets   that   we   could   compare  
and   use   the   dataset   that   gave   more   accurate   predictions.  
 
Scraping   both   of   these   sites   went   well   and   after   cleaning   the   data   and   then   importing   the   images   and   a   .csv  
document   with   tags   for   each   image   so   we   could   train   the   images,   it   became   clear   in   the   evaluation   of   the  
training   of   the   datasets   that   the   models   built   on   these   datasets   were   not   good   enough.   After   further  
inspection   we   noticed   that   both   datasets   had   incorrect   tags   on   several   occasions   and   both   datasets   had  
too   few   images   for   each   label   than   recommended   by   Google.  
 
This   led   us   to   another   dilemma,   we   could   finetune   the   models   by   going   through   each   image   to   check   if   they  
were   correctly   tagged   and   lower   the   labels   by   combining   labels   that   fitted   together,   but   we   ultimately  
deemed   that   this   would   take   too   much   time,   and   ultimately   weren’t   sure   if   it   would   even   work.  
 
After   consultation   with   our   instructor,   he   told   us   that   we   could   try   and   make   the   app   work   with   a   subset   of  
clothing   items   first   instead   of   trying   to   make   the   app   work   on   the   full   set   of   clothing   as   we   envisioned   in   the  
beginning.   We   decided   that   we   would   try   to   make   it   work   on   a   few   brands,   a   few   colours   and   a   few   types.  
 
For   this   we   decided   that   we   would   make   the   app   work   on   two   brands,   “Adidas”   and   “Nike”,   on   three   types,  
“Hoodie”,   “Sweatshirt”   and   “T-Shirt”,   and   five   colours,   “Black”,   “Blue”,   “Gray”,   “Red”   and   “White”.   The   focus   on  
building   a   dataset   for   this   small   subset   enabled   us   to   find   a   large   amount   of   images   for   each   label,   which  
would   potentially   mean   that   Google   would   be   able   to   make   accurate   predictions   based   on   this   subset.  
 
To   find   the   images   that   we   needed   for   our   dataset,   we   decided   that   we   would   focus   on   images   that  
resembled   the   images   that   would   be   taken   by   our   users   as   close   as   possibly,   that   is   only   including   images  
that   were   of   clothing   that   were   laid   down,   thus   eliminating   the   images   that   were   hanged   up   for   example   on  
a   hanger   or   the   seller   were   wearing   them.  
 
We   decided   that   we   would   find   websites   that   had   images   in   that   format   and   would   be   downloading   them  
and   then   manually   tag   them   to   minimize   the   risk   of   the   same   thing   happening   in   regards   with   incorrect   tags  
when   we   scraped   Oxfam.org.uk   and   Netflea.com.   The   search   of   finding   these   images   led   us   to   four  
websites,   Grailed.com,   Shpock.com,   Picclick.com   and   Poshmark.com,   although   Shpock.com   only   delivered  
a   few   images.   In   total   we   gathered   2.886   manually   tagged   images   for   our   dataset   and   after   importing   the  
images   and   a   .csv   document   with   the   tags   for   each   image,   we   started   training   a   model   based   on   the  
dataset.  
 
The   evaluation   of   the   backup   model   was   really   encouraging   with   a   99.13%   precision   score   and   a   92.80%  
recall   score   at   80%   confidence   threshold,   compared   to   89.97%   precision   score   and   a   11.15%   recall   score   for  
the   Oxfam.org.uk   model   and   a   88.32%   precision   score   and   a   meager   4.70%   recall   score   for   the   Netflea.com  
model.  
 
Testing   the   backup   model   with   ten   images   showed   that   the   model   was   well   equipped   to   work   on   the   niche  
that   we   had,   and   only   missed   the   type   on   two   occasions   of   the   ten   images   and   the   colour   once.   It   managed  
to   accurately   predict   the   brand   on   all   occasions.  
 
These   findings   resulted   in   us   using   the   backup   model   to   serve   predictions   for   our   app.    
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14.2   The   Future  
 
Currently   we   have   a   working   model   that   works   on   two   brands,   “Adidas”   and   “Nike”,   three   types,   “Hoodie”,  
“Sweatshirt”   and   “T-Shirt”,   and   five   colours,   “Black”,   “Blue”,   “Gray”,   “Red”   and   “White”.  
 
However,   the   model   does   not   work   perfectly   on   a   few   of   these   tags.   As   we   noted   in   the   testing   phase,   the  
model   does   not   give   a   prediction   on   the   type   “Hoodie”   with   a   high   enough   confidence   score.   This   can   be  
improved   by   importing   more   images   of   hoodies.  
 
The   model   also   has   some   trouble   distinguishing   between   a   few   colours.   Black   closely   resembles   the   dark  
gray   colour,   black   also   closely   resembles   the   dark   blue   colour   and   light   gray   closely   resembles   the   white  
colour.   This   can   be   improved   by   importing   images   with   each   colour   to   bring   the   total   number   for   each  
colour   that   closely   resembles   each   other   higher   than   it   currently   is,   thus   making   the   model   able   to   make   a  
prediction   with   a   higher   confidence   score   and   enabling   it   to   distinguish   between   closely   resembled   colours  
better.  
 
Once   the   model   has   been   improved   to   work   better   on   the   current   labels,   we   can   add   to   the   labels,   e.g.  
adding   the   brand   “Puma”   to   the   model.   Doing   so   would   however   require   over   1.000   images   of   Puma  
clothing   to   the   dataset.  
 
We   would   recommend   building   on   the   dataset   label   by   label,   thus   making   the   model   work   for   each   added  
label   before   we   add   on   the   next   label.  
 
One   of   the   main   disadvantages   of   having   the   model   predicting   on   brands   is   that   a   large   subset   of   clothing  
items   don’t   have   a   brand   visible.   For   example   if   we   look   at   the   “H&M”   brand,   most   of   their   clothing   don’t  
have   the   H&M   brand   visible   on   their   clothing,   thus   making   it   near   impossible   for   a   machine   learning   model  
to   learn   to   recognize   the   brand.   If   it   is   decided   to   use   the   brand,   the   contingency   plan   must   be   that   the   brand  
will   come   up   empty   for   a   large   number   of   predictions   that   the   model   makes   on   brands.  
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